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Young Wild West and the Doomed Mine
-OR-

H~IETTA'S ltlfE AT ST.A~E
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
THE MEN WHO DID NOT WANT TO TALK.

The mining camp called Potter's Flat presented a rather deserted appearance one afternoon a few years ago, when Young
Wild West, the well-known boy hero of the West, and his
friends, rode along the dusty trail and ·came in sight of it.
There were as many as thirty shanties there, and quite a few
tents, and these suggested quite a population.
But only half a dozen men could be seen, and they were
gathered in front of the long building where the combined
business of a store and saloon was run.
On the hill to the left were sheds and buildings, and the
machinery and appliances that could be seen indicated plainly
that there was a mine there.
But there was no machine_ry in motion, .nor was there smoke
coming from the stack that ran up from the furnace.
Young Wild West, attired in a fancy and expensive hunting
suit of buckskin, a 1:>road sombrero Upped back upon his head,
and his wealth of light chestnut hair hanging down over his
shoulders, surely made the true picture of a dashing young
Westerner. His steed was a clean-limbed sorrel stalllon, which
bore the name of Spitfire, and the one fitted the other for
the reason that the rider knew no fear and was ever fighting
for the right, and the steed was intelligent, speedy and full
of endurance.
Wild, as he was called for short, had won the title of Champion Deadshot of the West, but he never ooasted of what
he could do with a revolver or rifle. When it was necessary
to do accurate shooting he always did it, whether it wa.s !or
fun or for fair.
"Well, Et," the young deadshot said, as he brought Spitfire
to a halt and turned to the golden-haired girl, who was riding
beside him, "I reckon there must be something wrong here,
By the looks of the camp I would judge that things must
be booming. Yet only half a dozen men can be seen, and
everything is quiet up there at the mine."
"There surely must be 1something wrong," replied the boy's
sweetheart, whose name was Arietta Murdock. "But it may
be that the mine has been closed because the pay-dirt has
given out, and t.iose who were working here have deserted the
camp."
Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, who was riding along with hls
wife Anna not far behind our hero and his sweetheart, now
came up, and as he brought his horse to a halt he shrugged
his shoulders and said:
"I heard what you two was sayin', an' blamed if it don't look
as though Arietta is about right. What did that cowboy we
met say this place was called, Wild?"
"Potter's Flat, Charlie,'' the boy answered, quickly. "He
said a man named Potter had struck it rich here a couple of

years ago, and had opened up a mine that employed about
fif_ty m~~- But he certainly did not say anything about the
mme g1vmg out."
'·No, I reckon he didn't. Well, the only way to find out about
it is to ride on an' ask them fellers what's standin' over there
in front of the whisky-mill an' st-0re."
.
This appeared to be the logical war, so with a nod of his
head Wild rode on, his sweetheart keeping close to his i;ide.
Arietta was attired in a costume that suited her to a nicety,
considering that she was spending her whole time in riding
about through the wildest parts of the West with her young
lover and his companions.
Her mount was a cream-white broncho, and the two steeds
made a pleasing contrast.
Cheyenne Charlie was one of the partners of Young Wild
West, and had been for about four years, at the time of which
we write.
Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy, was the other partner, and he
came not far oehind the scout and his wife, his sweetheart,
Elloise Gardner, riding at his right.
A little further behind two Chinamen, who were brothers
named Hop Wah 1:-Ild Wing Wah and servants for the party,
rode along on their bronchos, lea.ding a pair of pack-horses
that carried the camping' outfit and supplies.
uur friends certainly looked picturesque as they rode two
abreast toward the small group of men in front of the long
building that bore a big sign announcing it to be a tavern and
general store combined.
There were just six men there, and they all were roughly
dressed, some of them rather ragged and dirty.
"Hello, strangers!" one of them, who seemed to be a sort of
spokesman, called out, as he looked at the approaching riders
with undisguised sutlirise.
"Hello!" Young Wild West answered, in his cool and easy
way. "What's the trouble here?"
•
"Ain't heard about it, eh?" and the man shrugged his shoulders and turned to his companions as if he felt that he had an
important duty to perform when he explained the situation as
it existed in Potter's Flat.
"No, we haven't heard about anything. We are strangers
here," and Young Wild West quickly dismounted and faced
the group.
·
"This camp is called Potter's Flat, an' a man named Potter
owns the mine up there," the man observed, as he nodded toward the hill.
"Yes, we heard that much from a cowboy we met this morning."
"Had the cowboy been over here when you met him?"
"He didn't say that he had."
"Well, he couldn't have oeen, or else he left mighty early,
an' didn't know what happened last night."
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"What did happeu, my friend?"
"See that cunnin' lookin' shanty half hid by tb.e trees up
t here not far from the mine?" and the man indicated the object he referred to by pointing his forefinger in that direct ion.
They all saw it, and Young Wild West quickly answered in
t he affirmative.
··well, that's where Dave Mullen, the head boss of the mine,
liver,. Ain't that 1·ight, boys?" and he turnod and nodded to the
others standing about.
"That's dead right, Sam," one of them retorted, while the
r est hastened to bear him out.
-'{
· "That's an right," our hero said, rather impatiently. "But
tell me what happened."
·'I'm comin' to that kid. Don't be in too much of a hurry.
You kin bet that J w~uldn't be here now if I owned a horse.
Every man what owned one, an' nearly every one liviu' here
does, is out huntin' for the sneakin' scoundrels."
"What sneaking scoundrels?"
·'Why, them as kidnaped Dave Mullen's little girl last night. "
"Oh, I see. A child was stolon from the little shack up there
on the hill, is that it?" J
"Yes, an' a mighty :putty little gal she is, too."
,. And every man who owned a horse has gone to hunt down
the child's abductors and restore her to her father.''
"That's it, kid. They want to bring her back to her father,
an' her mother, too. You see, Dave Mullen's wife is mighty
sick from what happened. Half a dozen of the women folks
livin' here is up there with her now doin' the best they kin
for )1er. Some think she won't live very long if the lrid ain't
brought baclc mighty soon."
. -At this juncture a tall, thin man of middle age came out of
t he door that opened into the biLr-room of the saloon.
Ile ,yas su~king away at a very black, pipe, and appeared to
be takmg thmgs coolly.
·
"Where did you folks come from?" he asked, as he looked
from one to the other of the party.
."Oh, we just struck here by accident," Wild answered, and
then he stepped toward him, feeling that he' might get a little
further information from the man.
'"Hear a.bout what happened last night?" the tall man
queried, ar, he took the pipe from his mouth and looked at the
boy sharply.
"We have heard something about il This man here," nodcUug toward the miner who had been so slow about ex1}la.i ning
matters, ."has been trying to tell us something."
"He has, eh? Well, I reckon Sam Hart kin tell a story
about as g·ood as any one here. He told you that Dave Mulle;u's
kid was stole last night, an' that Dave's wife is very sick from
i~."
'"Yes, he told us that much."
'"An' I s'poso he said that about every man belonging to the
camp is out tryin' to find them as stole the child."
"Yes, he told us that, too."
"Well, that's all there is to it. There ain't nothin' more to
tel l. . Who are you, anyhow, young feller?"
"Young Wild West is my name."
"Is that so? Seems to me I've heard of yer."
"Perhaps you have. I am not a stranger in these parts,
though I will say that I have never been here in this camp
before."
·
"Young Wild West, eh?" and the tall man pat the pipe back
in his mol,\th and looked at the dashing young cleadshot curiously. "Want to put up here?" he added, as if he had just
thought of it. "I've got a mighty good place here for strangers
t o stop at. I don't charge a!1 awful lot, either."
"Thank you for your suggestion, but I ''reckon we'll put up
our tents somewhere a.round here and go into camp. We are in
t h e habit of doing that, so we'll not be put out any."
"Jest as you please. But say! I've heard tell that Young
Wild West kin shoct any one Jivin'."
"I don't know where you got your information from, and
I''.tn not able to say that you're right."
".Maybe I'm wrong, then."
"Perhaps you are. I'll admit that I can shoot quick a.nd
straight, and that I am always ready to do it, if I think it is
n ecessary. It is true that I have taken part in quite a few
shooting matches and have managed to win them all."
"That makes you a champion, then, don't it?"
"It does as far as those I have competed with are concerned.
"But that don't mean that there a.re plenty of others who can
shoot better than I can."
'"You're all right, Young Wlld West. You tall, jest the w·ay
I like to hear a ·felle r talk, Maybe you kin do somethin' about

! findin' tbe gang what stole Dave Mullen's little gal last night.
I I mean by that, if it haP1Jens that they ain't fom1d 'em yet."
I "I'll be only too glad to help aJJ I can. But you people cer'I tainly must have some idea of who the men are who did the
kidnaping."
·
"Yes, that's right. I reckon we could guess putty well who
some of 'em is. There's men what's been workin' at the mine
1 who ain't very friendly to Mullen.
Most likely it's some of
them."
"Quite likely."
Satisfied that he coul(l. get no further information about the
k~dnaping case, Young Wild West turned and walked back to
hi~ hors~;
.
.
.
"
,
Boys, he sai.il, noddmg to lus p-a rtners, I reckon we 11 find
a place to pitch our camp. 'l'hen probably we may hunt up
some ono who will explain matters thoroughly. I am just interested enough to feel_ as if I wou1d like ~o run ~o,yn the fellows who stole the child. I mean to Jio it, too, 1f it happens
that she has not been found yet."
''That's the way to talk, Wild!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimod.
"Hooray! Whoopee, whoopee!"
He waved his hat in the air as he uttered the shout, and the
lanky pro.prietor of the hotel and store and those standing before it looked on but said nothing.
It was not until Young Wild West took his horse by the bil
and started to walk away that any of them said anything.
Then a short man who was dirty as well as ragged ran a
few steps toward him and called out:
"Say, kid, you ain't gain' away that way, are yer?"
"Right this way, my friend," the boy answered, coolly, as
he pointed to a small level spot near a running brook.
"B~t d_o n't you think what you have heard is worth somethin'?"
"No, I certainly don't. You fellows are about as dumb as any
I have ever seen. None of you seem to want to talk."
'"We kin all talk fast enough if we want to."
· "Yes, . I beliove t,tiat."
!'If you had wanted us to talk you oughter have asked us
into Pete Spencer's to have a drink first. If you had done
that we would be talkin' yet, an' tellin' you all about what
happened here last night."
''Oh, that's how it is, eh?"
"I reckon it is. Now then, you jest invite the boys in to
have a. drink an' you'll mighty soon hear one of the blamedest
stories you have heard in a good while."
"Do you need a drink badly?"
"I reckon I do. I've been dee.cl broke for over a week now."
"Well, go to work and earn some rn.>ney, so you can buy a.
drink, then."
"What's that, kid?" and the man's eyes flashed.
The others tittered,° and this made him angrier still.
"Didn't you hear what I r::aid?" and Wild left, his horse
standing and walked to him.
"Yes, r heard you. But don't you get sassy."
"Hold on tbeTe, Ruckles," called out the lanky saloonkeeper. "That's Young Wild Wost. If you don't look out he'll
have you sta.ndin' on your head afore you know it."
"I don't care who it is," was the retort. "I ain't goin' to
aJJow no kid to sass me."
A smile showed upon the handsome face of Young Wild West
as he looked at the insignificant speciman of manhood before
him.
He ha.cl already sized up the group, and his conclusion was
that only two of them really amounted to anything.
The rest were such as could be found hanging about a barroom anywhere, men who care more for a drint than they do
for work.
"Is your name Ruckles?'" the boy asked, in his cool and easy
way. "I oolieve I heard the boss of the shanty over there call
you that."
"Yes, my name is Ruckles. Don't you like the name?"
"Oh, I suppose 'the name is all right, but I don't like the
man who owns it."
"You don't, eh? What are you gain' to do about it?"
"I'm waiting to see what you are going to do about it. But
see here. I don't want any trouble with you, because I am
too much interested in what happened last night to bother
with you. But if you don't move away from here inside of
five seconds I'll make you move."
The companions of Ruckles had ceased chattering by this
time, and when they heard the boy making the threat they
looked astonished.
/
But Pete Spencer, the boss of the saloon and store, nodded
h is head and grinned.
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It was quite evident that he had an idea of what was likely
to happen.
,
Ruckles did not ofl'er to move, though. On the contrary, he
placed his hand upon the butt of a r evolver that was hanging
from his belt.
Probably he thought this might have the effect of frightening
the boy.
But he did not know Young Wild West.
It had an entirely different effect.
~s _quick as a flash the young dcadshot leaped forw"ii.rd, and,
gnppmg the man by his right arm, he gave it a wrench that
caused him to utt er a howl of pa.ln.
Then a quicl( fling, and Ruckles was spinning around like a
top.
A kick followed, and he was lifted almost c1ear of the ground
and-started from the saloon.
Down he went upon his hand~ and knees, for he could not
keep upon his feet.
A couple of the men laughed outright, and all but one of
them smiled.
Wild was not going to run the risk of being shot at by the
fellow, so he followed him up and stood over him.
Ruckles still hz.d his gun, and the boy knew it.
"Are you satisfied?" he asked, looking the surprised rascal
squarely in the eyes.
"Don't kick me ag'in," came the reply. "I wasn't lookin'
for no chln' like tha.t, er you wo,lldn't have done it. But I'm
down now, so it ain't fair to kick me.•·
"Get up!" came the command, for Wild knew the fellow was
simply waiting for the cha.nee to get a shot at him.
Ruckles half arose and then he made an effort to grab his
gun and turn it upon the boy.
But he was not quick enoug-h.
Spat!
The young deadshot's fist shot out with terrific force, and
catching Ruckles squarely between the eyes, sent him at full
length upon the ground, right at the feet of the boss of the
store.
CHAPTER II.
HOP WAH VISITS TIIE TAVERN.

"Gentlemen," said Young Wild West, as he stepped back
from the v1llain again and looked calmly at those standing
abou t, "I am sorry the re has been any trou ble here. But
maybe some of you don't like what I just did to Ruckles. If
that is true, speak out, and we'll settle it r ight here.•·
"I reckon I ain't sorry, Young Wild West," the man called
Sam Hart exclaimed, and he promptly made his way to the
boy and put out his hand, which was acce1>ted.
Of the half a d<nen men this was about the only one the
young deadshot regarded as being anytWng lik e all right.
"Much obliged to you for saying that, Il' Y friend," the boy
answered, as coolly wi if nothln,g at all had happened. "How
about the rest of them?"
"Oh, you kin fig-ht all right, when it comes to using your
fi&ts," one of them spoke up, growlingly.
"Yes, an• he kin fight with a gun, too, an' don't you forglt
it, boys," said the keeper of the store, with an assuring n.od.
"The fact is," he added, with a shn:g of the shoulders, "all of
us has been a little too short in our ways. I didn't expect
Youn,g Wild West to do no treatin' in here afore I answered
his questions an' told him what ha.d be-en goin' on last night.
But I'll admit that I wasn't very quick about teUin' him. You
fellers has been hangin' around here waitin' to git a drink.
There ain't one of ycr what's got a cent, so you can't buy it,
an' you want somebody to give it to yer."
"That ain't altogether my case, Pete," Hart declared,
earnestly. "You know putty well that if I had owned a horse
I'd have gone with the crowd to hunt for the littlo gal. I
didn't have no horse, so I had to stay here, an' these fellers
was the only ones as was left with me, except yourself."
"I lent the two horses I owned, but of course I ha.d to stay
here to tend to business," answered Pete. "How did I know
how soon somebody might come a.long an' want something?
Me an' the old woman is the only ones In the house."
Seeing that none of them were apt to take it up for the man
he had thrashed, Wild ti.gain turned to go to his horse.
"I'll be glad to tell you all I know about what happened
here last night," Hart called out.
"Never mind now" we.a the reply. "I reckon we'll go int.o
camp. We'll find out all about it later on."
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The miner showed that he was considerably abashed, li11t did
not ol!er to say anything further.
As W!ld joined his companions, who had been taking in all
that occurred with no little interest, he turned and saw Ruck.lea
sitting up and looking around in a dazed sort of way.
But he did not fear that he would offer to shoot now, so
taking Spitfire by the bridle, he started toward the spot he ha.d
already selected as a suitable place to put up the tents.
But Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart kept a watch in the
direction of the store.
They were not going to give Ruckles a chance to do any
shooting should he make up his mind to try It.
However, the fellow did not show any inclination that way,
and getting upon his feet, went and sat down with his back
against the front of the shanty.
..He's settled for a while, anyhow," Jim Dart observed with
a laugh. "Wild, you certainly gaye him an awful walloping."
"Don't you think he needed it, Jim?" the young deadshot
asked, smilingly.
"He certainly did, for if you had waited a second longer he
would have fired at you."
"Oughter have knocked t,he measly coyote's head 011'.," deolared Cheyenne Charlie, his eyes flashing. "'.rhere ain't none
of that bunch what's any good 'cept the feller what talked
when we first got here. Of course, the boss of the shanty is
all right. But Sam Hart don't a.mount to an awful lot, though.
He was jest as anxious to get a drink as any of the rest."
"I'm incllned to believe that you're right on that Charlie "
Wild answered. "But I think Sam Hart, as they cali him, is'a
pretty decent sort of fellow if he's given a chance. He's in
bad company ju&,t now, and that may malte an awful difference. He'll be over here presently, see if he isn't."
"He had better mind his eye if· he comes, 'cause jest th.e
minute he gits a little fresh I'm goin' to take care of him.
I was itchin' to git down off my horse an' wallop the whole
bunch of 'em. I knowed that me an' you could do it."
"Charlie, you should know very well that Wild is perfectly
able to take care of himself," the scout's wife spoke up.
"Nothing was said to you, anyway, nor did any of the men
say or do anything that might be taken as insulting to the
girls or myself."
"That's all right, gal. But. I couldn't help feelin' that way."
By this time they had reached the spot Young Wild West had
selected for a camping place.
All hands dismounted, and the two Chinamen went right
ahead with the work of unloading the pack-horses, while Wild
and his partners removed the saddles from the steeds that had
been ridden by themselves and the girls and proceeded to tie
them where t.hey might have a chance to graze upon the rich
growth of grass along the edge of the brook.
When they had done this they went back and found the
girls looking in a rather pleased way t.oward the left.
When they saw three women approaching they understood
the cause.
With the exception that the half dozen men were standing
in front of the store when they arrived, the mining camp
seemed to be entirely deserted.
But now it was different.
Several women could be seen in front of the shanties that
lined the sandy street on either side for a short distance.
They were all gazing that way, too, which showed that it
must have become known what happened shortly after the
strangers reached the spot.
The three women, who were tyipical miners' wives, came up
in a hesitating sort of way.
Arietta greeted them with a smlle, and invited them to come
and sit down.
It happened that the women were fa.r more talkative than
the men had been, and once they got started they all tried to
tell of the abduction of tho little girl that occurred some time
tho night before.
After a while one of them managed to get the floor, B'l to
speak, and she related a rather long story, giviug all she knew
about it in detail.
But really, !j-fter all, our friends did not learn much more
than had already ooen told them in a rather evasive way,
The facts were, as near as they could understand, that Mullen, the superintendent of the big mine, had made several enemies among the men working there.
This was because he had discharged an engineer for getting
drunk, something like two weeks before.
The engineer seemed to have several friends, and after his
departure from Potters Flu.t a strong feeling wa,s shown by
t.hem again.st Mullen.
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They had se t a trap for him to make him fal! into the shaft,
but it had failed.
There was no evidence against the men who did this, and
Mullen decided to let it go, though, of course, he was on the
alert nearly all the time to find who was responsible for the
trap th::.t had been set.
Nothing had been seen of the discharged engineer, whose
name was Tom Wall.
But the supposition was that it was he who had planned
the abduction of the superintendent's child, and that h'e must
be hiding somewhere in ' the vicinity of the mining camp.
Mullen had remained at the tavern quite late the night before, and the morning was well advanced when he arrived at
his cozy little shanty on the side of the hill.
When he got there a great surprise was in store for him.
His wife und the squaw, who was a servant at the house,
were found tied hand and foot in one of the rooms, with the
f1;,;·ni ture scattered about to show plainly that there had been
a struggl e.
The little girl, aged six, was missing.
Both Mullen's wife and the servant were gagged as well as
bou nd, and hence it was that they could not give the alarm
af te r the departure of the villains.
'l'hc woman had gone in hysterics the instant she was re-leased by her husb and, and since that time had been lying in a
crltical condition, unable to give the details of the story.
However, the squaw st ated that there were as many as four
men who had entered the house unexpectedly, all wearing
I.J!ack mas:rn to conceal their faces.
AUer they bad overpowered her mistress and herself they
had seized the little girl, wrapped her in a cloalt , and then
taken th eir departure.
Our fr iends now understood why Potter's Flat had presented' such a deserted appearance upon their arrival.
E Yery man who could get a horse had· started to run. down.
the villains who had committed the foul crime of abducting
an innocent little girl.
"Well, boys," the young deadshot sald, nodding to his partners, after he had listened to the story, "I reckon we couldn't
have got h ere in a better time, unless we arrived last night in
time to prevent the outrage that has been committed. We are
going to make our headquarters here until the little girl is
restored to her parents and the villains are punished. You can
stake all you're worth on that, boys."
.. That's the way to talk, Wild," Cheyenne Charl!e spoke up,
nodding with an eagerness that told how ready and willing he
was to take a hand in the game.
Arietta informed the three women as to who they were, and
was not at all surprised when they said they had heard of
Young Wild West and his friends, and felt that they would
surely sa ve the little girl in case those who had gone to look
for her failed.
They left the camp shortly after that, and in a few minutes
it was spread about the Flat among the rest of the women as
to who tlle strangers were and what they intended to do.
It was a little after four o'clock in the afternoon when our
friends arrived at the mining camp, and when they were once
more all by themselves Wild told Wing Wah, the cook, to go
ahead and start preparations for the evening meal.
The two , Chinamen had finished putting up the two tents
that were occupied as sleeping quarters, and that done, the
camp was ready.
Hop, his brother, assisted him in gathering sufficient fuel to
make a fire and keep it going, and having done this he cast a
sly glance around, and seeing Wild busy talking with his
partners and the girls, slipped off along the bank of the little
brook until he came to a clump of rocks.
Then he quickly got behind the rocks and waited a minute
or two.
Hearing nothing that would indicate that his presence had
been discovered, he locked about and then made straight for
a shanty that was located a couple of hundred feet distant.
Once he got to the shanty he shot another glance In the
direction of the little camp, and with a nod of his head and a
· broad grin he went around the shanty and then started In a
bee-line for the long building that was occupied as a store
and saloon.
Hop Wah was not exactly what might be called an ordinary
Chinaman.
· He was superior to the average of his race, and it laid in the
fact that he was a very clever sleight-of-hand performer,
shrewd and always able to do about the 1ight thing at the
right time.
He was also very fond of gambling, and could get'the best of
any of the card sharps he came in contact with.

If his love for gambling was a failing, he had still another,
which was that he liked whisky, which he always called tanglefoot.
He wanted some tanglefoot now, and thinking that probably
Cheyenne Charlie might detain him if he left the camp openly,
he had sneaked off in the manner described.
W'hen he entered the bar-room of the shanty structure he
found the six men inside.
They were all sitting at tables, and the proprietor sat upon
a chair that was tipped back, his feet on another, dozing.
He looked up as the heathen came in, and then quickly got
upon his feet.
''Velly nicee day, so be," the clever Chinee ventured, a bland
smile showing on his yellow face.
"Yes, heathen," was the grinning repJy. "What kin I do
for you? You can't buy a drink here for Jess than forty cents.
The goods has to be carted too far to make it possible to sell
it any cheaper. If · you ain't got forty cents you don't git a
drink."
"Me gottee plenty money, boss," Hop retorted, reassuringly,
and then to prove it he drew a buckskin bag from one of his
pockets, and stepping to the bar, dumped the contents there.
The coins, numbering fifty or sixty, were nearly all gold,
though here and there cou-Id be seen a silver half dollar or
~a~~

•

This was quite enough to make the eyes of Pete Spencer
open wide.
"Blamed if you ain't got plenty of money, heathen," he
said, speaking in a milder way. "I reckon you kin buy all
the whisky you want. "
"Me likee havee Jillee dllnk of tangtefoot," retorted Hop, as
he placed the money back into the bag.
This seemed to be the signal for the loiterers to rise and
approach the bar.
Until the Chinaman had showed the money they had no use
for him.
But now it was different, and, eager for a drink, they pressed
forward.
"Heathen," said Sam Hart, extending a hand, "you come
here with Yol!ng Wild West, an' that shows you're white
through an' through, even though your skin is yaller. I like
the looks of yer. My name is Sam. What's yours?"
"Me name~ Hop Wah; comee flom China, Misler Sam," was
the bland retort. "You wantee 11llee dlink?"
.. WeJJ, Hop, I didn't speak to yer for that. But since you
invited me, I'll take a little rattlesnake oil, as we call it sometimes."
"Allee light, we havee lillee dlink, so be. Boss, givee Misler
Sam some Jattlesnake oil. Me wan tee lillee tanglefoot."
This caused the proprietor to laugh heartily.
"It all comes out of the same bottle, heathen," was .the retort, and he quickly placed two heavy and thick glasses upon
the bar, and then put out a black bottle.
The other fiye men pressed a little closer to the two at the
bar.'
As yet they had not been invited, but they all noticed how
easy it was for Hart to get an invitation to drink.
"You're a mighty fine feller, Hop," one O'~ them said, patronizingly, "I like the looks of you. You're about the puttiest
Chinaman I ever seen."
"Lat allee light," Hop retorted, with a grin. "You velly
nicee Melican man.. Me likee you velly muehee. You wantee
lillee dlink?"
"Well, excuse me for bein' so fresh, but since you have asked
me, I'll take a little pizen."
"Maybe you wantee lillee dlink," Hop spoke up, as he turned
quickly and looked at the man Wild had thrashed.
"Bug•juice for me," was the quick reply. "I ain't feelin'
exactly right. Young Wild West knocked the spots out of me,
an' I s'pose a little somethin' that's got a sting to it will put
me in proper shape ag'in."
"You wantee stingee?" Hop asked, as if he had just thought
of something.
"I reckon I do, heathen, right here," and Ruckles pointed to
his throat and grinned.
·· Allee light, me flxee you velly muchee quickee."
Then as quick as a flash the Chinaman drew from under h1s
coat what seemed to be a live rattlesnake.
He thrust it right in the face of Ruckles, and with a yell
of fear and dismay, the rascal fell over backward, his heels
flying in the air.
The rest of the men scattered with remarkable quickness,
leaving Hop alone at the bar.
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CHAPTER III.
HOP SHOWS Sm\IETIIINO OF )V'HAT HE OAN DO.

It was not a live snake that Hop used to frighten the man
with, but simply a rubber imitation or one which he had made
himself and skilfully painted to imitate the real thing.
Many times bad he shown the "rattler," and always with the
result of creating a sensation.
Pete Spencer was as much startled as any of the rest.
He had got as far away as he could from the bar, and with
a very pale face he shouted:
"Git out of here with that rattler, heathen. Git out or I'll
shoot."
"Lat allee light," was the bland reply, as Hop turned to
him smilingly. "Um snakee no hurtee somebody. He ve!ly
goodee snakee. Me eatee, so be."
'l'hen the clever Chinee appeared to thrust the snake into
his mouth, pushing it downward and gulping as he did so.
When the ta.ii, rattles and all had disappeared he gave an
extra gulp, stroked his stomach, and then breathed a sigh of
satisfaction.
This was a little too much for all of them.
The men who wanted a drink so badly before now kept as
far away as tney could get from the Chinaman.
Rucklcs was still upon the floor, though he had crawled
over close to the door, and was ready, no doubt, to make a
hasty exit should Hop venture to come any nearer to him.
"Whattee mattee?" came the question, and then Hop shook
his head sadly and turned to the bar. ,
·
He poured out a drink from, the bottle which was still there,
and holding up the glass, said:
"Velly goodee luckee, so be. Me velly smartee Chinee."
When be had swallowed his drink he put the glass down, and
then taking a seat at a nearby table, drew a pack of cards
from one of his pockets.
.. Say," called out the proprietor, after a short silence, "a
heathen what swallows live rattlesnakes ain't good company
for anybody. You had better git out of here."
•
"Me no wan tee go outtee, so be.
"But I want you to go."
Spencer spoke in a determined way, and when Hop saw him
pulling a revolver from the holster at his belt he quickly arose
to his feet.
''You shootee poor Chinee?" he asked.
"If you don't git out of here I sartinly will."
"Maybe you wantee um lattlesnalrn."
"No, I don't. Git out of here, heathen."
Hop had no notion of going out.
he did not like the looks of the gun the man was holding
1in Yet
such a threatening way,
"Me allee samee velly smartee Chinee," he said, smilingly.
"Me play lillee tlick. Me no swallow um lattlesnake. Me
showee you velly muchee quickee."
ThtiJn he pulled the rubber imitation from a pocket and laid
it on the table before him.
"Git out of here!" shouted Spencer.
.. Snalcee allee samee ma.de of lubber," Hop explained, pointing to it. "Velly nicee lillee tlick."
Sam Hart understood quicker than the boss did.
"I don't believe it's alive, Pete," lie said, stepping slowly
toward the table. "It ain't movin' one bit."
"Me makee lat snake," Hop declared, proudly. "It allee
samee likee live one. Me havee plenty fun, so be."
Then he picked up the snake and placed a finger in the open
mouth, showing that no attmpt was made to bite him.
But being made of rubber, it squirmed as if it were alive,
and Hart jumped back again.
"Git out of here," again commanded Spencer.
"Allee light," and placing the snake back in his pocket Hop
started for the door.
He went out by the front door, and as he did so all hands
made for the bar, where the bottle and glasses st!ll remained.
But Spencer divined their intention, aud grabbing the bottle,
he quickly placed it under the bar.
"What's the matter with you, Pete?" one of them asked.
"That heathen asked us to drink, didn't he?"
"Yes, I know he did. But I ain't seen no money yet, an'
he got a drink himself, too. I reckon I've give you fellers
about enough for nothln'. You had better go to work an' git
hold of some dust, an' then you kin come . around an' I'll be
glad to do business with yer."
~
At that moment a rear door opened and in came Hop, a tiny
para.sol held over his head and a happy smile on his face.
I
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"Velly nicee day, so be," he observed, just as if he had not
seen any of them before.
"Didn't I tell you to git out, heathen?" cried Spencer,
angrily.
"Lat light. You tellee me gittee outtee, and me gittee outtee.
You no tellee me comee in some more, so be. Me velly smartee
Chinee."
Then right before their eyes the Chinaman lowered the
parasol, which was made of thin Japanese pap-er and jointed
bamboo, and went through the performance of swallowing it.
It was an old-time trick of his, but it always worked well
upon those who had never seen it before.
After giving the last gulp to make it appear that he had
really swallowed the parasol, Hop stepped to the bar, and
throwing down a five-dollar gold piece, said:
"Now !en, evelybody havee lillee dlink. Me gottee plenty
money. Me velly smartee Chinee."
The sight of the gold piece on the bar·had the effect of mollifying the proprietor a little, though he stlll regarded the
Chinaman as being a character who should be kept at a safe
distance.
"Come on an' ~t your drinks," he said. "I reckon the
heathen is sorter uncommon. Maybe it was a rubber snake,
an' he didn't swallow it at all, but only macle believe he did.
That thing he jest put down his neck seemed to go there.
But if you stop to think for a minute it wouldn't be possible
for any one to swaller a little umbrella. I'll bet he's got it
somewhere under his jack et now."
"Lat light," Hop answered, blandly, and then he threw open
his blouse and showed the parasol.
This pleased Spencer a whole lot, and he promptly tossed
the five-dollar gold piece into the money drawer and gave Hop
his change.
There was not a great deal left of the five dollars, but the
Chinaman did not seem to mind it.
He took another drink himself, and all hands joined in wishing him good luck .
Ruckles was more timid than any of the rest.
He was a villainous-looking fellow, anyhow, and with his
face bruised and swollen from the effects of his encounter with
Young Wild West, he made anything but a pleasant appearance
as he stood there.
Hop now felt that he was all right, so he again took a seat
at the table and produced a pack of cards.
He was well satisfied that neither of the men had any mon,~:r.
so he could not expect to win anything from them.
But the boss of the place certainly must have plenty of
money, and Hop decided to lay a trap for him.
He shufiled the pack of cards thoroughly, and then cut them
into three piles, and nodding to Hart, smiled blandly and said:
"'rakee um card, Misler Melica.n Man."
·' All right," was the reply. "I s'pose you're goin' to show
us a little trick."
"Lat light; me velly smartee Chinee."
Hart took a card from the middle pile, and showed it to the
rest, includin,g the boss.
It was the jack of hearts.
"You knowee whattee your card is?" Hop queried, art.er
waiting a moment.
"I reckon I do, heathen," was the reply.
"Allee light, you tear um card in lillee pieces."
"If you say so I will."
"Allee light, make velly lillee pieces, so be."
The miner did as directed, and when he had finished Hop
produced the old-fashioned six-shooter he invariably had with
him.
Picking up the pieces, he proceeded to push them into the
muzzle, using a lead pencil to assist in the work.
He did not stop until he had put th'-e last piece of the card
in, and rammed the whole well into the pistol.
By this time they were all very curious.
Spencer had come from behind the bar, and he was as eager
as any of the rest to see what the Chinaman was going to do.
Having his pistol loaded to his full satisfaction, Hop now
arose from the table and looked around the room as though
searching for something to use as a target.
Finally his eyes rested for a moment upon the door which
he had closed upon entering with the parasol over his head.
"Evelybody watchee," he said, and then pointing the weapon
toward the door, he pulled the rigger.
Bang!
There was a loud report, and a ca.rd dropped to the floor
right at the foot of the door.
"Um jackee of hearts, so be!" the Chinaman excla.imed, Jubi-
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lantly, "Me makee allee light, so be. Me velly smartee Chi- ! The scout thought a whole lot of the clever Chinee when it
nee. "
came to the point, but he had never forgotten that Hop had
Then he coolly turned and went back to the table and picked always managed to get the best of him every time he tJ1ed to
up the cards that were lying there.
; play a trick, and this made him always ready to '·pick" upon
The inmates of the bar-room made a rush to pick up the , the Chinaman .
I But the yo ung deadshot had found it quite useless to try to
ce.rd, which, sure en011gh, was the jack of hearts.
Since Hart had turned up that very c.trd, it looked strange ,,reform him, so as long as Hop attended to his business and
enough to them, and exclamations of surprise went up from all ; made a little fun for them now and then, he was content to let
hands.
I him go his way.
"A mighty clever tricl,, boys," Spencer declared, shaking I Many times had the clever Chihee been the means directly
his head gravely. "This heathen ain't no ordinary one, that's or indirectly of saving their lives, and all through his cleversartin. But it ain't surprisin', seein' that he's with Young ness.
Wild West. I ain't got no idea how he done that, but it sarWild did not intend to do anything toward hunting down
tinl y was a trick."
the abductors of the little girl until he had a chance to talk
"No trick about it," declared Sam Hart. "I tore the jack of with the father.
hearts into mighty little pieces, an' I seen the heathen put the
No doubt he had gone with the crowd looking for her, a.nd it
pieces in the old pistol he's got. When he shot it off the might be that when he return ed he would bring the child with
pieces all come together, an' here's the card."
him and the villains, if they were not shot down, as well.
"It looks that way, you mea:n" retorted the boss, with a
The preparations'-for the evening meal were on.
sneer. "But don't you fool yourself, Sam. If you had been
Those at the little camp heard the report when Hop disaround as much as I have you would know putty well that I charged his pistol, but they merely looked over toward the
almost any kind of sleight-of-hand tricks kin be done. This I saloon and store, and when they saw no one come out they
here heathen is a magician, that's what he l.s. "
I took it for granted that the Chinaman was simply having
"I don't care what he is, but what I see I know. Here's the some fun there.
card I tore up two or three minutes ago."
Charlie remarked that he would like to be there and see
"You're a fool. Let me see the card."
what was going on, but concluded to wait a while before leavSpencer reached over and seized the card.
ing the camp.
Then he promptly tore it in two, and, tossing the two pieces
Wing, the cook, was preparing something a little extra for
to the Chinaman, said:
supper, and it would take an hour, so he said, before they
" Now then, heathen, let's see yer put the ' card together." would be able to sit down and partake of the good things.
"Allee light," was the reply. "Evelybody watcbee. "
"Me makee plenty bakee potatoes, nicee venison, hot bisThe two pieces of the card were then laid upon the table, and cuits, flied bacon and eggs, and velly · goodee coffee," he told
the Chinaman quickly drew his big yellow silk handkerchief WIid, when the young deadshot asked him about the bill of
from somewhere on his person.
fare.
He shoolc this out carefully to show them all that there was
"That's all right, Wing," was the reply. "You're a mighty
nothing concealed in it, and then let it drop lightly over the good cook, and when you take your time you always fix up
pi!,ces of the card.
.
something that is appetizing."
Having done this, he arose to his feet and began making
Wing looked pleased at this, but said nothing, for unli!;:e
his brother, he never attempted to be "fresh" in his ways.
some mysterious motions with his handkerchief.
Presently he gave a nod of satisfaction, and then turning to
The young deadsbot and his partners cleaned up their
Spence!', said:
weaponir and put the finishing touches to getting the camp
"Me puttee um card together, so be. Evelythllng allee light." into shape, and then sat down near the brook, where they
'' Heathen, I've been watchin' yor, an' I know you're only could keep an eye on the mining camp as well as the m ine on
blufiln'," was the reply. "It was all right for you to do that the side of the hill.
trick the first time 'cause you had things fixed for it. But
Just as they were thinking it al>out time that Wing called
this time you didn't. I'll bet you five dollars that the jack of them to eat, they saw quite a large party of horsemen riding
hearts is in two pieces under your handkerchief."
around a bend and rapidly approaching the Flat.
"Me takee lat bet."
,
"I reckon we'll find out a little more now, boys," our hero
This was just what Hop wanted, and he quickly drew forth said as he, leaped to his feet. "H~re comes as manr as tvyenty
the amount r equired and laid it on the tab-le.
men. We 11 watch them and see 1f they have the httle girl or
Spencer was game, so to speak, for he quickly covered it. any prisoners with them."
"Now then," he said, "we'll see if I lose or not," and he
'.rhe horsemen were not long in approaching, and when they
lifted the handkerchief from the table.
saw that they had a man tied upon a horse with his hands
There lay a card face up, and it was the jack of h earts.
fastened behind him, they knew right away that a prisoner
Greatly surprised, the boss picked it up and examined it had been taken.
But there were no signs of a child being with them.
closely.
There was no evidences showing that it had ever been torn
Waiting until the party came to a halt before Pete Spenin two.
·
cer's establishment, Wild and his partners started to go over
It was a perfect card.
there.
"Velly stlange," Hop observed, in his bland way, as he
They saw the half dozen loiterers come out, followed by
picked up the ten dollars and placed it in his pocket.
Spencer a,.nd Hop, and then a lot of t alking wa.s being done.
"That's o~e on m e!" exclaimed Spencer, shaking his h ead
As the three near ed the spot, Spencer ran out and shouted:
sad ly. "I was a fool to bet, anyhow. I've always heard say
"Here comes Young Wild West an' his J>ards. You fellers
it ain't wise to bet ag'in a man's tricks. Heathen, you're some- has ketched one of the scoundrels, but I reckon they'll git the
thin' great, you are. I'll give you ten doll;trs if you'll show. rest of 'em an' find the kid, too."
me how to do that trick."
"What's that you say, Pete?" a man of thirty, who was at"You no do um tlick, so be," Hop declared, with a shake of tired in a rather expensive riding suit asked, as he turned and
the head. "It takee you two, thlee years if you pl.a.ctice evely locked sharply at our friends.
day, and len you no do it. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"It's Your.g Wild West, Mr. Mullen," Spencer retorted quickKI s'pose that's right. But it would be worth ten dollars to I ly. "He'o the Champion Deadshot an' kin do a whole l;t what
know how it was done."
j no one else kin. He's mighty wlllin' to h elp you out in this
Hop had just about decided to do it over again when the trouble, too, 'cause I heard him say so."
clatter of hoofs sounded, and then the voices of men we e I Dave Mullen, for it was the superintendent of the mine
heard.
brightened up a little, and hurried to meet onr friends. '
"Some of the boys is comin' back. I wonder it they found
"Which of you is Young Wild West?" he asked, looking at
the little gal?" Spencer cried, as he turned and ran t o the them closely.
",I am," the young deadshot replied, i11 his cool and easy
door.
way. "Are you the boss of the mine up there ?"
CHAfTER IV.
·'Yes, I am."
"I've heard what happened last night, and I fee l sorry for
A PRISOl\ER IS BROUGH'r TO THE FLAT.
you. Havo yon been able to get a clue as to the whe1·eabouts
Young Wild West and the rest at the camp were not long in of your little girl?"
discovering that Hop was missing.
"We've got hold of a man who knows something about it
But they knew pretty well where he might be found. and I'm sure," was the reply. "There he is ov0r there. "
'
"You say you think he knows something about it?"
onJy Cheyenne Charl!e had anything to say about it.
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"Yes, I 1feel sure of It, for he's one of the men who was
working for me and who h ad a grudge against me.,.
"Well, that's something, then. Won't he tell what he
knows?"
"No; he claims to be innocent, that's all." ·
"He don't look it, though you can't always tell what a man
is by his looks," the young deadshot answered, after taking
an observation of the prisoner. "But I'll talk to him a little.
Maybe I can get lJlm to tell what he. knows."
The score of men who had brought the prlsonr in looked
on without sa.ying a word as t he young deadshot and his partners walked up to the prisoner. ·
'· My fri end" said Wild nodding to the helpless man coolly
"if you lmow' anything about the outrage that was committed
last night, you had better make a clean breast of it. It will
be all the better for you, I'm sure. The superintendent of the
mine says you had a grudge against him. Now tllen, just tell
us where the little girl is."
"What do r know about it, young feller?" was the quick retort while the flash in the prisoner's eyes told plainly that he
was' possessed of considerable nerve.
·'Probably you don't know a thing about it. But how was it
that they made you a prisoner? Just tell me that."
·
" They found me about ten miles from here in a private ravine an' they begun shootin' at me so that I had to hold up
my hands an' let 'em take me. r don't know what's the matter ith 'em anyhow 1 ain't heard nothin' a.bout Mullen's
kid :ein' ~tol~ I'm i11·nocent 1 am ,,

I to b'.llieve that he knows all about it now. A little while ago

II thou ght he was tellin' the trnth."
, This was a signal for the m::ijority to become very exci ted.
I Ono man found a rope, and making a noose, ran forward
1

and threw it over the helpless prisoner's head.
Two others cut him loose from the horse, and the n ext instan.t he was upon the ground.
i
"Hold on a minute!"
j The command came from Young W!ld West, as he leaped
· forw ard, revolver in hand.
1 :'. What's the matter, kid?" one of them asked, growli1;gly.
You heard your boss say that he shoi:ld be given until s:in, set," was the cool retort. "The;·e's gomg to be no ·h anging
right now, that's certain."
"Who's goln' to stop it?"
"I will."
.
"Kid, you have got a mighty big contract on hand, I reckon. "
Hoarse cries went up from several of them, and the first
thing Wild knew he was s:irrounded by an angry ~ob.
. But he was 1;1,s cool as an iceberg, and Charlie and Jim stand~
mg a short d1stan~~ aw~y l?oked on, ready to assist sh ould
th e men att1;1,ck then paitner.
No doubt 1t was the won~erf~l coolness of the young deadsho~ Iha~ had mu~h t? do with 1
Bc1t p1 obably his cusp manne. a'.1d the fact ~hat he d1 ew a
gu.~ was the r~~l caus~ of them_ fall1_n.g back a little.
.
Gentlemen, he said, spealnng m a lqud and clear voice,
"Mr. Mullen has said that the prisoner shall be given until
_
•
•
•
'
•
•
sunset to make a confession. I have said that he shall not be
Wi_ld ,~as s~udying him closely as he spo~,e, and h<:; made 1 hanged . Now then, you go ahead and do as you think b~t."
u~, his mind right _away that_ the ma~ was lying about it.
I "Say, kid," one of the miners cal led out, as he looked In
"You ;mow nothu:l:g about 1t, then? he said, aft~r a pause: ? I admiration at the boy, "you're about the coolest piece of stuff
Th3;t s what I sa._d. ~ow would I know anythmg about 1t · 1 l've seen in a blamed long time. r reckon you're worth llsI wasn t here last mght.
tenin' to "
.
,
·' Thank you," and the boy smiled at the speaker. "You a.1-a
'.'.Vihere were you, then?"
I went out ylsterday afternoon to do a llttle_prospectin on I quite a sensible man, r take it."
~
mr, own hook, :m' I slept in a little c~ve? ~,ast mght."
"Maybe I am. r want to be if r ain't. Boys," and the m iner
"Did you have anr ~uck at p,rospectmg ·
,
. turnell. to th rest, "let the kid have his way about it. He's
. No. :Sut that amt n~thln new. A feller don t strike it Young Wild West, they s..w, an' though I don't know m uch
about him, I've seen jest about enough to feel that he's one
ri~,h eve17 day, I reck~:-1·
Whats your name?
. what kin run t1l.is thing in the right kind of shape."
"Sand,f Bill is what they call me. ~ reckon that's good ·, That had to setele it. There was some little argument put
enough.
•
up by the rest, but finally they gave in, and the result was that
"All i;:ight, I won't say anything further just now. But the prisoner was conveyed to a nearby shanty.
nd
pretty soon it w.ill be learned that you have been l~ing, a
He was placed inside, the door fastened, and two men left
that you kn~w a_ll about_ what happe~ed last,,nlght. rhen th e to guard him, and then Young Wild West and his friends prochances are it w,11 go mighty hard with you._
.
ceeded to get acquainted with the biggest part of the populaThe boy tu'.ned coolly away, and as he did so the prisoner tion of Potter's Flat.
called out qwckly:
lt did not take them very long to make a very favorable im'.'.You';1;e Y_oung Wild West, f1:in't yer?"
pression, and in less than half an hour they were on very good
Yes, Wild answered, turmng quickly and looking at him teryns with nearly every one there.
sh~;ply.,
.
,
.
Wild questioned the mine superintendent, ]}ut could learn
rhat s all right. Ive heard tell of you., Yo:1 h11;v~ co1;11~ nothing further than that which had been told by the women
here to make trouble for somebody, but don t thmk 1t s goin who visited the camp that afternoon, save that five of t he
to be me."
men who had worked at the mine were found t o be missin g
"I hardly think I can make any more trouble for you than that morning.
what you have on your Qands just now."
One of them was the prisoner, and this made it look as if he
This shot told, and Sandy Bill, as he called himself, shrugged had been a party to the outrage that had been committed durhis shoulders and looked just a bit uneasy.
ling the night.
'·We've made up our minds to hang him, anyhow, though
There was no doubt in the minds of ou r friends t hat Sap dy
we didn't i:ell him so," one of the men who had come in with Bill knew all about It, and had taken part In the abduction of
the prisonec rcma.rked, as he no<;lded to the boy. "Some of i the little girl.
us happens to know that he ain't no good. He was one of a i But they did not say anything about it just then.
gang what tried to put Mr. Mullen out of the way. Hangin'
Enough had been said already by_ Wild.
is jest the thing fo r him."
"See here, Mr. Mullen," the young deadshot said as he called
This caused the prisoner to turn pale, and he showed signs thc superintendent aside, "we don't want a lynching t o take
of fear right away.
place here, and if it happens that the prisoner won't make a
"Mr. Mullen," he called out, looking at the superintendent, confession by sun.set, he must be got away somewhere so the
"you ain't gain' to let 'em hang me, are yer?"
·
men won't hang him. Probably you can fix it so that a couple
"I'll have notbing to say,•· was the reply.
of men you can trust may get him out of the shanty a nd take
Then it was that Sandy Bill broke down completely.
him to a hiding-place up at the mine, for Instance. "
He had been bold and defiant ever since his capture, but now
"That might be done," was the reply, with a shake of th&
lt was different.
head. "I'm sure I could find at least two of the men who will
"Don't let 'em hang me," he pleaded. "I'm innocent, I tell do exactly as I want them to."
yer. If I knowed anything about the little gal I'd tell yer.
"All right. Tell them about It and have things arran ged,
But I don't. I was all alone ever since I left here ylsterday for I doubt if the fellow will make a confession. I am going
afternoon, an' I didn't know a word about what had happened • baclt to our camp and eat supper, and I'll come around before
till you caught me an' told me about it."
: the sun sets."
''Mr. Mullen," our hero said, nodding to the superintendent ! A big business was being done at Pete Spencer 's bar just
and winking at the same time, "give him until sunset to make ' now, but Wild and his partners did not go inside.
up his mind to confess. If he doesn't do so then let the men I They excused themselves and went back to the camp and
hang him."
, found the supper ready and waiting for them .
"If you arlvlse it, I will," was the reply.
: As they ate they told the girls all they had learned, and
"String him up now," yelled one of the men, who bad little · what might possibly happen if something was not done to pr&or no :egard for anything like law or order. "I'm beginnin' vent it.
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After the meal was over they were not long in going back I "Don't .have to do mi{~~ ,digging out here to get ,at' the or~,
·
! Mr. Mullen, do you?"
.
to th~ heart of the m ining camp.
By this t ime mn.ny of the men were under the influence of , "No," was the reply. ''.It was all a streak of luck, too.
.1 There was a small pocket' leading downward right where the
liquor.
Another party had come in, too, and there was quite a big shaft now is. Mr. Potter was here himself at the .time, and
'· he gave orders to sink the .shaft. The result was tliat 01).e day
crowd of them.
Much talk of the lynching that seemed sure to happen was I the bottom fell out. I belieye one man was killed and another
going on, and Wlld thought it a good plan to get the prisoner , injured at the time, but it couldn't be helped, since no one
·
from the shanty without delay.
1 knew of the cave being below here. But it was a rich find,
He found Mullen, who pron,ptly informed him that he had ; and thou gh the gold lies mostly in solid rock, it pans o.ut
i beautifully, and there are , no signs of it exhausting for a long
arrnhged with two men to do the job.
"The only thing that stands in the way," he said, "is that it time to come."
"Well, that being the case, you can keep the work going
will be hard to fovl the two men who are on guard."
"I'll attend to that part of it," Wild assured him, and then along a long time. It will give employment to all the men
who care to work here, I suppose."
he went in search of Hop Wah.
"That's 11ght. There's only one danger that threatens. It
He found the Chinaman inside playing poker with four men,
and he promptly broke up the game by calling to him to come has worried me lots of times when I have thought of it."
"Danger, eh'/ What do you mean?" and the young deadshot
out.
Hop was a little reluctant to leave what he knew was a good looked at him in surprise.
•· Come through here and I'll show you."
thing, but when the boy explained that he wanted him to hold
Lantern in hand, the superintendent led the way the whole
th? attention of the two men guarding the shanty while t_h~
prisoner was taken from it unknown to them, he readily length of the big cave.
.At the rear was a wide opening, and when Wild got to it he
,
ag;~eed. .
.
II~( S:hm~man s fame was,. of course, spread amon.g the knew the stars could be s,een from the outs ide.
He walked on through and sure enough found this to be
popLat10n, and a couple of mmutes later - when he went out
. '
'
'
and wallrnd over toward the two who were doing guard duty, t e
r~ .big, well-like opening' showed all around him.
he ;was followed by quite a little crowd.
.. Another way of getting to your mine, eh, Mr. Mullen?" the
Hop kn~w ex~ctly what to d?, and he at once began to show
boy said after he had taken a survey .
·
some of lu_s sleight-of-hand tnclrn.
. Meanwhile, the young deadshot had instru-cted Mullen to
"yes, that's righ~. But it happens that it 1s. not a consend the two men who were to take the man from the shanty
vement way. Nothmg but craggy r?cks are above us on three
around to the rear.
rt was nothino- but a tumble-down structure at the best and sides. On the other side a mount.am stream runs downward. ·
Mullen declarect"' that an opening could easily be made,' and l We have . to keep w~tching this stream, too, so it d_on't en. croa~h this wa_y. If it should happ~n to t~rn and fall rnto this
.
qu ickly, at that.
In le;;;s than ten minutes it wa.s done, and the prisoner was 1openmg the 1:1-me would be flooded 11;1 no time,. and then I supon his way to the mine in the charge of the two who had sue- I pose there might be a general cave-rn and rum the whole enterp-r ise."
ceedcd in getting h!m from the shanty lock-uf).
"If that is the case I don't see why you haven't tried to
Hop did not know just when the thing .was accomplished,
and it was not until Wild came up and whlspered that it was change the water-course by using dynamite or some other ex'
all righ t that he concluded his slei§h,t-of-h4nd peTformance. plosive.
"We are going to do that, Young Wlld West. I had partly
He went back Into the bar-room, and all but the guards follast night
happened
what
but
away,
right
begin
to
laid plans
lowed him.
"Now then, Mr. Mullen," the young deadshot said, as he got has completely upset me. I'll show you the, prisoner, and then
a chance to talk with the superintendent, "I'll take a walk up I want you to go to the house with me right away, for I think
to the mine with you and we'll see if we don't have better luck you may be able to cheer up my wife if you tell her that you
feel certain of rescuing our little girl."
In questioning the prisoner this time. Con:/e o,n."
Then Mullen talked rapidly about what happened the night
_ Mullen nodded and showed how glad he was to do so, and
tne two soon left the place and headed for the mine on the before and never once mentioned anything about the mine
again.'
si de of t he hill.
They went back into the big cave, and the prisoner was soon
found sitting in an alcove, a lighted lantern near him, and
1 taking it as comfortably as a prisoner with his arms lied beCHAPTER V.
1 hind him can.
Wild looked at him sharply, and he saw right away that the
WILD MAKES A. PROMISE.
expression of the man's face indicated that he was ready to
Potter's mine had b€en paying handsomely ever sin.ce it was make a clean breast of the whole thing.
"Well, Sandy Bill," the boy sad, in his cool and easy way,
opened.
When the shaft was sunk a big cave was struck, and in the as he got down upon one knee before him, "you ought to be
cave were the deposits, showing here and there in thick layers. very thankful that we had you taken from the shanty. If we
This made it all the easier, for the thousands, of tons of dirt had left you there until it got dark the men would certainly
that might have been c0mpelled to hoist 'to the surface were have lynched you. Now then, are you going to tell where
saved, as no such labor was required, the cave being virtually Mr. Mullen's little girl is?"
"Yes, I'm goin' to tell it all. I've been !yin' right from the
a mine itself.
' Young Wild West was not long in reaching the mine with start."
Mullen gave vent to a startled exclamation of delight, but
the superintendent.
'I'he two men who had liberated the prisoner and brought Young Wild West showed no signs of surprise.
"You're showing yourself to be rather wise, after all, Sandy
him there were on guard, and when they recognized the two
Bill," was all the boy said. "Now then, tell us where the little
as t hey a p-pro-ached, they sJiowed great pleasure. .
"Have. they found out that Sandy Bill has got out of the girl is. "
"Mr. Mullen," and Sandy Bill turned his gaze upon the sushanty?" one of them asked.
perintendent, who stood there eager and expectant, "you know
"Not yet," Mullen re1>lied.
" There will be a big time when they do, you kin bet," the where it was that they ketched me."
"Yes. I know the exact spot, Bill," was the quick reply.
other exclaimed. "But I'm glad I helped git him here."
"Well, I was out there on the watch, 'cause we knowed you
"Where have you got him?" Wild asked.
"He's down in the rriine. There's putty good accommoda- all would be huntin' for ·us. I walked a little too far away
from the cave, an' you caught me afore I had a chance to git
tions down there, even for them what ain't prisoners."
·'We'll go down and ~ave a look around," the superintendent back. Ther e's a cave there, an' the kid is in it. But she ain't
been hurt none, Mr. Mullen," h e added, as suringly. "None of
said, as he turned to a little shanty to procure a lantern.
He was not long in getting what he wanted, and then with 'em would hurt a little gal like yours. It was only done for
Wild he stepped into a bucket and the two men · soon let them revenge, you know. Tom Wall is at the bottom of it, too, as
down to the bottom of the shaft, a distance of about forty you oughter know. He hates yer, ::m' he's swore that he ain't
goin' to stop until he gits revenge for !Iis b-ein' discharged."
.
feet.
'.Phere was a snort pause, and th en the man contir:ued:
The young deadshot saw right away that it was a natural
"I've thcught it all over since .I was put in the shanty a
cave they had descended to, and be gave a nod and said:
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prisoner an' when I come to understand that my life was
saved for the time by me bein' taken up here, I made up my
mind to tell all about it."
"Bill, you have helped yourself a, whole lot, I think," the
superintendent declared, now fairly shaking from the joy he
felt at learning where his child was. "As soon as my little
girl is restored to her mother I'll make arrangements to give
you your freedom. I think I'll be able to satisfy everyone in
Potter's Flat that you should be allowed to go."
"I don't know about that, Mr. Mullen," and the prisoner
shook his head, "Tl:ley're awful bitter ag'in me, an' jest
'cause I helped steal the kid an' then lied so when I was
caught will make 'em reel like Jynchin' me."
"Never mind about that, Sandy B1ll," Young Wild West
spoke up in his cool and easy way. "I reckon I can see to
that part of it. You probably noticed that I had a pretty
g~od_ influence over the crowd when you were first brought in
a prisoner."
"I sartlnly did notice it. You're a wonderful kid, you are.
I only wish I was somethin' like yer, instead of bein' a lowdown scoundrel. The more I think of it the more sorry I am
that I had anything to do with this bus!ness. But what
makes me feel worse is that I lied so."
·'Well, that's all right, Bill. You thought you were lying
to save your life, and I suppose there is an excuse for that."
The man looked relieved,
"Mr. Mullen," our hero said, after a short silence, "I reckon
it wm be all right to untie this fellow's hands. But he had
better be kept here a while, I think. I don't mean that he
might go back and join his villainous companions, but if he
should happen to go out and be seen by some of the members
it might go hard with him."
"I don't want to go out ·of here untll the kid is brought
back," declared Sandy Bill, earnestly.
"All right, then," and witho.ut waiting for the sanctio·n of
the superintendent, the young deadshot drew his hunting
knife and severed the rope that bound the prisoner's arms.
Sandy Bill arose to his feet, stretched himself and showed
how grateful he was.
"Now, then, I'll tell you just how to git into the cave where
Tom Wall an' the other three men is with the little gal,"
he said. "Mr. Mullen," and he turned to the superintendent,
"you know jest where it was that I was caught."
"I know the exact .spot, Bill," was the reply.
"All right. Jest foller along at the foot of the cliff for about
two hundred feet an' you'll see a big rock that's higher than
a man's head. This rock is right in front of a wide crack
in the cliff. By goin' behind the rock you'll find room to git
in through the crack, even though you're on horseback. We
all went in that way, an' it was mighty easy, It was Tom
Wall what knowed about the place. He's been hangin' around
there ever since he left the flat. Tom's a mighty bad man,
an' he went back at the game he used to f_oller afore he was
made engineer at the mine. He stopped a wagon-load of provisions what was on the way to the Flat, an' after robbin' the
two men what was in charge, he made 'em leave the whole
lot an' then go on about their business. You remember
somethin' about that, of course. By some hard luck, the two
men, horses, wagon an' all, slipped from a ledge an' went
down two or three hundred feet, making it the last of 'em.
Everybody at the Flat thought, of course, that the load of
grub went with 'em. But it didn't. Tom Wall has got a lot
of that yet in the cave I was tellin' you about. Tom is an
awful shrewd man, an' he's made up his mind to be a road
agent for a while. But he sartlnly Is goin' to git revenge
on you, if he kin, Mr. Mullen. Even if he makes up his mind
to let yer have the kid by payin' a few thousand dollars, he's
goin' to git the revenge jest the same."
"The revenge he'll get won't amount to a great deal, I'm
thinking," Young Wild West remarked, coolly. "Sandy Bill,
I'm going to let you take me to that cave."
"Me!" and the prisoner started and turned pale.
"Yes, you. I don't mean that you shall go right into the
cave so the four you were with will see you. I want you to
go along to show me the way, for I mean to set out in less
than half an hour. I have made up my mind to restore the
little girl to her mother before daylight to-morrow morning."
Mullen gave vent to a cry of delight, and seizing the boy
by the arm, exclaimed:
"Come with me at once, Young Wild West. I want my wife
to hear you say what you did just now. I am sure It will
put new life in her."
"Come on, Sandy Bill," the young deadshot said, nodding to
the prboner. ·'You are going with me. I have sized you up
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pretty well, and my opinion is that you mean to be a better
man. I am going to give you the chance. If you prove to be
treacherous you know what you'll get."
"I'm your servant from this time out, Young Wild West,"
was the retort. "I'll do anything you say, 'cause I sorter feel
that you're the only one who kin save me from bein' lynched.
I'll go with yer, an' I'll show you right where the cave is.
But don't make ine put up a fight ag'in the ones I called my
pards an' had swore to stick to."
"I won't do that, Bill. Come on."
Mullen was so eager to leave the mine and get to the side
of his wlM that he started ahead of the two, and they had
to hurry along In order to keep within the light that was
thrown out by the lantern.
When the two men at the top of the shaft haulM up the
bucket and found it had three occupants they were not a little
surprised.
Mullen tried to explain to them, but he was so nervous
that Wild stopped him, and did the talking for him.
"'You fellows ;tre all right, and I know it," the young deadshot added, as he nodded to the two. All I'll tell you now
is that Sandy Bill has confessed, and is willing to taka me
to the cave where the little girl is hidden. Now don't say
a word to anyone at all, but simply wait until we get back. ·
The two miners were astonished at . hearing this.
But they both promised to do exactly as the boy said.
Five minutes later Wild was at the house of the superintendent.
He waited in an adjoining room while Mullen went inside
and told his wife the glorious news he had for her.
There was much excitement, of course, and it was several
minutes before the young deadshot was ushernd into the
apartment, where Mrs. Mullen sat in the care of the wives of
a couple of miners.
The woman was so excited that she could not talk with anything like regularity.
But in his cool and easy way Young Wild West advised her
to take it easy.
There was something about the boy that always had weight
when he gave advice, and it was certainly so in this case, for
the superintendent'i, wife leaned back in her chair, and after
looking surprised for a moment, nodded her head and became
very quiet.
Then he told her plainly and in a few words that he felt
certain that he would be able to restore her child to her before
sunrise.
"Just keep it in -your mind that I am going to do this," he
added, "and don't let yourself get sick from worrying. I am
not boasting when I say it, but whenever I have undertaken
to do a thing of this kind I have always succeeded. That
makes me feel confident that I'll do it now. I'll do it, too,"
he added, his. eyes flashing. "I promise you that. It will be
easy, anyhow, for we know just where to go to find the little·
girl."
Then the woman began laughing and crying by turns, and
it took some little time to restore her to anything like her
normal condition.
But Wild soon left the house and joined Sandy Bill and
the two miners who were waiting outside.
He advised Mullen to stay with his wife for a while, and not
to be the least bit worried.
Of course the man could not help being worried at what
had happened, but he was so cheered up by the prospect of
soon having his child back that he went about the room where
his wife was sitting in ecstasy of delight.

CHAPTER VI.
THE INGENUITY OF A VILLAIN,

Young Wild West was not long· in leading Sandy Bill l:)y a
roundabout way to the camp where the girls and Wing were
waiting.
It was dark when they got there, so there was no danger of
the late prisoner being seen·.
After he had explained to the girls what they were going
to do, Wild nodded to the man and said:
"You stay right here until I go and get my partners and
find a horse for you, Then we'll lose no time in setting out
for the cave you were teJJ!ng us about."
"All right," was the reply. "I'm goin' to do jest as you say,
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Young Wild West. The more I think about it the more I'm
detel'mincd to stick to you, even ·if I die for it."
.
"Well, you are not going to die by doing it, I'm sure.
There's a whole lot of good in you yet, and I think it's coming to the front right now."
"I mean to keep 'it to the front, then."
"All right, see that you do. "
Then the boy started off through the darkness and 1:1oon
r eached the saloon.
Everyihing ,vas as quiet there as could be expected, which
told plainly that the escape of the prisoner from the shanty
h ad not been discovered.
But this made it all the better, for if it were found that
Sandy Bill had been sp·i rited away much excitement would
be the result, and there is no telling just what might have
happened.
l<'inding Charlie and Jim, the young deadshot called them
aside and soon told them what was to be done.
Both were agreeably surprised, and quite willing to go, as
might be' expected.
They had quite a long ride ahead of them, but they figured
that they could easily cover the distance and return before
daylight.
The fact that there were but four men to oppose them
would make it easy, if they could only manage to take them
by surprise.
However, it was quite likely that the villains would be on
their guard, since they must certainly know that Sandy Bill
had been taken a prisoner by the searching party.
But they did not conjecture upon what might happen in this
direction at all.
Wild had no trouble in securing a horse for Sandy Bill,
and then after bidding the girls to take it easy at the camp
until they returned, the young deadshot set out with his two
partners aIJ.d the late prisoner.
Sandy Bill seemed ,eager to take them to the spot.
"It'll take us a good three hours, I s'pose-," he said, "an'
t his horse I've got don't seem to be very fresh."
"He could hardly be expected to be very fresh, Bill," Wild
answered, with a slrnke of his head. "Every horse in the
F lat has been in use all day, so I understand."
"Yes, I s'pose so. It kicked up a big fuss, an' I did thinlr
t hat it was a mighty cleve:r thing we had done. But it's
different now. I'm awful sorry I was in the game.''
"Don't say anything more about it, then."
"I won't, if you don't want me to."
"All right. Now, then, come on."
While the four were on their way to rescue the kidnaped
child, it will be in order to turn our attention to the cave in
which she was confined.
'
When Sandy Bill made the statement that Tom Wall was
a very bad man he had told nothing but the truth.
He was the sort of man who can never forgive a wrong,
fancied or real, and so bitter had he become against Dave
Mullen, the mine superintendent, that he was ready to go
t he. limit to obtain the. satisfaction he felt was due him.
After having been discharged he had remained in hiding,
as Sandy Bill had said.
He had been very successful in getting what he needed to
eat and drink, and having found what be deemed was a
snug hiding place, and after succeeding in enlisting four
of his former associates at the mine, his ambition was to
become a terror to all honest and law-abiding people.
Of course he did not cease thirsting for revenge, and he had
planned the abduction of the little girl which had been accomplished so easily. ' •
The child's I).ame was Annie.
She was a pretty little thing, and like her mother, rather
timid.
At first she had cried a great deal, but the rough men really
were as kind as they could be to her, and by the time they
r eached the cave the girl was somewhat pacified, and soon
fell asleep.
She slept all night and a part of the -next morning, and
when she awoke she became terror-stricken again, and the
villains had all they could do to calm her.
But they had fairly decent food, and after she had eaten
some and had been promised that she would be taken to her
m other very soon, the child settled down to something like
contentment.
·
Knowing that a vigilant search would be made for the child,
Tom Wall had stationed Sandy Bill, whom he thought he
could trust better thari any of the rest, outside to keep on the
, ·•r-h and notify them of the approach of anyone.

It happened that Sandy Bill had gone just far enough away
so t,hat it was impossible for him to get back to the cave
after he was once seen.
•·
Those in the cave heard the shooting, and they waited
anxiously for Bill to return.
'
But the sounds died out, and a silence came, and there
were no signs of the man coming back.
·
After waiting fully half an hour Tom Wall went out to ln·
vestigate.
All he could find was the hat thv.t Sandy Bill had worn, aµd
then it ·was but natural that he should come ,to the conclusion that the fellow nad been captured and taken off by the
men who had discovered him.
"Well," the leader of the gang mused, in a sort of satisfaction, "that shows putty well that Bill has been caught.
He didn't tell 'em where the rest of us was, an' where the
little gal could be found. If he only sticks to that it will be
all right. But I don't believe he will stick. They'll sartinly
hang him if he don't tell all he knows, an' Bill will. tell afore
he'll have his neck st.retched. There'll be trouble comin'
afore long, so if I'm goin' to git revenge on Mullen, I'll fix
up another scheme afore they git a(ter us so hot that there
won't be no chance."
He went back to the cave and reported, showing Sandy
Bill's hat.
This made the three men with him very uncomfortable,
and they talked in whispers for some little time, while Tom
Wall paced up and down, thinking of what he should do.
Suddenly an idea popped into his head, and pausing abruptly in his walk, he called out:
"Boys, I've found out how to git square with Mullen an'
stop work at the mlne. That mine is doomed. You hear it
from me, an' I mean what I say."
"How is that, Tom?" one of them asked, in astonishment.
"You'll understand it quick enough when I tell you. You
know the stream of water that runs down right close to tlle
big hill, don't yer?"
"Yes," came the reply.
"Well, I heard Mullen say two or three times that he was
afraid that when a big freshet come the water would git
turned an' run 1down into the hole. If it done that it wouldn't
be no time afore t'b.e mine was flooded. That would put an
end to it, 'cause it wo;uld ruin everything there was there,
an' would fill up the whole mine, so that it would take a
mighty long time to pump it out. 'l'h,at mine is doomed, I
say, 'cause I'm goin' to turn the water into it."
"That would be gittin' square for fair," one of them exclaimed, looking at the leader admiringly.
The other two quickly assented, and Tom Wall felt satisfied that he really was a man of ideas.
'The kidnaped child was sitting on a torn blanket watching
the men as they talked.
She was old enough to understand vart of what they said,
but probably did not realize it fully.
As Wall turned and walked toward her she arose and said:
··when are you going to take me to my mamma?"'
"Putty soon, kid," was the reply. "Don't git in a hurry. I
told yer that this had to l}e, 'cause if we didn't take you away
lilrn we did you might have been killed. Your mamma is all
right, an' she knows where yer are, so don't you worry one
bit."
This had the effect of pl•3asing the child, but she seemed to
be doubtful about something, and presently sa}d:
·
"You won't hurt papa, will you?"
"Never mind about that, kid. I told yer not to worry. Now
you be good, an' it won't be long afore you'll be back with
your mamma."
"You want to put water in the mine so the men ~an't
worlr."
Wall started and looked at the little girl keenly.
"So you have been listenin' to what we said, eh?" he asked.
, "You mustn'.t put water in the mine, for the men must
work. I heard papa say that they had to work so they could
buy what they wanted to eat."
.
"You have heard your papa say a whole lot, I reckon. But
Ireep still, !rid. You ain't goin' to be hurt, as I told yer
afore."
'l'he child looked doubtingly at him, and then went and sat
down upon the blanket again. ,
Wall was forewarned now, so he walked over toward the
entrance of the cv.ve, and nodded for the men to follow him.
Then in a low tone of voice, he said:
·
"There ain't no use in lettin' that little kid know what
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we're up to any more than she does now. What I wanted to
tell yer Is that we'll ride over to the Flat to-night au' fix
things so that the stream will be turned Into the hole an' flood
the mine. We needn't make It happen while we're there, but
kin fix It so it will work it's way itself. That will make it
look more like an accident. As far as the little gal is con·
cernetl, I almost wish we hadn't brought her here. I couldn't
hurt a hair in the head of a kid like that, even if her father
is about the worst enemy I've got. But she's here now, an'
the only thing for us to do is to work a plan to git some
money out of her. When we go over to-night, which I mean
to do, I'll see to it that a notice is left so Dave Mullen will
git it. The notice w!ll read that if he pays two thousand
doliars the little gal will be left at a certain place so he kin
find her. But he's got to leave the two thousand dollars
where I tell him to afore he gits the gal. That will make us
sure."
"Two thousand dollars is a nice little pile, Tom," one of
the trio remarked, nodding his bead with satisfaction.
"Yes, it will be five · hundred apiece," another declared.
"Don't figure too much on that, Jerry," Wall said, with a
laugh. "You oughter reckon that I'm furnishln' the brains
of this here thing, an' that I oughter be allowed a little more.
I think if we git two thousand dollars o.ut of this thing, I
oughter have half of it. The rest kin be divided among the
three of us, an' if Sandy Bill happens to come back he oughter
have his share, too."
·· r s'pose that's right," the man admitted, with a shrug of
the shoulders. ·
The others thought It was right, and they did not hesitate
to say so.
,
··well, it's understood, then, that we're goln' to start from
here as soon as it gits dark, an' go over an' fix up what I've
been talkin' about. I'll leave the note so Mullen will be
sure to git it, an' we'll arrange things so It won't be many
hours afore the mine will be flooded in a j.iffy. That's the
idea, boys. W're sartinly goin' to settle this thing In the
right way. I'll show Dave Mullen that if he kin discharge
me an' make a fool of me I kln git square. The mine is
doomed." '
.. Some one has got to stay here. with the kid, though, Tom."
"Yes, one of yer will have to do that. But three of us will
be enough to go. It may be that they've got Bill somewhere
an' he's alive yet. It ain't likely that they would let him live
very long, if they !mowed that he had anything to do with
kldnapln' the little gal. But we'll find out, an' possibly we'll
fetch him back with us if he's alive. I reckon Jerry would be
the best one to stay here. He's putty friendly with the kid."
"I'll stay if you say so, but I'm willin' to go," Jerry an·
swered, quickly.
"All right. If no one don't object you'll stay, then."
No one did object, so the day passed, and when darkness
was gathering In the ravine three of the villains led their
horses out, and mounting them, set out for the mining camp.
Tom · Wall had been hangi ng around that part of the country quite a few days, and he had discovered a short cut to
Potter's Flat.
After riding along tbi:i r egular trail for about half an hour
he turned slightly to th e left, and after ascending a rather
long hill, laid a straight course for their destination.
It was a long ride, but long before midnight the three villains came to a halt a hundred yards distant from the shaft
of the mine.
Leaving their horses standing, they made their way toward
a shanty where they all knew dynamite and nltro-glycerine
were stored.
'
Wall had not told them how he meant to force the water
down into the hJ:)le so it would flood the mine, but on the
way over h e had devised an Ingenious plan.
He knew that by causing an explosion at a certain point the
rock and earth would be torn away, and the stream would
turn instantly right there where he wanted it to.
But it was not his purpose to have this occur while they
w.:!re there.
'l''irnt meant that some _plan had to be devised to make It
happen later on.
Will felt that he was equal to the occasion.
Tl\e door of the little shanty was opened, and knowing just
where to look for what he wanted, he was not long in selecting a can of nitro-glycerine that would be fully capable of
breaking up tons of rock.
His companions were very careful as he did this, and both
sighed with relief when he came out and closed the door.
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"Hold this, Jack," he said to one of them. "I want t.o
put a notice on this door right now. I've got a piece of chalk,
an' I reckon that wlll be the best way to let Mullen know
that he kin git his kid by payin' two thousand dollara."
Then in fairly good handwriting he ·inscribed upon the door
as follows:
"If' Dave Mullen wants his little girl back he must put
$2,000 in clean cash under a flat stone he will find at the foot
of a big pine tree along the trail about ten miles from the
Flat. The kid will be there one hour after the money is
found, unless there is treachery played. Then somebody wlll
get shot, and maybe the kid will die."
He did not sign any name to this, and when he had done he
tried· to read it in the darkness.
This he could not do very handily, but he knew that the
writing was legible, and this satisfied him.
"Now, then, boys," he said, taking the can of explosive
from the man who had held It for him, "let's git around back
there an' fix up this scheme of mine. I'm goin' to show you
fellers somethin' that you never thought of. It ain't likely
there'll be an l\'l:Plosion here afore to-morrow mornin' sometime. I reckon you know what an hour glass is, don't yer?"
"I've seen one," Jack answered.
"All right, then. I'm goin' to fix up somethin' on that line.
Come right on. It ain't goln' to take over half an hour to do
the whole thing."
The three made their way carefully' along, and it was not
long before they were at the side of the turbulent mountain
stream that flowed on its way to the l!~lat.
They kept on until they reached a point where there was
only a space of probably ten feet between the stream and the
edge of the wide hole into which the mine opened.
With his hunting knife Wall scraped away the dirt from
the solid rock half way between the stream and the edge of
the hole.
Then he set the can of n!tro-glycerlne upon It.
"There yer are, boys," he said. "Now, then, all's it wants
is for a rock to fall on that can an' I reckon somethin' wlll
happen."
"Who's goin' to make the rock fall on It, Tom?" Jack asked,
nervously .
"I am."
"I thought you said the explosion won't be tlli some time
to-morrow?"
"It won't, unless I make a mistake in my calculations."
"Oh, I see."
But he did not understand, just the same, and not until
Wall had bent a sapling close to the ground and placed a
heavy stone upon the enl'l of it did either of them begin to
catch an inkling of what he intended to do.
"There yer are," the villain said, as he held fast to the sapling. "If I was to let go of this it would make the stone flop
over an' fall plumb on that can, wouldn't it?"
"It sartinly would," came the reply, while both stepped
back as if they were afraid it might happen right then.
"All right. Now I'll show yer how I'll rig it so it won't
happen right away. You see this empty bag?"
"Yes, I seen you pfck that up over by the shanty, an' I wondered what you was goin' to do with it," was the reply.
··wen, you jest fill It full of sand, an' I'll blamed soon show
ycr."
There was plenty of sand close to the bank of the stream,
and it did not take a great while to do as he directed.
When they dragged the bag to him Wall bade them tie It
fast to the sapling pretty well toward the butt.
This was done, and then he held the stone so it could not
fall upon the can of explosive and gently released the stout
sapling.
,
He found that the bag of sand would hold it, though the
stone seemed to be on the verge of toppling over.
"Move the bag up a couple of inches, boys, an' then it will
be all right," he said.
This was done, and then It seemed to be perfectly safe to
leave it that way, as far as they were concerned themselves.
"Ain't that what you call a putty scheme, boys?" the villain
said, as he looked at his work. "Now, then, you jest stay
right here by the stone, so If anything happens we won't all
be blowed to pieces. Then I'll cut a slit in the bag an' the
sand will start to come out. It will take a good while for
enough to fall out to make the sapling spring up. Don't be
afraid now, 'cause we ain't goln' to git k!lled In this kind of
fashion, anyhow .. , '
They said nothing, but waited anxiously until he had cut
the slit in the bag.
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The sand began to trickl e out gently, and the slit being
wide enough, it would only be a matter of time before enough
of it would fall t o the ground· to cause the desired result.
Wall went back and found that everything was right at the
end of the sapling.
"Now, then, go on," he -said, "if you're afraid to stay here
till I make sure that it can't fall."
The two men were glad enough to move away, and the
leader laughed h ar shly as he saw them going.
H e became satisfied that there could be no doubt but that
the plan would work, and then he left the spot, hurrying a
little, for no doubt he thought that something might happen
at any moment.
But they got back to their horses and rode away without
hearing the sound of an explosion, and two hours later they
r eached t he cave.
As they went inside they called to Jerry, who had been left
there with the kidnaped child.
I
But there was no answer, and after trying It a second time
with t he same r esult, Tom Wall led the way hurriedly inside.
It was dark there, and striking a match he looked around
until h e found that neither Jerry nor the child was there.

CHAPTER VII.
THE CHILD IS RESTORED TO H ER M OTHER.

I

Young Wild West and his two partners and Sandy Bill followed the trail, seeing to It that the horses were not forced
too much, since they were anything but fresh.
"We di dn't go this way last night when we took the little
gal," Sandy Bill said, as they swept around to the left over a
comparatively smooth piece of ground. "There was a shorter
cut right from the mine up there, but I didn't think we could
gain anything by gain' up there now, so that's why I come'
this way. "
"All right, Bill, so long as we get there It will be all right,"
the young deadshot answered. "We must manage to surprise
those fellows and take them all alive."
·' So they kin be hanged," the man retorted, in a voice that
showed something of fear.
"No, I don't want anything like that to happen, either. If
we get them alive I'll see to it that they are in due time
turned over to the sheriff or some other official. But the thing
to do is to get them first."
Bits of conversation were carried on every now and then,
and in this way the distance was at length covered.
When Sandy Bill told them that they were getting pretty
close to the spot where he had been captured by the posse
Wild brought the sorrel stallion down to a walk.
'rhe r est followed his example, as might be supposed, and
then they kept on until Bill advised that they had better not
go any further on horseback.
The young deadshot gave a nod of approval, and dismounting, led his horse in among some rocks.
When t he r est had done the same thing our hero turned to
the man and said:
" Now, then, Sandy Bill, you just show us how to get into
that cave. The horses wm be all right here. Ours are not in
the habit of straying, and yours is hardly likely to go away
without them. He seems to be pretty well winded, anyhow."
.. I ain't afraid about the horses," was the reply. "But I
do hope that Tom Wall an' the rest don't git sight of me.
They'll call me a traitor, of course, an' I s'pose I am, 'cause
I swore I'd stick to Tom Wall."
•· I r eckon a feller kin change his mind 1! he wants to,"
Cheyenne Charlie retorted. "You're all right as you are. You
was on a bad road, but you switched off, an' if you keep on
goin' as you have started you'll fetch up all right. H you
don't I s'pose you know what you'll git."
"Yes, I know. But don't say nothin' about that. I'm mighty
thankful that my :i;ieck ain't been stretched afore this."
H e was quite willing to show them the way to get into the
cave, and stepping along cautiously, the four made their way
to the big rock that concealed the split in the cliff.
When Blll had showed the way in to him Wild turned to
Jim and whispered:
"You stay outside here with this fellow, while Charlie goes
in with me to find out how things are."
"All right," was Dart's reply, and then after nodding to the
scout, the young deadshot stepped noiselessly behind the rock
and entered the dark passage,

Charlie kept right behind him, and the two went a short
distance and then saw a light.
They paused and listened, but could h ear nothing that
would indicate there was anyone close · at hand.
Then they ventured forward again, and a few secon ds later
when he turned an angle in the nattlral passage Wild found
himself looking directly into the cave.
J erry, who had been left there in char ge of the child prisoner, was r eclining on a blanket, his head upon a saddle.
Close to him lay the sleeping form of the child.
A lantern was burning rather dimly, but it gave sufficient
light for Wild to take in ever ything t hat was to be seen.
H e stepped aside to give Charlie a chance to have a look,
and when he saw ther e was only one man there wit h the little
girl the scout was eager to make quick work of it and capture him.
"Take it easy, Charlie, " the boy whisper ed, in his cool and
easy way. "Ther e may be anot her part to the cave, and we
don't know but what the r est might be ther e. We want to
take this fellow without making any noise. Now, then, you
just follow me and stand r eady to help."
The scout gave a nod, for like Wild, he thought it was not
necessary to go out and get Jim's assistance.
But the caution the t wo used was wasted, It seemed, for as
they stepped softly into the cave they could h ear the man
breathing regularly, which told that he was asleep.
Lightly Wlld and Charlie stepped up to him, and then the
first thing Jerry k new he was gripped by the throat, whlle a
hand was pressed tightly over his mouth.
The muzzle of a revolver came before his eyes almost at the
same time, for Cheyenne Charlie was r eady.
'
"If you make a sound it w!ll be the last thing you'll do on
earth, " the young deadshot whisper ed.
Trembllng with fear, J erry r emained silent.
Of course he could not have made much of an outcry, anyhow, but he did not try to do so.
The scout was not long in taking his weapons from him,
and when this had been done W ild push ed the muzzle of his
revolver close to the man's eyes and then removed his hand
from his mouth.
"Where Is the rest of the gang? " he asked, in a whisper .
"They went over to the Flat," was the r eply, in a voice that
was considerably above a whisper.
"Not so loud," cautioned the young deadshot.
"There ain't no one here," protested the prisoner. "There's
the kid sound asleep right over there, an' I was left here to
watch her."
"Take a look around, Charlie, and see If there's another
part to this cave," the young deadshot suggested, for he was
not sure that the v!llain was telling him the truth.
The scout gave a nod and promptly made a circuit of the
underground apartment.
He satisfied himself that there was no other pa:i't connecting with it, and when he came back he quickly informed the
boy to that effect.
"All right, then, I reckon this fellow has told the truth. "
"Shall I wake the kid, Wlld? " Charlle asked, as he looked
tenderly at the sleeping chlld.
"Maybe I'd better do It. Just tie this fellow's hands first. "
The scout had the necessary cord for this purpose, and
being skilful at making knots, he was not long in fixing
Jerry so he was helpless.
Wild then stepped ove·r to the child, and kneeling beside
her, shook an arm gently.
It had the _desired effect, for the little girl at once opened
her eyes and gave a start.
The boy had h eard the mother speak of the child as Annie,
so he quickly said:
"We have come to take you to your mamma, Annie. Now
don't be frightened."
"Oh, oh! " the child exclaimed, rising quickly and clasping
her hands. "Is papa here?"
"No, he isn't here. We left him with your mamma waiting
for you to come back. You are a brave little girl, I know, and
you are not going to be frighten ed at all, are you?"
" Oh, no! " and then the child began to cry.
But it was more from joy than anything else, for she seemed
to r ealize fully that she was really going back to her parent s.
Wild had a pleasing and persuasive way about him, and it
soon had its effect upon the little girl, for she beca me quiet
and looked up at him smilingly.
"You'r e ready t o go now, Annie ?" he said, questioningly,
"Yes, yes, take me to my mamma ."
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"All right, put on your hat, and we w0n't wait any longer."
She had kept her hat near her an the time, and it was
quickly u_pon her head.
"Come on," the young deadshot said, taking her by the
hand, and _nqdding to the scout, he ad.ded: "Just take that
fellow out with you, Charlie. I reckon we'll leave the lantern
here just as it is. It may be that we'll ip.eet the rest of the
villains on the way back. If we do we must surprise them."
"Right yer are, Wild," and gripping the prisoner by the
arm, Charlie hustled him out of the cave and through the
passage.
The little girl shrank close to her ·protector as they were
passing through the dark passage.
When she got outside she looked up at the stars and exclaimed:
"Oh, how glad I am!"
"You'll be with your mother just as soon ~ we can get
there," Jim declared, as he took her by the hands. "The bad
men will all be punished, too, for taking you away."
"They are very bad men," Annie retorted, gravely. "They
want to fill papa's mine full of water, so no one can work
there any more. They went to do It, too."
"Ah!" exclaimed Wild, turning sharply to the prisoner.
"So that is their game, eh?"
"I don't know nothin' about it," Jerry declared, timidly.
"They went out an' left me to stay with the little kid, that's
all."
"I reckon you know all about it, only you don't want to
say it. Do you know this- fellow?"
As the boy said this he took Sandy Bill by the arm and
pulled him forward.
Jerry gave a violent start, for even though it was pretty
dark he recognized his former companion.
"What are you doin' here, Bill?" he gasped.
"I come to show Young Wild West the way to the cave,"
was the unhesitatin g reply. ~I've reformed, an' I ain't
ashll,med to own up to it."
"!'urned traitor, eh?" hissed Jerry, making a desperate
effort to free his hands. ''I'd like to strangle you."
"You stop that, or I'll strangle you!" the scout exclaimed,
angrily, as he gave the fellow a shake. "I kin see by the way
you act that there ain't no danger of you reformin'. You
ain't like Bill, that's sartin."
"You bet I ain't. I wouldn't turn traitor if I was goin' to
die."
"I thought the same thing, Jerry," Bill spoke up, shaking
his head.- "But when I felt that I was putty neap death I
sorter changed my mind. I don't know as I would hav'e reformed, though, if it hadn't been that Young Wild West saved
me from bein' lynched. That's . the thing what done it all,
an' no matter If I live to be a hundred I ain't never goin' to
forglt that one thing, an' I'll stick to trying to do ,right till
the end com~."
The man spoke in a way that was really eloquent, and there
was no doubting his sincerity.
Still, there was a possible chance of his changing again
should he get among vile associates.
But Young Wild West and his partners were willing to take
chances on Bill, and they really meant to encourage him all
they could, and to fix it so that he would not even have to
testify should the rest of the gang be called to trial.
"Bill, do you kn.ow whether there are any horses a.round
OT not?"
"Most likely there's a couple of 'em in there," was the
reply. "I didn't have mine when I was caught, ypu know, an'
Jerry sartinly must have his horse here."
"You and Jim go and look for them, then."
"All right. The horses was always runnin' down the rock."
"I seen 'em there, 1:)ut I forgot all about it," Cheyenne
Charlie spoke up. "There's more than one horse there, I
know."
Sandy Bill _gave a nod, and then turning to Jim, sai\i:
"Come on, young fjlller. We'll soon git th~ horses."
The two went inside and In a very few minutes they led
out two horses saddled' and ready to ride.
·
The prisoner was hfted upon t h e bac k o f one an d t Ie d
securely, and then Jerry mount1;d his own horse and took the
bridle-rein of the one he had ridden from the Flat.
Wild mounted Spitfire, and little Annie Mullen was handed
up to him by the scout.
The child was quite nervous, but this was due from excitement and the anticipatio n of soon reaching her mother, no
4oubt.
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Wild talked soothingly to her, and they started on the way
back to the mining camp.
·
Charlie and Jim mounted and came along after them, the
latter taking charge of the prisoner
When they had gone about a mile the scout rode up to the
side of the young deadshot and said:
"Wild, it wouldn't be very nice if you was to suddenly
come upon . the sneakin' coyotes. You had better let me go
ahead, or else give me ' the kid."
"You can ride ahead, then, Charlie," was the reply. "Take
Sandy Bill with you. I'll k eep Annie with me."
This was satisfactory , so it- went that way.
When they were nearly half way back to Potter's Flat
Sandy Bill suddenly reined in Ms horse and turning to our
hero, said:
"I forgot to tell yer that most likely Tom Wall took the
short cut. That means that we won't be apt to meet 'em."
"Is that so? I wish you had thought of that before, for I
was anxious to get them all to-night," the boy replied, shaking
his head. "But never mind," and he looked at the little girl
he· wa,s in charge of. "I suppose. the quicker we get back to
the Flat the better it will be. We'll come to-morrow to look
!or the rest of the gang. But," and he hesitated a moment,
"how about this business of the mine. being filled with wat er ?
Probably they have done it before this."
"The man said he would do it to-night," declared Annie,
speaking emphaticall y. "He didn't hurt me, but he's a very
bad man, just the same."
The young deadshot felt a little disappointe d, because it
was a pretty sure thing that there was no prospect of m eeting
the · v!llains on their way back to the cave.
But he resolved to make the best of it and get the little
girl to her mother as quickly as possible.
The rest of the distance to the Flat was made in due time,
and leaving the rest at the camp, Wild called Arietta to go
with him to the house op. the side of 'the hill.
It was but a short distance to walk, and Arietta, talking
pleasantly to the chUd, held her hand as they walked along.
When they reached the house the door suddenly opened,
and out came Dave Mullen.
· "I heard someone walking, and I guessed it was you, Young
Wild West," he said.
.
Then as his eyes lighted upon the child he gave a cry of
delight, and picking her up in his arms, ran into the house.
Wild and Arletta followed, and when they saw the mother
clasping the little girl wildl)'. and crying and laughing _by
turns, it made them feel that 1t was well worth taking a nsk
to reunite a mother and child.
They remained at the house for a.;...out half an "hour, and
then It being well along toward morning, they went on back
to the camp.
Sandy Bill was waiting anxiously for them, while Charlie
and Jim were sitting near a lantern guard:ing the prisoner.
"Where · am I goin' now, Young Wild West?" Sandy Bill
asked, anxiously. "It won't do for any of the men around
here to see me."
"I'll tell ,you what you can do, Bill," was the reply. "You
crawl into the tent over. there, and go to sleep. Don't be in
a hurry about coming out in the morning. If it's necessary
you can remain there until noon, and by that time things
will be fixed up so you will be perfectly safe to go anywhere
you please in and about the Flat."
"All right, if you say so I'll do it."
,
No doubt Sandy Bill was badly in need of sleep.
The rest were, too, for that matter, but they still had sometiling to do before they could lie down.
·.>
"Chl!-rlle, fetch the sneaking coyote along, and follow me,"
Wild said, nodding to the scout.
"Right yer are, Wild," came the reply.
Then without waiting a minute the young deadshot started
in the direction of the shanty Sandy Bill had been taken from
without the knowledge of the guards.
There were two men on watch there, though they were not
the same ones, for they had been ,relieved by them.
When they saw Young Wild West and his partner coming
,up with a prisoner 'the men were astonished.
"We've got another of the gang, and the little girl is back
h
th ,, W'ld
1 sa Id, n odding his head and looking at
with er mo er,
them coolly.
"What!" came the reply. "The ~id has be~n found, ,eh?"
''That's rii?:ht. But don'.t get excited ab-out it. Theres no
need of wakmg anyone ngnt now. I want you to put this
fellow in the shanty and see that he stays, there."

I
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"You bet we wm, Young Wild West," one of them answered, and then he was not long In unlocking the door.
"Leave him with his hands tied just as he Is," the boy
advised, and then Charlie pushed Jerry inside.
It was so dark that the. two guards could not see whether
the other prisoner was there or not.
But tl;te door was quickly locked, for both took It for granted
that he was.
"Now, then, I suppose there Is no need of tell1ng you to be
on the watch," Wild said, as he turned to go away.
"You bet there ain't. Vie was ready to shoot when we seen
you comin', 'cause we thought maybe it might be someone
tryln' to git Sandy Bill away from us."
"There won't be anyone trying to get Sandy Bill away from
you, you can depend on that," and the boy laughed lightly as
he looked at the scout.
Back the two went to the camp, and a fe,w minutes later
both were sound asleep In the tent, while Jim remained on
the watch for the hour that must elapse before It grew daylight.

"Lat llght, Misler Wild. Um saloon allee samee mine, and
um store allee samee Misler Pete's."
"He sold the whisky bus iness out to you, then?"
" Las light, Misler Wlld."
'' What did you buy It for? You don't expect to remain
here, do you?"
';Me only wantee lillee whlle, Mlsler Wild," and a broad
grin now showed on Hop's face.
"How much did you pay for the business?"
"Thlee thousand dollee, so be."
"You did, eh? Was it your · money you used to buy the
business?"
"Yes, Misler Wild. Me winnee thlee thousand dollee fl.om
Misler Pete. Len me buy um place. Havee velly bigee tlmee.
Plenty dancee, plenty singee, and len me lockee uppee um
pl:1.ce and comee her e, so be. Pletty soonee me open some
more and len evelybody havee plenty more blgee timee."
•· I knowed It! " exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, as he finished
his breakfast and arose to his feet. "The heathen clea.ned
Spencer out of about everything he had, an' then most likely
Spencer put up his saloon bu siness ag'in the money he had
already lost. He must be a fool, 'cause anyone as would play
poker very long with Hop sartlnly ain't right In the head."
CHAPTER VIII.
"Lat allee ligllt, Misler Charlie. Me velly smartee Chinee.
Maybe me givee um business backee to Mlsler Pete. Me no
WILD STRAIGHTENS OUT 8O1\IE OF HOP'S CROOKEDNESS.
wantee."
Wi
h
k
"I reckon you will give It back to him all right, Hop," Wild
ng, t e coo ' had the breakfast ready when Young Wild observed, with a smile. "But this certainly does st rike me as
West and ..Cheyenne Charlie came out of the tent. ,
They found the girls were up, and Arietta smilingly· called being rat her comical. I reckon I'll take a walk over there and
out:
see Spencer. I mean to tell him just what I think of him for
··well, I hope you made the best of it for the short time being fool enough to gamble away all his money and his place
you had to sleep. We let Jim go into tne tent half an hour of business."
ago."
The young deadshot looked toward the mine ,md saw that
"I feel a little heavy about the eyes, that'.s all, Et,,, the the men were going to their work.
young dea.dshot answered smll1ngly.
This showed plainly that the villains must have changed
"An' I feel mighty stretchy like. But I reckon rm good for their minds about flooding the mine the night before, and he
another day an' a night, too, If tt comes to the point,.. decided that there was time enough to go up there and make
Cheyenne Charlie added.
an investigation.
Then as he looked about and found Hop mlss!J;i.g he added:
"Come on, Charlie," he said, nodding to the scout. "I reckon
"What's become of the other heathen?"
we'll go over and have a talk with Spencer."
"He took the horses further down the brook to let them
"All right," was the grinning reply. "Make the heathen
drink," Anna retorted.
·
come, too." .
"Oh! I thought maybe he hadn't showed up yet. He wasn't
Hop looked at the breakfast that was waiting for him rather
in the tent when we . turned in."
longingly, but he promptly started after them.
"My fool bl other no go to sleepee, so be," the cook spoke up,
.. Me gottee key, Mlsler Wild," he said. "Me havee open um
shaking his head disgustedly. "He comee here when me git- place."
"All right, come on and open it, then."
tee uppee to makee um fire. Mlsler Jim askee where he been,
and he say he havee velly goodee timee and play dlaw pokee
The three were not long in r eaching the saloon.
allee night."
'
Outside were standing Sam Hart and the others who were
"I'll bet 'he had a good time, all right," Charlie answered, In the habit of hanging around to get what they could in the
with a shrug of the shoulders. "Most likely he's cleaned out way of drink for nothing.
some poor fools of everything they had In the way of money,
The r est of the men had gone to their work.
too. Wild, I reckon we had better find out somethln' about
.. Good morn In' Hop, " Ha.rt caHed out, bowing and smiling
1
•
that."
to the Chinaman. "Goin' to open up the place now?"
"We will, Charlie. But let's take a good wash in the brook
·'Velly muchee quickee, was the reply.
and eat our breakfast. It's all ready for us. We'll attend to
"Say, Hart, " Wild said, speaking rather sternly as he looked
Hop's case later on. There's something else to be done just at the man, "why don't you go to work? "
now. I want to go up to the mine and see if anything was
"I don't know whether there's anything for me to do or not
done last night to try and make the water run into it so it up at the mine," was the reply.
would be flooded."
h
y
Charlie nodded, and the two were not long in fixing them"You don't, eh? Well, I'll tell you w at you do.
ou go on
selves up at the brook.
up and tell Mr. Mullen that I say you shall be put to work.
The cold water made them feel much refreshed, and a few Now go on. Don't linger a moment. I think there's quite
minutes later they sat down and ate their breakfast in a some good in you if it can be brought to the surface. Move
hearty fashion.
now."
Hop came up before they had finished.
There was no mistaking the boy's meaning, and with a
He lo<;>ked as though he had put iu a pretty tough night of shrug of his shoulders, Hart looked at his companions and
It, and he was so drowsy that his feet ,fairly dragge.d along then started off up the hill.
as he walked.
,
"Of course the rest of you don't want to work," the young
"You're goin' to git It, heathen!" the scout exclaimed, shak- deadshot went on, as he looked sharply at Ruckles, whose
ing a finger at him. "You have got to give that money back face showed the effects of the thrashing he had received the
what you took from them fellers ·over at the whisky-mill last day before. "You are no good, and I know it. You can
night."
hang a.round here, but just see to it that you behave your" Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me no gottee velly muchee selves. If you don't the first thing you know you'll be cha3ed
moneY. Me buy um saloon business."
· out of the Flat."
•··'What's thatt" and the scout tumped up, looking at him In
"We're all peaceful men, Young Wild West," Ruckles anM!d'ntshment.
swered, rather timidly. "We ai n't lookin' for no trouble. You
~trm saloon allee samee mine now, Misler Charlie. Me licked roe for fair yisterday, an' I don't want to do it a.g'in.
velly smartee Chinee."
I ain't goin' to let yer, 'cause I'd run away afore I'd fight."
There was a grin on the Celestlal's face as he said this, and
Hop had unlocked the door by this time, and Wild and
all hands looked at him, wondering what he was driving at. Charlie followed him inside.
"What are you telling us, ·Hop?" Wild asked, after a pause.
The "bums," as they must be called, hesitated about coru"I am not in the humor for any foollng this morning. You ing in, but fi nal'!y they ventured to do so.
say the saloon is yours?"
Wild went to a door that communicated with :mother part
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'of the house, and pounding upon it good and hard, called out ; "You are going to do nothing of the kind."
loudly:
,
! The boy spoke sternly, and the man stepped back somewhat
"Spencer, Spencer! Come here; you're wanted."
'abashed.
"What's that?" came a voice from the other side of the
It did not take Wild long to convince him that he must
door.
accept the money and take charge of the place again, and
'· Come here, I want you."
i when he finally did so Spencer was grateful enough.
"It's Young Wild West who's talkin' to yer," Cheyenne ' He was so delighted, in fact, that he wanted to treat everyCharlie yelled.
' one he could find, and he even called up the worthless men
"Oh, I'll be right there."
I who had followed our hero and the scout into the place.
Then oounc'ls could be heard of someone moving hurriedly ! Sam Hart had gone up to the mine to look for a job, so he
ab out, and in a few minutes Spencer came out, about half missed being treated that morning.
dressed and looking as though he had put in a very tough
But Wild knew it was all the better for him, and he actunight of it.
ally thought the man would show the little good there was in
When he saw Hop behind the bar he shook his head sadly. ' him yet.
"I hear you have disposed of your saloon business,'" Wild 1 ·' Now, then, Charlie," the young dead~hot said, nodding to
sa!d, looking at him questioningly.
·
, the scout, "I reckon we'll go and attend to the other business
"Yes, I s'pose I have. I was a fool for doin' it. But there we have on hand."
ain't no use in cryin' over it. I've got the store busi1,1ess yet, I "You ain't heard nothing of the gang what stole Mullen's
an' I reckon I kin make a good l!vin' from that:"
1little gal, have you?" Spencer asked, as they were going out.
"You're not a hard loser, I can see."
I "Oh, yes. The little girl is at home. We found her last
"Nope. What's the use of cryin' over spilled milk, as they . night."
say? I was game, an' the heathen cleaned me out, that's all. j "What!"
He had more luck than I did."
' Spencer was certainly astounded.
"Do you really thin]j: it was luck, Mr. Spencer?"
"Yes, we found her all right, and we got one of the villains
1
"Sartin I do. What else could it be? He didn't cheat, who assisted in kidnaping her. He is in the shanty lock-up
'cause I was watchin' him too close for that."
· now."
"You're altogether wrong. Hop lo a cheat, pure and simple. , Spencer was not the only one suri)rised.
If you had known he was a very clever sleight-of-hand per- . Ruckles and the other fellows acted as if they could not
former before you started to play poker with him it might , believe what they heard.
have been different."
I As Wild and the scout went outside they saw one of the
"I did know somethin' about that." and Spencer looked men who had been guarding the shanty lock-up waving to
r ather simple and turned his gaze to the floor.
them excitedly.
:You did know that, eh?"
"What's the trouble over there?" the young deadshot asked,
Why, yes."
·
coolly, as he stopped and looked at him.
"And yet you were willing to risk all the money you had, , "Sandy Bill ain't here " was the reply. "We was jest "oin'
and not satisfied with that, throw away half of your bus!- 1to give the two prisoner~ some breakfast but we found there
ness."
/
I was only one of 'em in the shanty."
'
"Yes, I s'pose I was fool enough to do all that."
"N
· d b
·
"What do you think of th t Ch 1. ?"
d y
Wild
ever mm a out that. Sandy Bill will turn up all nght.
a ,
ar ie · an
oung
Just look after the other fellow "
West. turned to the scout and shook his head as if greatly j Then followed by Hop, who n~ doubt was anxious to get to
su~f~!e~~ard say that a sucker is born every minute,,, Char- · the ~=nt : he could have a little sleep, Wild hurried back
lie retorted, smilingly.
to t
ca p.
"Hop, let us have a good cigar."
As the young deadshot said this he turned and walked over
to the bar.
CHAPTER IX.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the clever Chinee promptly'
put out a box and acted very much as though he was really
ARlETTA's LIFE AT STAKE.
running the place.
Probably the late proprietor would have preferred some"Wild," said • Arietta, as the young deadshot reached the
thing to drink, but he did not want to offend Young Wild , camp, "we are going up to the Mullen house with you. Anna
West, so he took a cigar, too, and promptly bit off the end . and Eloise want to become acquainted with Mrs. 1Mullen and
and lighted it.
see how she ls getting on this morning,"
''Now then, Hop," the boy went on in his cool and easy way,
"All right," was the reply. "I reckon there's no reason why
"I reckon you had better pay to Mr. Spencer the amount of you can't. If you're ready we'll go at once."
money you won . from him last night. You can deduct your
"We're ready, Wild."
expenses. You know what that means, don't you?"
"Come on, then, and fetch your rifles with you. You can't
.. Me undelstand, Misler Wild. Me velly smartee Chi nee."
tell but that you might find something to shoot at before you
Then while the eyes of Spencer opened wide, Hop p'r oduced get back."
a big roll and the buckskin bag he carried his gold and j "You wantee me go, too, Misler Wild?" Hop asked, as if he
silver in.
thought it quite likely that he did.
He did not stop until he had counted out something like
"Shet up, heathen," Cheyenne Charlie retorted, before the
three thousand dollars, and then with a nod he blandly said: young deadshot could make a reply. "You git in that tent a.n'
"Lat allee light now, Misler Wild. Me comee outtee square, go to sleep. You can hardly keep your eyes open now."
and allee samee gittee um dlinks an' smokee for nothing."
"I reckon you had. better do as Charlie says," Wild ad·' Mr. Spencer, there is your money. Take it, and don't you vised rather sharply. "You ought to know that we don't need
ever play draw poker with a heathen Chinee again as long as you to go with us."
you live."
"Allee light, Mlsler Wild," was the meek retort, and then
"I-I don't quite understand this, Young Wild West," the the Chinaman turned to his brother, who gave him his breakman faltered, though an expression of delight shone upon his · fast.
face as well as the look of astonishment which had dwelt there I Jim was going, too, so in less than · five minutes all six
before.
i set out for the mine.
,
"Well, it simply means that the Chinaman cheated you, I As they reached the building where the office was located
and you knew nothing of it. He won all the money you had, I Mullen came out, his face beaming with delight.
and then won your saloon business. He is now giving both
"Good morning," he called out, ch~erfully. "I am the hapback to you."
piest man alive this morning. You don't know how good it
"Lat light, Misler Spencer," and Hop's eyes twinkled.
makes me feel to know that my little girl is safe at home
The boss of the place twisted his fingers nervously for a again."
moment and showed that he was undergoing quite a think"I can't blame you for feeling that way, Mr. Mullen," Wild
ing speli.
answered. "The girls wanted to come up and ·make a call.
Th n he suddenly seized the hand of the boy and ex- Is Mrs. Mullen at the house?"
claimed:
"Oh, yes. She is up and around just as if nothing had ever
"I ain't entitled to this, Young Wild West. I know it's all happened. Wait a minute and I'll go over with you."
He went inside the office, and came out again in a couple of
rigl!t, an' that the place is mine ag'in as well as the money.
I'm goin' to give you half of that money for a present."
' minutes, and then they all headed for the house.
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Little Annie saw them coming, and she ran out to meet
them before they reached it.
Then lier mother came out, and Arietta quickly introduced
hor to Anna and Eloise.
Nothing would do but that they should all go inside, a.nd
fully twenty minutes passed before they could tear themselves
away.
As soon as he got outside Wild called Mullen aside and
said:
'"Did your little daughter tell you anything about the i\Til·
lains Intending to flood the mine?"
·· Yes, she did," and the superintendent's face at once became grave. "But I have been down there and out into the
big hole, and I saw nothing that would indicate that they
had tried such a thing."
·
''Could such a thing be done easily?"
''Well, it would require quite a little work, or a blast to do
it, I suppose, unless a heavy rain 1came and the earth and
rotk was turned away by the pressure of the water."
"Suppose we go down into the mine and take a look
around?"
''Good! We'll go at once. I am not very busy just now, and
it would make no difference if there was a whole lot for me
to do. I feel so grateful to you for what you have done for
me that I know I can never repay you."
"I am already repaid, Mr. Mullen. I am only too glad that
we were able to find your little daughter and restore her to
her mother so soon. I'll go with you, while the rest can rem2.in here or look around about the mine as they please."
"Come on, then," and the superintendent looked at his
watch, showing that he really did have some business to attend to shortly.
As the two were walking away Arietta suddenly ran toward them and called out:
"Where are you going, Wild?"
"Down Into the mine, Et," was the reply.
"Let me go with you."
'"I don't know about that," and the boy paused In a hesitating sort of way.
"It will be all right for her to go, if you want her to,"
Mullen assured hill}, "It is perfectly safe to be lowered up
and down in the big bucket."
"Very well, then. She can go. Come on, Elt."
Delighted at the chance to go down Into the mine, for it
had been some time since she had visited one, Young Wild
West's sweetheart went along with them to the shaft.
'rhe two men who were in charge of the hoisting process
no sooner saw Young ·wild West approaching than they broke
Into a cheer.
This was taken up by every man who was working upon
the surface of the ground near the shaft.
They had all heard how Young Wild West had restored
Annie Mullen to her mother the night before, and they showed
how good they felt over it.
"It's all right, boys," the young deadshot said, in his cool
and easy way, as he nodded to them. "If it had not been that
one of the kidnapers had a heart in him it would not have
been accomplished so soon. Ilut I'll tell you about it later on.
When that is done I may be able to surprise some of you."
Just then Ruckles came running up the hill excitedly.
"Hey, there, Mr. Mullen!" he called out.
·'\Vhat do you want?" the superintendent asked, a frown
shoY1ing on. his face, for he had no use for such a man as
Ruckles.
"I come up to tell yer that Sandy Bill ain't in the shanty
whore he was put yisterday afternoon."
"What's that?" shouted one of the men at the mouth of the
shaft, while Mullen looked at Wild and smiled rather faintly.
·· it's all right, boys," the young deadshot said, waving his
hand to those who had been astounded by the news Ruckles
brought. "I'll be responsible for Sandy Bill. If he isn't in
the lock-up he's certainly somewhere close by. I'll produce
him when the right time comes. Just wait until we have got
the rest of the scoundrels."
There was quite a little talk about it, but It was not long
before Wild and Arietta got into the big bucket and were
lowered to the bottom of the shaft.
Then they waited until the bucket went back again and the
superintendent came down.
It happened that only about half a dozen men were working in the mine that day, since there was more for them
to do upon the surface than underground.
The lights upon their caps showed up in the gloom, making
the place take on a weird appearance.

But Young Wild West and his sw~etheart did not show any
surprise at. what they saw.
"We'll go right on through, Mr. Mullen," the young deadshot said, nodding to their companion. "I want to have a
good look in the big hole at the other end of the mine. After
we have taken a look there I mean to go up and get around
to the stream of water. Perhaps I can suggest something
that will lessen the danger of the mine ever being flooded."
·' If you can suggest anything I am sure I will be only too
glad to act upon it."
Through the big cave they made their way, and soon
reached the opening at the other end, where it was broad
dayltght.
Out into the hole they went, and then all three looked
around closely at the steep and rocky walls.
There were no signs of any water anywhere about, and
when he had satisfied himself on this point the young deadshot turned to the superintendentt and said:
"Well, no one has been at work up there as far &.s I can see.
We'll go on back, and as soon as we get up out of the shaft
I'll take a walk around to the top of the cliff up there. You
say the stream of water rushes along very close to the edge."
"Yes, there's only a few feet Intervening at one place."
"Pretty stiff stream, too, eh?"
"Yes, an awful lot of water passes on down the hill. If it
should happen to turn this way it would take but a few minutes to flood the entire mine.'
"All right. I'm quite sure that I can find a way to avert
such a possible danger. We'll go on back now, because I can
really see no use of staying here any longer. ''
The three turned and went back into the mine.
But they had not gone more than ten feet when-Boom!
A terrific explosion sounded and a sudden draught of air
came Into the mine wltli. such a powerful effect as to knock
all three to the ground.
Mullen uttered a cry of fear, and was the first to get upon
his feet.
"What is it, what is it?" he cried, wildly.
"Easy, Mr. Mullen," came the reply, as Wild got upon his
feet, half dazed from the shock. "I reckon something has
happened. Hurry to the foot of the shaft and have the bucket
ready."
Mullen started to do as the boy said.
But when he got there he found the bucket going up with
four men into it, who were badly frightened and eager to get
to the surface.
The others who had been working there were waiting for
their chance, and paid no attention or regard to the superintendent as he rushed to them and frantically shouted for the
bucket to come down again.
Meanwhile Wild's only thought just then was of his sweetheart.
He quickly came to his full senses, and then when he saw
the girl lying still upon the ground he ran to her side.
"Et!" he exclaimed. "Are you hurt?"
But there was no reply.
Arietta was unconscious.
Then a strange roaring sound came to the boy's ears, and
he instantly turned and looked toward the opening.
Much to his dismay he saw water rushing that way.
It was rising rapidly, too, and before he was hardly aware
of it he was standing ankle-deep in it.
He could hear the cries of Mullen and the miners, and it
occurred to him that he had better not run in that direction.
Even though he realized the awful danger that threatened
him, the young deadshot did not once lose his presence of
mind.
.
He decided upon what to do, and he did it without an instant's delay.
Wild lifted the unconscious form of his sweetheart and
plunged with her through the rushing water for the hole
outside.
Arietta's life was at stake, and he knew it.
Before him was a cataract.
The sudden change that had been wrought seemed 'magical.
Thousands of gallons of water were rushing down in the
form of a waterfall, and the hole was filling rapidly.
The mine was doomed.
There was no doubting that.
As the boy reached the outside, the unconscious girl in his
arms, he heard a shout from above, and looking up saw three
men waving their hands excitedly.
"A rope!" he cried.
Then the rushing water almost swept him from his feet.
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Dut with one band he grabbed upon a ,spur of rock, and
kept himself from being whirled into the mine.
The water was rising rapidly, and soon he was forced to
climb upon the spur, which fortunately was large enough for
,
him to obtain a foothold.
The men above had disappeared and the boy again shouted
.
at the top of his voice.
Up came the water until it was almost even with the top
of the pa.':!sage that went into the mine.
Then the young deadshot, still holding Arietta tightly, was
swept from his foothold.
Dut he made a grab as he was being sucked into the mine,
and succeeded in getting a hold upon a projection of rock.
He managed to hold fast until the water got above it, and
then there was less of a suction.
Keeping Arietta's head above the surface he turned and
'
looked upward again.
Much to his joy a rope came down at that moment, and
after a few attempts he succeeded in catching it.
He bad but one hand to work with, and he inust keep both
himself and his sweetheart upon the surface of the seething
water.
But by a desperate effort he succeeded in getting a turn
about Arietta's waist, and then holding tightly with one hand,
while he steadied her with the other, he called out for them to
pull them up.
Up they went, and willing hands seized them as they
r eached the top and landed them safely upon the solid ground.
'l'he water kept on flll1ng the bole, and it was a sure thing
that the mine must be thoroughly flooded by this time.
Just then Arletta opened her eyes.
·'vVhere am !?" she called out, w!ldly. "What was it?"
"Easy, Et," her dashing young lover cautioned, as he bent
over her. "Everything is all right now. The explosion you
heard, caused the water to turn from its course and rush
down into the hole. The mine is flooded. But we are safe."
.. Oh!" and she looked around wildly and then became quite
passive.
The boy felt of her head and foun d a big lump on the side.
"You'll be all right pretty soon, little girl. When you fell
down you got a good bump against the rocky floor, I suppose.
But you are safe now. I know your lifb was at stake, and
that the mine was doomed when I saw the water rushing in.
But I did my level best, and I am glad I did not lose my
head."
"You never do lose your head, Wild," she answered, smiling faintly. "Ther e isn't another boy in the whole world
·
who is like you."
"All right, Et," and he laughingly assisted her to her feet.
Arietta found that she could walk all right, for the feeling
of dizziness was rapidly passing away.
Luckily the three men had been working not far distant
from the spot wher e the explosion occurred, and it was but
natural that they should run that way to · see what had
caused it.
Fortunately one of them had been able to firid a rope
quickly, and thus it was that Young Wild West and his sweeth eart were saved.
CHAPTER X.
THE SCOUNDRELS ABE CAUGHT.
.

\

Consternation seized Tom Wall and his two companions
when they realized that Jerry and the little girl had disappeared.
They searched about looking Into every nook and corner in
the cave and when they finally became aware of the fact that
the two horses had disappeared also their conclusion was that
Jerry must have taken pity on the ch!ld and had started to
take h er back to her mother.
This seemed to be the only plausible way to solve the mystery, for mystery it surely was.
"I kin see it all now, boys," Tom Wall said, after he had
calmed himself a little. "No wonder Jerry wanted to stay
here with the kid. He's been doin' a lot of thinkin,' I s'pose,
an' it struck him that If he was to take the kid back he
might git some money out of It an' not have anything done
to him. He's a traitor, he is."
"But we ain't sure that he done that, Tom," the fellow
called Jack said, with a shake of the head. "S'pose somebody
come here an' caught Jerry nappin' an' took him a prisoner?"
" Sandy Bill might have told 'em. You know they caught
him an' took him away with 'em."
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"There's somethin' in that," the leader admitted, as he
scratched his head thoughtfully. "But I don't believe it's that
way, though. J erry has took- the kid an' delivered her to her
mother. He !mowed putty well that we would take a short
cut for the mine, an' he's gone on the regular trail. I kin see
it all. That's my way of thinkln', an' I ain't goin' to change
my mind till I find out different."
"Well, what are we goin' to do about it, Tom?" the other
man asked, with a shrug of the shoulders.
"Do about it? Why, I r eckon we'll go back there a n' try an'
find out somethin'. We don't have to go close enough so they
kin see us."
"But our nags is putty well tuckered out."
"That's all right. We'll give 'em about twenty minutes'
rest, an' then we'll ride alon g easy. What good is a horse if
he can't make seventy-five miles in a day? It wouldn't be
much more than that if we go over there an' come back
,
agln' that they've done to-day."
"I'm beginnin' to think that things ain't goin' exactly the
way we figured on 'em goin'," declared Jack, as he began
pacing up and down the cave. First they have to ketch Sandy
Bill, an' then jest when we think we've rigged up a fine plot
we come back here an' find the kid gone an' .Jerry with her.
There's only three of us !~ft now, 'cause It ain't likely we'll
ever see Sandy Bill an' J erry ag'in. But the worst part of
it is," the villain remarked, as he came to a stop and looked
at his two companions, "that we ain't goin' to git nothin'
out of it, an' outside of flooding' the mine, that's about the
only revenge you'll git on Dave Mullen."
"Never mind. I'll git revenge enough, an' we're goin' to
git somethin' out of it, too. We'll go back there an' we'll
take the risk of gittin' some money. We might as well go
right now.. We kin let the horses go along easy like."
The tired steeds were given water, and then the men left
the cave and rode on in the direction of Potter's Flat.
This time they did not take the short cut, and the sun was
up and shining brightly when they came in sight of the
buildings on the side of the hill close to the mine shaft.
"There ain't enough sand dropped out of that bag yet to
make the thing work," Tom Viall said, showing that he was
confident the thing would not fail. "It may be two or thr ee
hours yet afore the explosion comes. But it'll come all right,
I'm sart!n of that. You jest--"
At that very moment a thunderous report sounded, and
even though the three villains knew the cause of It they were
astounded for the moment.
"There she goes now!" exclaimed Wall, jubilantly. "It's
great to think that we was jest in time to see it. Did you see
the smoke go up, boys?"
"Yes, an' the flash, too," Jack answered. "I wonder if the
water Is runnin' down in the mine now?"
"You kin bet your life it Is. It couldn't help from doin' it.
Let's git as close as we kin on horseback, an' then we'll sneak
up an' try an' see jest what's happened."
They rode on until they were less than a quarter of a mile
from the mine.
Then they dismounted, and tying their horses among some
trees, started to make the rest of the distance on foot.
As they reached a slight elevation they peered from behind
the rocks and could see a ·c rowd gathered near the mine shaft.
"I reckon there won't be no more work done there for a
Jong time to come, " declared Tom Wall, exultantly. "I said
the mine was doomed, an' I've showed that it was, too."
Then the three settled down to wait until they could make
up their minds what the next move would be.
Meanwhile there was great confusion on the hillside.
The tremendous report the exploding nitro-glycerine made
had startled everyone within the limits of the mining camp,
and the women and children were almost terror-stricken
from It.
But Young Wild West and Arietta ha d been saved, and once
they got upon solid ground the young deadshot thanked the
three men who had pulled them up, and then hastened to
find his partners.
He also wanted to know what had become of the superintendent and the men •who were at work in the mine.
When he got around to the shaft Mullen stood there talking
excitedly.
"Hello, Mr. Mullen!" the young deadshot called out. "Did
·
they all get out?"
"Oh, is it you?" and Mullen showed so much delight that
boy.
the
hugged
fairly
and
he ran to meet him
"Y~s. I am here all right, and so is · Arietta. We had a
narrow escape, though."
"And so did I. But fortunatel;y those of us who were there
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in the mine managed to cling to whatever we could get hold
of as the water was rising rapidly, and when the bucket came
down we were pulled up. But here comes my wife. Excuse
me a minute."
Mrs. Mullen was seen approaching with her little girl holding fast to her hand.
When she saw her husband she was greatly relieved, and
after he had allayed her fears Mullen came back to where
Wlld and .Arietta were now talking with Charlie and Jim.
"Well, I suppose I am a ruined man, for I had considerable
invested in the mine," declared Mullen, shaking his head
gloomily. "But I suppose it will be just as well if I leave
these parts, anyway. My wife doesn't want to stay h ere any
longer. The experience she put in last night has caused it.
But it's too bad to think that there could be such villains
who would go to extremes like this."
"It can't be helped now, Mr. Mullen. The only thing we
can do is to catch the vUlains and see that they are punished.
They must be somewhere around, that's certain."
"Oh, yes, they must have been very close by in order to
make such an explosion as that. I wonder if they could have
taken the stuff from the shanty down there?"
It seemed that no one had been near the shanty that morning, and thus -ft ,was that the inscription Tom Wall wrote
upon the door had not been read.
Wild led the way toward the shanty, for it struck him that
possibly the scoundrels might have taken the explosive stuff
from it the night before, so they could have it ready . when
they wanted to set it off.
As they were passing the shaft a miner · told them that
there was twenty-five feet of water in the mine, and that it
was still rising.
"The only thing you can do," the boy answered, "is to find
some means of changing the course of the water. That will
take a long time, I suppose, though if dynamite or nitroglycerine• caused the water tp flow in there, it might be used
to turn it in another direction."
"That's sol" the miner exclaimed. "We'll have to talk that
over with the boss."
Reaching the ·shanty, our hero saw the writing upon the
door right away.
,
"Ah!" he exclaimed, as he called his partners and ' Arietta.
"What do you think of that? I reckon they will be disappointed. But give me my rifle, Charlie. I am going to see
if I can find the scoundrels before they get away. There are
only three of them, as we know."
The scout had taken charge of the young deadshot's rifle
while he went down into the mine with Arietta and the superintendent, and he now quickly handed it to him.
"Come on, boys," our hero exclaimed.
,
Arietta. took her rifle from Jim, and as the young deadshot's two partners started after him she followed.
Wild turned and saw her when they had gone a short distance, but he simply nodded for her to come on.
The boy was heading to reach a point above the mine where
•t he stream of water was tumbling into the hole in the form
of a waterfall.
He was not long in getting to the spot, and just then he
caught a glimpse of a m!j.n as he dodged behind a rock less
than two hundred feet distant.
The suspicious move . excited the boy's curiosity right away,
and he -held up his hand for his companions to stop right
where they were.
It happened that he was the only one who had seen the man,
an!l bent upon finding out what he was doing there, he began
making his wa.y cautiously along, keeping the rocks and
bushes between him, so his approach might not be seen.
When he had gone perhaps a hundred feet he came to a
place from which he could look down the side of the hill.
Then a little further off to the left he saw three men
crouching behind a fallen tree.
As he had never seen Tom Wall or the two . men with him,
he of course could not recognize them.
But he was convinced right away that they were the ones
who were wanted.
The men seemed to be waiting for a chance to get a shot
at something, so Wild decided to give them the chance if they
dared to take it.
With his rifle to his shoulder, he stepped out into the open,
and called out in. a ringing voice:
"Hands up, you scoundrels! I have got you dead to rights."
Of course Charlie, Jim and Arietta heard him give the command, and they promptly' ran down the hill. ,
The thr ee villains, who were of course Tom Wall and his

pards, were dumfounded, for they had no idea that they had
been seen sneaking about the vicinity.
Jack and the other fellow promptly threw up their hands.
But Wall was not going to give in as easily as all that.
He made _a leap to get behind a rock that was a few feet
distant, at the same time shouting:
"Shoot if you want to! "
Crang!
'l'he young dead shot's rifle spoke instantly, and the bullet
struck Wall's right "arm, causing it to drop to his side ar,d the
rifle he was carrying to fall to the ground.
•
It stopped him from reaching the rock, too, and down he
went, rolling over in agony.
"I reckon I always accept an invitation like that," the boy
said, in his cool and easy way, as h e walked toward the two,
who had not moved from the spot and were still holding
their hands over their heads, "You fellows are a fine lot,
I must say. You have ruined the mine, and you can bet that
you'll suffer for it."
Cheyenne Charlie ran past the young deadshot and quickly
took charge of the wounded leader.
But Wall was very meek now, and did not show any further
fight.
His right arm was broken, and It must have pained him
severely.
.
Jim and Arietta were not long in r elleving the other two of
their weapons, and just as they had finished tying their hands
behind them Mullen and a crowd of the miners came rushing
to the spot.
"Here they are, Mr, Mullen," the young deadshot called out,
smilingly. '"There were only three of them left, and we have
got them all."
·
A ringing cheer went up, and the next minute the miners
were dragging the prisoners around the side of the h!ll toward
the mine.
.·
·' Easy, boys," the young deadshot called out, as he ran after
them. "There ls going to be no lynching, you know. They
are my prisoners, and not yours."
But others came running to the spot, and the crowd increased, as did the noise and confusion.
They would not listen to the boy, and seeing he could do
nothing further, he returned back and waited for his companions to come up.
" They are going to lynch them, Wild," Arietta said.
"We'll, there are some things now and then that can't _be
helped. This is one of them, I suppose," he answered, with
a shake of the head.
They all went around and stopped at Mullen's house until
the excitement had somewhat subsided.
Then there was nothing for them to do but to go down to
their camp, which they did
They found Sandy Bill in a state of fear inside the tent,
for a man had come to the camp a short time before and
told Wing that the prisoner had been taken from the shanty
and hanged along with three others of the gang who had
been caught by Young Wild West.
"It won't do for me to stay here," Sandy Bill declared.
"I'd better git away while I've got the chance.
"Well, probably you're right. I'll give you fifty dollars if
you haven't any money, and since you have a pretty good
horse you ought to make out all right."
"I ain't got much money, that's a fact, Young Wild West,"
was the reply. "If you'll lend me .fifty some time I might be
able to pay it back to yer. But I'll promise you faithfully
that I'll stick to what I said, an' I'll be honest the rest of
my days."
That was enough to satisfy Wild and the rest, and a few
minutes later Sandy Bill was riding away from the camp
unknown to anyone but ti ose who had befriended him.
'fhey remained at Potter's Flat another day, and when they
finally bade good-by to Mullen and the · r est, they were all
satisfied that ii: would be a long time before the mine would
be in operation again.
But that could not be helped.
Certainly Young Wild West had done his part, and what
more could have been expected?

'
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CURRENT NEWS

Philip Ahearn, twenty-three, ;ho was the sfar player
on the Trinity College football team for several years,
died at his home in Hartford, Conn., :March 1, as the result of injuries received in the game against Brown in
1911. His back was wrenched and he received other injuries later, which forced him , to leave college. He won
the McCook trophy for the best all-round Trinity athlete
three consecutive years.

Some of the smart set Frenchmen o.f to-day send their
linen to London to be wa~hed. Their ancestors used tQ go
even further afield in search of good laundry work. So
fa1; back as the sixteenth, century Frenchmen had their
washing done in Holland, where the soft water of the
dikes was .supposed to impart a special gloss to linen. This
practice appears to have lasted until the close of the
eighteenth century, for Sebastian Mercier, in his "Tableau
de Paris," published shortly before the French Rernlution, protests against tbe patronage by t.he rich of the
Dutch, to the exclusion o:f native laundresses. Still inore
remarkable is the fact mentioned in the "Memories du
Comte de Vaublanc," that wealthy merchant.s in Bordeau used to send their linen all the ,ray to San Doming'o
to be washed.

For the :first tim,e in the history of Fort Leavenworth,
officers are to use bicycles as mounts. The Quartermaster
of Leavenworth, Kan., February 22, was instructed to
provide prison offic13,s with bicycles, to be used by the
officer of the day and the officer of the guard. The order
caused some little concern at the post, as there are many
officers who have never been astride of a wheel. Each
officer of the post is required to do duty as officer of the
An old, bent, feeble-looking man stood at the corner of
guard or officer orf the day every nineteen days.
Third awnue and 23d street, N cw York, the other night
soliciting alms with profit. Patrolman McGrath, of the
Each of the 3,300 men and women who have been" in the Central Office squad, took him to the :(<;ast 22d street -staemploy of Alexander Smith & Son, carpet manufacturers, tion, where he proved to be a walking mint. Lit.tle packYonkers, N. Y., for a period of ten years or more ·got a ages wrapped in old newspaper were found to contain pencash bonus March 1, equal to 10 per cent. of their re- nies; nickels and climes-. 'rhere were also three purses,
spective salaries for the six months ended December' 31 :filled with small coins. When all the money had been
last. The gift came as a surprise to the employees. The piled in stacks on the desk, it figured up to a total of
bonus amounted to $75,000. Since September, 1911, the '$45.15. The prisoner gave his name as Goerbe Reuse,
company has distributed over $200,000 to 14,,000 em- sixty-nine years old, of No. 8 Chatham Sqnare. He was
ployees, who have been in the service of t'he Icompany for held on a charge of begging. McGrath arrc_3ted another
man, also white-haired, bent and feeble and sixty-nine
periods ranging from :five to _ten years.
years old, but not a penny was found on him. He gave
as Michael Gruber, of No. 56 Third avenue. He
Joseph Britt, chief engineer of the Howard stre-et pump- his name
at Rouse's accumulation of wealth and
greedily
looked
ing station, Pittsburg, had his diamond ring, valued at
about "the luck of some fplks.' 1
something
mumbled
$150, removed from his stomach at the Allegheny General
Hospital the other morning. Britt is in the habit af dropping his diamond ring into a glass in the kitC'hen cupTentative plans for the International intercolleiiate
board at his home when he goes to work. He is also in track and field meeting between joint teams representing
the habit of taking a sherry and egg upon returning from Harvard and Yale and Oxford and Ca;rnbric1ge Universiwork. Last evening he took his usual drink, but forgot to ties have been drawn up. These plans are now being forpay much attention to the glass. He poured the sherry warded to the English authorities. June rn is the date
and egg in the glass and gulped it down. The glass suggested "by Harvard and Yale, · but the Englishmen
which' he used contained the _ring.
would prefer to come here to compete during the :first
week in July. Captain Cummings of the Harvard track
Natural peat, as is generally known, is the product of team, who di.&cussed the plans the ·other day, said that he
the partial decay of mosses and othc:i: plants that grow did not fl,nticipate much difficulty over the date, and
in swampy places or in damp and foggy regions. Dr. added: "Although. nothing has been officially decided
Bergius, a German chemist, is said to have produced arti- upon as yet, indications are that matters can be adjusted ·
:ficial peat by subjecting a mixture of cellulose and water satisfactorily to all.'' The agreement between Harvard
to a pressure of more than 6,000 pounds to the square inch and Yale, which will be submitted to Oxford and Camancl beating the mixture to about 240 d~grees centigrade. bridge, embraces the following: That ~er be eleven
This treatment continued for twenty-four hoU'rs trans-, events, instead of nine; namely, the 100-ya:rti dash, 440fonns the pulp into a prodµct the constituents af which yard nm, 120-yard hurdles, high jump, broad jump, hamare identical with those of peat. Calculations based on mer throw, 880-yard run, one-mile run, three-mile run
this new process show that at a temperature as low as and two of the following three events: 220-yard dash,
that of the earth, it mu&t have required 7,000,000 yea.rs 200-yard hurdles or shot-put. In accordance, -with the
to form the deposits of natural peat. This estimate agrees English demands it wa:s agreed to change the two-:m:He run
to three miles.
roughly with the oolculatioru of geologists.
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DICK DONNELLYtS' FORTUNE
•
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THE BOY RANCHMAN OF TEXAS

)(

By DICK ELLISON

/

/

i(A SERIAL STORY)

CHAPTER VII (continued)
H e sat down upon a great stone which was in the shadow
"It's called ther Gulch o' Death. Every one as comes of an overhanging rock, and wiped the perspir ation from
down hyar dies."
·
his brow. His tired steed with drooping head stood at
" But you live."
his side and occasionally rubbed his nose against his
"Waal, I belong hyar. I am on ther inside. See them shoulder . .
cati:le? They all came down and died, and so do people
Dick suddenly turned and gazed back under the great
sometimes. Now, I advise ye ter leave this -part o' ther -projecting rock, and there saw a sight that caused him to
world jist as soon ez ye kin."
start.
"I will go back the way I came."
It was a sight to make any one start. Before -iiuii,
"Don't ye try et."
·
sitting gazing right into his face, were two horrid grinning
"Why ?"
· •
skeletons, whose eyeless sockets seemed to be imbued with
" Ye can't make et. Go any other way yer want ter, life and warning.
but don't go that way."
Near them upon a smooth surface of t he stone were
"Oan I go up the canyon ?71
these words :
"Yee, but ye wouldn't never find yer. way out thar."
"The fool-killer is not far away."
"Then ,]: will go down."
Dick arose from his sitting position, and went nearer
"Yes."
·
Upon the ground lay an old rusty knife which had eviThe tall man then with his knife proceeded to skin the dently been the weapon with which one of the men had
dead animals, in which he seemed remarkably expert. Dick been done away with.
walked and led his horse after him. As he wended his
" H eavens ! What more horrors are awaiting me ?" Dick
way along he thought:
thought. "Ca.n it be that I am to suffer a like fate to
"This is another mystery added to the mysteries by the~e unfortunates?"
which my whole life and being seems to be surrounded.
Dick now realized that tlrnrc was some one that had
Will the mysteries never end? There seems to be no ter- worked for his destruction from the very beginning. H e
mination ·Of these, at any rate. Ia it possible that a com- knew not who it w!s, nor how many, but he felt that there
bination of :fates have det.ermined to torture me to death? was a conspiracy set on foot to ruin him. Was it because
It certainly looks that way. Well, I am in for it. I would if he was out of the way the fortune which his uncle had
rather be back with Aunt Sue Mitchell, with all her scold- left him would go to some one else ? H e remembered now
ing and quarreling, than to be in this audacious country, that Mr. Simeon Snelling had not read to him the will of
and not know when the next trap would open and swallow his uncle, nor had he even given him all the provisions of
me."
it. H e simply told him that he must do what seemed an
He found the bed of the canyon rocky and in places almost impossible task-find the children of Mollie Potter.
difficult of passage. He discovered that few persons had
He felt that the man was a scoundrel, and that the attartraveled over it, as there was no worn path. ·Hfa horse ney who had come to him as his friend, when he was conhad difficulty to scramble over the loose and sometimes fined in jail, was also a scoundrel, who had some motive
treacherou.s st.on.ea.
in what he did.
Dick wae tired and hungry, but there seemed no means
Dick rose and went to t he grinning skeletons to better
of appeasing his appetite. The canyon was very narrow, inspect them. One's skull had been perforated by a buland at tba point -w<here he was entirely devoid of any kind let, the other had evidently been killed by a knife, or rope.
of vegetation.
H e went back under the ledge behind them and found an
.rt was with pain and weariness that he slowly dragged old saddle, one such as the United States cavalry used to
himself along. The eun ca.me down very hot.
use. H e found in one of the saddle pockets an old paper
Close up under the clifl.' was a small stream of water which he managed to read, though the writing was very
which had been swelled by the recent rains to a little dim. It seemed to be an order for some officer, whose
torrent. At this both rider and steed slaked their thirst, name he could not make out, to take a detail of six men
and frequently they pallSed to rest under the shadow of and scout to the southwest in t en clays.
some overhaifging rock which spread out into the valley.
Dick put the order in his pocket to study at some future
Dick was tir~d and halted to r~st.
. time. P erhaps, he thought, it might lead to t he discoverY,
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ol bi location, so be could find bis way out of this terrible
wilderness. Dick had read of many people being lost and
perishing on the great plains.
There was nothing more here to attract his attention,
and leading bis horse after him, he tontinued his wandering down the great canyon. It ·seemed to grow wider and
more desolate, more stony and terrible at every step' he
took. At last he came to a place where it seemed as if
mountains of stone had dropped down from the skies and
almost blocked up the canyon.
He found what seemed to be a path leading around
the rocks close up to the great precipice, whicl:: at this
point towered up some four or :five hundred feet. He
led the horse into this narrow path with the greatest difficulty, for the poor animal could hardly get over the rough
ground.
Suddenly he paused and gazed back under the projectirig ledge at a great dark hole that sucldenly loomed up
before him.
It was by the merest accident that he discovered it.
"A cave! A cave!" gasped Dick. "I wonder if anybody ever discovered it before? I will go inside of it a
little way and ascertain."
His horse was heartily tired, and he left hin:1 standing
among the stones while he went to explore the cavern he
had discovered, taking his Remington with him. It afterward proved well that he did, for he was to have abundant
use for it.
CHAPTER VIII.
THE WILD MEN OF THE €.A.VE.

Dick was soon to learn that he had not discovered onehalf of the wonders of this great wild West.
On reaching the mouth of the cave he found half a
dozen torches that had evidently been lighted by some
one.
"That is evidence · that some one has been here before,"
said Dick to himself. "It may be that some one is within
the cave even now."
From the depth of the darkness and the fact that the
ceiling seemed to rise higher, he knew that the cavern
was vast. He picked up one of the torches and lighted
it. The torch blazed up and showed him the yawning
cavern, into whic~ he proceeded very carefully. He came
to where the cavern divided into two parts leading out
into the earth. He paused for a moment and gazed in.to
:first one and then the other, undecided which he should
follow.
At last he decided to follow the one on the right. He
had not gone fa.r before some writing on the wall attracted
his attention., and he paused to read :
"All abandon. hope who enter here I"
"Is this my :final death trap ?11 he thought, •'or has that
been written there to frighten people away who come to
investigate this cavern and learn wha't the mystery of
it is?"
The warning had no effect to deter him from going
into the dark cavern. He pressed on until he had gone
fully a mile, and then the cavern took a turn.
He sat upon a stone and listened.
"I thought I heard voices," Dick said to himself. It

was a sort of buzzing sound, and might be made by falling water, and might be the action of the wind whistling
through the different caverns. He was undecided what it
was or where it came from, and stood for a moment hesi•
tating and irresolute as to what he should do.
"I will go on," he at last said. "They can only kill
me, and as it seems that I am to be killed anyway, I might
just as well go on."
His hardships, his exposure and dangers had been so
great that with Dick Donnelly life had almost become a
burden too great to bear. He was too brave a lad to contemplate self-destruction, but his recklessness of life mac',e
•
him more determined to face real danger.
A sort of superstitious awe-was around the whole plaae,
seeming to penetrate the cavern and its surroundings. He
really felt a kind of nervous dTead of the cavf)rn which
he could not explain.
The noises were so 'weird, so strange and supernatural
that his blood almost ran cold when he listened to them.
. At last he nerved himself to the point and went boldly
forward to where the cavern made another turn, and saw
in the distance what seemed to be a faint light. He went
toward it, and when he had groped his way about a fourth
of a mile he came to a halt. Dick had extinguished his
torch, for he did not want any one who might be where the
light was to see it.
The light grew larger and more prominent as he advanced, and when he halted· behind a large mass of rock
it was plain to be se1::n., though still a fourth of a mile
away.
He could see forms darting about it, going hither and
thither in some sort of a fantastic manner.
Dick watched the moving forms for several moments in
amazement. From where he was they seemed dwarfs m~h
smaller than real men, but this was only an optical delusion. He now began to slowly and cautiously creep forward over the sharp stones and dirt which in places was
in the cavern. He seemed to be entering into a fairy world.
The ceiling of the cavern became lofty, its walls were wide
apart and it was spacious, with great pillars of_stone, which
though natural were almost as regular as if they had been
·
carved, supporting the great roof overhead.
The stalactites and stalagmites, a thousand in number,
glinted and glistened like frost in the great light which
seemed to illume the cathedral-like cavern into which he
gazed.
The cavern itself was a wonder, but that was not the
only interesting feature which he saw.
It was illuminated by a great fire that was burning
on the centi-al floor of the great apartment, lighting it up
to the lofty dome fully a .hundred feet high.
There was a great dark caldron over the fire, from
which there occasion.ally fl.ashed great blazing flames that
illuminated the whole cavern with a glare more brill:i'ant
than the full light of the sun.
There were six wild-looking, grotesque figures dancing
about the great caldron.. They were clothed in the skins
of wild animals, and one had the horns of a buffalo upon
his head, another had a tail, and another the head of a
Rocky Mountain sheep, all wearing some strange, grotesque mask which gave them the appearance of demons.
(To be Continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
WHERE 28,000 MEN FOUND WORK.
Work for 28,000 men and 12,000 teams has been provided this year in constructing the extensions that are
being built by the Canadian Northern transcontinental
system. Sir William MacKenzie, president of the Canadian Northern, is authority for the etatement that $25,000,000 will be spent this year in construction work west
of the Great Lakes, and in the western province alone
20,000 men will be employed.
Sir Donald Mann, the vice-pre..c,ident and genius of
construction, as Sir William MacKenzie· is the genius of
finance, has announced that 1,053 miles of track will be
added to the system before the end 0£ this year, says the
Chicago Tribune.
When the system is finally completed it is estimated
that the cost of construction will be approximately $100,000,000.
The greatest record for construction work will be made
in the province of Alberta, where 7,000 men and hundreds of teams are already at work on the branches. One
of these lines will be the most northerly railroa.d on the
continent, with the exception of the Alaskan railways, and
will reach Peace River Landing as an objective point. Another branch to the Brazeau coal fields is being rushed to
completion hy 1,500 men and 3·00 teaITIB.

private coaling stations all over the world. The thri£ty
persons who set up these establishments hoped that Uncle
Sam's s:hips might come their way just about the time
they needed coal. The Vanderbilt in 1862 had an experience of that sort. She, like many other Federal vessels,
was looking for the Alabama, and she came to St. Helena
at a time when she was out of coal. The officers were delighted to see a red-headed Scotchman sitting on a coal
pile on the dock, and they 'a t once opened up negotiations
with him for a supply. He demanded $30 gold per ton,
and, as the rate of exchange was then $2,85, this made
the price $80 in Uncle Sam's money for each ton.
The officers protested to no avail. They refused to pay
the price demanded, and put to sea, hoping to reach another port before their stock gave out. But after a run of
a few hours the weather began to get "nasty," and there
was nothing to do except to put back and buy one thousand tons of the Scotchman's coal.
'l'he seller said that he liked the United States and
sympathized with the North; but that he had been sitting
on that coal pile for a long time, waiting for an American vessel to come along, and that sympathy didn't buy
food and tobacco and things.
BRIDGING DEAi'H VALLEY.

POSTAL TROUBLES IN PERSIA..
Of all earth's waste places the desert is the most impresThe difficulties of the post-office in the Persian Gulf sive and the, most abhorrent. It was almost impossible at
.
. .
times to secure laborers on the San Pedro railway route
are aggravated by the Persian language, which mvests the th t k·rts D th v ll
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of diggers and track layers.
"Poos'' means a dock or anchorage; "poost" mgmfies
.
hides, skins or leather and is also the term for the postFor many years Death Valley has made good its name
office. On the coast the final "t" is .d ropped and "poos" and taken ghastly ~oll _of those who v~ntured on its tracktherefore has to de duty in three capacities.
les~ stretches. :And, 1ts only vegetation the gnarled and
A merchant at Linga recently complained that his Jet- twisted cactus, it covers ~a~~ t~ous~nds of ~qua:e miles
ters were being lost and a servant was asked what he had of absolute waste. But c1vihzat10n 1s breaking m upon
been doing with them.
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Poos-e-Buzurg." By this the shoemaker meant the big or
_g
.
British post-office.
Recently r~pre_sentahves of the Automobile Club ?f
"Then I took them t.o the Poose Buzurg (big dock) Southern Cahfon~a started f~·om _Los Angeles to be!9-n
and threw them in. The first time there was plenty of the work of ma_Ppmg and placmg signs across 1,5~0 miles
water but the next week the water was low and I had of desert road m Death Valley and the surtoundrng terto dii a ib.ole in the sand for them."
ritory. In addition to f:he task of mapping the roads, the
water holes will be charted, and the heavy steel signs are
to give road directions and the location of water supplies.
Seven routes in all are to be charted, whioh means the
COAL AT $80 A TON.
covering
of 1,500 miles of desert sign posting through the
Householders frequently complain of the high price of
coal, but no private individual has even. been called upon most arid region of 4merica.
It means, too, that the last uncharted and uncultivated
to lay down the price that this Government ,has., in times
section of our nation is to be reclaimed and made accessof war, been obliged to pay.
The Civil War l~d to the establ,iahme.nt of divers little ible.
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FIGHTING WITH GOMEZ
-OR-

TEXAS COWBOYS IN CUBA
By "PAWNEE -JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER VI ( Continued )
" He was bought by Spanish gold. It is an old Spanish
method-very old- to gain by treachery what t hey could
not by force of arms. But for your promptness in reporting that il.ag of truce it might have gone very hard with
us."
The il.ag of truce was but a piece of newspaper pinned
t o a stick, as was afterwards learned. It was also ascertained that the enemy made the advance during the night,
but finding no Cubans where they expected to catch a
slumbering army, they hastily retreated, £earing a trap
by the wily Gomez.
A strong party of Spanish cavalry came out t he nei-t
day to feel for the Cubans. , Gomez directed his men to
retire before them . They did so and the result was a general advance of the Spanish force . Weyler reported
to Havana that he was driving Gomez before him. and
would run him to cover. The news went by cable to Madrid, and the Spanish _capital was illuminated in consequence.
The young Texans kept an eye on the main column,
keeping out of sight themselves, in the hope of being able
to make a Jash for the captain-general. 'l'hey saw him
and his entire staff stop at the home of a rich planter,
taking possession of the whole place, just as night came
oh. '.i.'hcy were in a thick woods not over two hundred
Tards from the house. The bodyguard encamped in the
road in front of the house.
"Now is our chance, boys," Jed said to Jack Taylor and
the others.
"It is but a slim chance," Jacl,: replied.
"I£ we wait we may have none at all. 'l'hat guard out
there don't number over fifty men, and none are on duty
but the sentinel at the door."
"But another regiment is coming," remarked Tom J:(uff,
as i:he tramp of: a body of men was heard.
A few minutes later a regiment of infantry appeared.
It was a crack r~giment, and bonfires were made in order
that the captain-general and his numerous staff might
review them.
Jed ancl his men could have killed l1im from where they
stood, but they did not wish to c1o that. It would have been
war, bnt to them it looked like assassination.
"Wait!" Jed whispered. '" That regiment may move
a.vay, and the chance come back to us again."
B-ut the regiment formed a cordon round the spacious

gi;ounds £or the night . The captain-general evidently had
the fate of Navarro before him and would t ake no chances.
"We mmt give it up '.for t o-night, " and J ed sighed as
he made the remark.
"We can't stay here all night, either," said Tom..
''No-we must go back to our lines." And they crept
out of the woods into a field and led their horses several
hundred yards ere they struck the road. 'l'hen they
·mounted and rode away.
But a body of 300 cavalry was somewhere ahead of them
up the road. A £ew minutes later they saw the light of a
burning building some distance farther on.
"They are burning that beautiful place we noticed yesterday," said Jack as he gazed at the red glare.
"Let's go on and see about it," and Jed. rode forward
at a brisk trot. In some fifteen or twenty minutes they
came up to a point near enough to see that it was tenant
houses-not the mansion-that· was burning. 'rhey were
preparing to burn that, however, for out on the piazza they
could see an old man and two young women on thei r knees
before a Spanish major, pleading for their home. Only
the
about a score of cavalrymen were a.bout. The rest
command were scattered, some down at the sugar mill,
others at the tenant houses, and still others out on scout
duty.
"Spare that officer and take him alive, boys!" said J cd,
as soon as he understood the situation. "Come on!"
'l'he Spanish major thought they were part of hjs own
command, until a dozen of his men were shot down.
"Surrender, major, dr die!" cried Jed, thrusting his .revolver into his face .
"Oh, thank heaven!" cried one o.f the young women.
"Americanos, save us! Save our ho-me!" and she ran up to
Jed, seized his arm, and clung to him. The major drew
his sword, but Tom Huff knocked him down, bound,
gagged and threw him across his horse in less than two
minutes.
"Senorita, I will hold the major as a hostnge for your
home and the good treatment of your family . Here, you
wounC\ec1 men !" and he raised his voice so that those who
were wounded might hear him. "We are of the army of
Cuba. We will hang the major if this house is burned or
any mei:nber of the ·family harmed. Jed Crane never £ails
to keep his word! Come, men, away!"
He raised the hand of t he young girl to his lips, dropped
it and sprang into the saddle. In another moment they
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dashed away, just as the cavalry rushed up from the sugar
mill, attracted by the revolv-er shots.
"Help! To the rescue!" yelled the major, who managed to get tl},e gag from his mouth.
" It's the major! Save him!" cried a wounded man, rising on his elbow and pointing in the direction of the flying
Texans.
They dashed after him, and his cries were heard at intervals till the sounds died away in the distance. A few
straggling shots were heard for some minutes.
"Stop that yawp !" hissed Tom, in broken Spanish.
But the major still yelled till Tom drew his sword and
belabored him with it as· a mother chastises an unr-uly
child with her slipper.
"Caramba l Help! To the rescue I"
"Here's your rescue!" cried Tom, laying on with the
flat side of the saber. "Let me know when you have
enough!"

CHAPTER VII.
"YOU WILL ALL BE SHOT!"

The pursuit of the daring Texans lasted but a few minutes, for the Spaniards dared not go very far in that direction, knowing that Gomez and his Cubans were somewhere
out that way. They fired many shots in the direction of
the fleeing cowboys, none of which took effect. It was too
dark for them to see any one fifty yards away, hence they
soon gave it up and returned to the house. A captain
was now in command in the absence of the major, a cruel,
ferocious fellow, who was exceedingly anxious for promotion. He found nearly a dozen men down in the yard,
most of them dead. The Texans were good shots, and
every one hit his man when they dashed up to the house.
. "Set fire to everything that will burn on this place," he
sung out to his men as he rode up to the piazza, on which
stood the trembling old man and his two daughters.
" Captain," said one of the wounded men, who was sitting on the steps, "they were Americanos, and they told
us to tell you that if the house was burned, or any of the
family hurt, they would hang the major."
"Eh! Theatened to hang him?"
"Si, ca pi tan!" exclaimed two others. "They took him
away as a hostage for the family and the house."
"What's that to me? They might as well send word
to the c::iptain-gcneral that if he did not return at once to
Havana they would hang the major! They can't stop me
from doing my dl1ty by threats like that."
"Is it your duty to burn down the homes of women and
children, caphtin ?"
It was the youngest of the two daughters who spoke,
and he wheeled on her with:
"It is my duty to destroy the lives and property of
rebels ! I spare women and old men for--"
"But we are not rebels, captain. We have always been
loyal, and we ha,e many relatives in the service of Spain."
"Where is the proof of it?" he demanded.
"Our father and my sister here can assure you of the

truth of it. Captain-General Weyler can also t ell you that
we have relatives in his service. What proof have you that
we have not been loyal?"
"You have placed all the resources of the estate at the
command of Gomez."
"It is not true, captain!" she exclaimed, her coal l;>lack
eyes flashing with indignation. "His army passed here
and took what they wanted for thei.r horses-nothing else.
It remained for Spaniards to insult us, plunder and burn
our home."
"Your very language attests your disloyalty, senorita.
You speak disrespectfully of the Spaniards."
"Such Spaniards as we have seen to-night cannot command respect from any one!" she retorted.
"Daughter !" gasped the old man.
"Sister!" pleaded the sister. "You will cause the death
of all of us !"
"Fire the house, men!" fiercely cried the captain. "It
is a nest of rebels and traitors!"
But not a soldier moved. They stood still and looked at
him.
"Do you hear? Fire the place ! Burn everything I"
yelled the infuriated captain.
"They will hang the major, captain," said a sergeant.
"Caramba ! Do you refuse to obey orders? 1'11 have
every man of you shot ! Fire the house !"
Still not a man moved. They loved the major and hated
the captain. With an oath he rushed at the sergeant and
tried to ~ransfix him with his sword. The regent drew his
short sword a.nd met the captain's thrust with one of his
own, the consequence being that both met their death.
A lieutenant came up with a detachment. He belonged
to the same company, and when he saw that the captain
was dead, asked:
"Hcrw did this happen?"
· It was explained to him by a corporal.
"They ha ve the major r' he exclaimed. "It was a daring thing to do!"
"They were Amcricanos, lieutenant, and we knew they
would hang the major."
"Quite true. I am sorry for the captain and the sergeant. Look after the wounded ,men th ere. Senor, I shall
have to nse your house as quarters for the night at least."
"And you are quite _welcome to do so," replied t~ old
r.aan. All I have is at your service. My servants have fled
in a panic, but we will do the best we can."
"Thank you, senor. I regret the necessity of disturbing
you. It is the fate of war."
War is robbed of much of its honors when true men and
gentlemen conduct it."
"Please don't cast any reflections on the dead, senor."
"I beg pardon, lieutenant," and the old man bowed low
to tbe young officer. "Command us and we will obey."
'l'he elder of the two sisters-a tall, willowy young
woman-laid a hand on the arm of the young officer and
said :
"If you wish rooms for your wounded men you can have
them."
(To be Continued )
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Because there was no sca.ffold in the county jail, at
Walnut Ridge, Ark., "Dock" Driver, who murdered the
Rev. J. P. Biggers last October, was hanged in the cupola
of the courthouse. The rope was ~wung over a roof girder. The Rev. Biggers, acting as city marshuJ, attempted
to arrest Driver and was shot dead.

pagne that broke its bottle and escaped was lost. Now,
though, they pack, the champagne bottles in clean sponges,
and every day or two they go over the plant, and if any of
the bottles have broken they squeeze into the casks the
wine that the sponges have retained. This wine, reclarified, refined and bottled again, makes a very good second
quality drink."

Any person past the age of sixteen years who wfahes

to dance at Dodge, City, Kansas, must pay the city $1 a
year. The city commissioners met not long ago and passed
an ordinance providing for a license fee of $1 from all
dance1,s, and further providing that no person under the
age of sixteen can attend a dance unless accompanied by a
parent or guardian.
Steven B::ilch, a wealthy farmer of Wichita County,
Kan., went to jail rather than permit the State officers
to spray diseased fruit trees in his large orchard near this
city. The District Court ordered Balch to pennit the
State official to visit his orchard and treat his trees for
scale. 1Vhen · the officers went to the orchal'd Bak,h is
said to have chased them away, contrary to the court's
order. The sheriff was ord-eFed to arrest Balch, and he
called at the shel'iff's office., surrendered and was lacked up.

,

A dispatch to "The Daily Mail," London, :March 1,
says : "Serious anxiety is ' being caused here and at Tokio by reports of Russian military acti vity in Mongolia.
A force oi Khalka Mongols, ·officered by Russians, is
marching from Urga to Kalgan. The Mongolian tribes
are being rapidly armed with Russian rifles-. It is reported that the Russians are laying a n arrow gauge railroad from Verkn~insk, Eastern Siberia, on the Siberian
Railway, to the M'ongolian frontier at Kiatka, and building a large barracks at Kiatlrn."

With Engineer B . . Keith dead in his seat, a Frisco extra freight train ran five miles recently without a mishap .
The fireman, F . J. Smith, finally stopped the train. His
throttle hand limp at his side anc1 his head drooped over
the arm with which, even in death, Engineer Keith sought
to obey instn1ctions, "never take your left hand off the air
bralcc," the train bound from Fort Scott to Sap11\J pa,
Okl., had pulled five miles out of Columbus, Kan ., before
Fireman Smith, glancing up from where he was shoveling
coal into the fire box, discovered his engineer huddled on
the box. Springing across the intervening space, the
stoker discovered that Keith was dead.
"Champagne makers of Rheims buy a lot of our
sponges," said a wholesale dealer recently. "They squeeze
champagne out of them. They must. squeeze in the year's
course a million bottles of champagne out of sponges.
Mystified, aren't you? But there is no mystery about the.
matter. Champagne as it ferrrents is powerful stuff; it
breaks the strongest bottles, and in the past all the cham-

.,

The French Parliament is asked to appropriate immediately $100,000,000 for the renewal and increase of
armaments and war materials. This request is made by
the Minister of War and Finance in a memora:q.dum at~
tached to the government anny bill. The two ministers
declare that recent wars have shown convincingly that
a nation's means of defence should be kept abreast of t110
progress of science and military art. Any inferiority in
this respect, they say, would be most difficult to remedy
during a war. It is estimated that France will requ'ire in
all $127,000,000 for: these objects, but authority is now
asked to spend only $1QO,OOO,OOO of this amount spread
over five years.
A very good grade oi pa,per is now being made :from
cornstalks. For a number of years there has been a lot
of talk about the manner in which paper makers were
otripping the land of trees for the wood from which to
manufacture paper. "When the wood supply is gone,
what will we do for paper-making material?" has been .
the great question. Perhaps enough corn cannot be grown
to supply the entire paper-making material, but it will
prove a great help an.d put off for hundreds of years, it
hns been estimated, that time when the wood pulp s·upply
will have been exha.~1sted. Of course, there are a great
many materials that can be used for making paper, such
as straw and other forms of vegetation, but most of these
do not make a really high grade of paper, straw especially
making a rather inierior quality ancl being used mostly in
some of the forms of cardboard, or "s,trawboard." But it
bas been found that the fibres in cornstalks make a splendid quality of paper and at the same time do not quite
rob the cattle of their co.rnstalk food, as only a portion .
of the stalk goes into paper-making, while the remainder
is left in proper condition to be used for fodder. As it is,
the largest share of cornstalks serve only as bedding for
cattle and for fertilizers, and some of it is made into ensilage, or food for livestock. To make the stalks into
paper they are beaten and fanned to get rid oi the dust
and dirt, then cut up and steeped in water and shredded
in fibres. This shredded cornstalk is boiled under air
pressure in a weak &olution of acetic acid and in this man-'
ner about 18 per cent. of it is extracted in the form of
straw. The remainder is boiled in a powerful alkaline
solution and a splendid fiber for paper-making results.
The rest of it is good for fodder. This process, it is
claimed, can be followe d in about the same manner with
sugar cane a~d other stalks of the same vegetable family.
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The magnates of the world, in ancient times, chose
purple as the imperial and royal color, because of its
enormous cost and rarity. The only purple known to the
ancients was the Tyrian purple, which was obtained in
minute quantities only from a Mediterranean species of
shellfish called the murex. In the time of Cicero, wo,!.,
double dyed with this color, was so dear that ' single
p::mncl of it cost 1,000 denarii, or about $170. A single
murex only yielded ~ little drop of the precious secretion,
consequently very large numbers had to be taken in order
to obtain enough to c.ye even a small quantity of wool.
Among more than one of the na.tions of antiquity it was
death for any one but the sovereigns or supreme judges to
wear garments dyed with Tyrian purple. Upon the accession of Julius. Cresar a law was passed prohibiting any
private person from wearing it.

a

GOOn CUltUENrl, NEWS Altrl11CL1~S
Not a single jury trial in nearly two years is the unique
record of Pike County, Pa., according to Presiding Jl1dge
Charles B. Staples of the Pike-Monroe district. "'l'he
county jail is empi:(Y:' said Judge Staples. "Ther-e are no
cases on the court calendars, either criminal or civil, and I
journey to Milford, the county seat, every three months,
to go through the formalities of holding a court where
there are no trials."

GRINS A~ D CIIUCULES
Mr. Johnsing-tm yo' sho' yo' kin suppoht mah daughtah in de style to which she hab been accusto:qied? Mr.
White-Yes, sah; but ob cou'se we'll hab to lib wif yo'
fo' a yeah or so, till git well acquainted wif de style yo'
speak ob.

r

Shoe Clerk-Are you being waited on, ma'am? Fair
Customer-No; I want a pair of walking shoes. Elhoe
Clerk-What price, anq size, ma'am? Fair Customer
A strange disease among hogs has caused farmers in the (rather loudly)-Threes ! Shoe Clerk-Threes? Fair
vicinity of Byron, Mich., a loss estimated at more than Cm;tomer (in a low tone)-Yes, three dollars. · Size 6, D.
$25,000. Nearly 3,000 hogs have died within the last two
months, and large numbers are dyi.,--i.p- daily. Many
"Pa," said little Sammy, "you are a humorist_because
farmers have lost their entire herds. 'l'he animals s.how you have got a humorous vein, ain't you?" «w-Why,
no symptoms of the disease, but fa!.J.. over dead. One yes," retorted Mr. Manhasset, wearily, "I suppose so."
farmer recently found ten of his drove dead in the morn- "Well," persisted little Sammy, eagerly, "if you had had
ing. The rest of the droye of thirty died within two days. a jugular vein would you have been a juggler?"
J

The Mexican situation was reflected in Paterson, N. J.,
the other day when a score of schoolboys divided into
"armies," near the Erie Railroad and battled with small
b;gs of sand. Soine of them in the fever of battle threw
stones. One pierced a car window. Angl}St Vanderway,
of No. 8 Twenty-second Aven1.1e, was leading an assault
wben be was struck on the head with a stone. About that
time detectives anived and took A-ugust to the police station. H e refused to betray any of the other boys. He
was allowed to go with a warning.

'

'

mfd

"Do you believe in the power of
over matter?"
asked the mystical man. "No," answered the practical
friend. "I believe in the po·wer of matter over mind. I
have known a dull, insensate tack hammer by one swift
rap on the thumb, to make a man say things that he had
not thought of for years."

Mamma-Now, Freddy, mind what I say, I don't want
you to go over into the next garden to p1ay with that
Binks boy; he's very rude. Freddy (heard a few moments
afterward calling over the wall)-I say, Binks, ma says
In the Austrian Fifty-fourth Regiment of the Line at I'm not to go in your garden because you're rude; but
Olmutz, a garrison in Moravia, is a corporal named Cerny, you come into my garden-I aiin't rude."
serving his military time, who was formerly a General and
Minister of War in Morocco, Africa. H_is Excellency, who
Old Hardcash-I've decided to take young Sharpleigh
had commanded an army of 30,000 soldiers in Morocco, into business with me as, soon as he anJ my daughter get
paid a visit to his native land and it being discovered that back from their honeymoon. Bullion Bonds-But I
he had not complied with Austria's military laws, he was thought you saw no good in the fellow. Old Harclcashforced to enter the Austrian army as a private. After a I didn't at first, but I've changed my mind. I t old him
time he was promoted to the rank of "corporal." Re- he couldn't have my daughter till he had at least $1,000
cently he applied to the Emperor for permission to enter in the bank. He ,got me to put it in writing, and then
the Turkish army and fight the Bulgarians. This request wont out and borrowed the $1,000 on the strength of becould not be granted for political reasons aJJd the former coming my son-in-law. S 1ch business ability as that
War Ministe-r must serve his full three years as a corporal. mustn't be allowed to go to waste.
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We had finished our scout and were on our way back to
Fort '.M:cKavett, and were determined to carry him in
prisoneT.
By Jolin Sherman.
When he was informed of this he earnestly begged me
to
kill him, saying that he could never hold up his head
There will never be another Indian 1outbreak serious
among
his people again.
· ·,
enough to call for the act1on of a full regiment of soldiers
Had
he
been
wounded
and
rendered
helpless
it
would
not
in suppressing it.
The extermination of the buffalo was the death-blow to have been so bad; but to be taken as he was would forever
disgrace him.
the hostile Indian.
We bound him first to his pony, secured the animal
Added to that, the building of the railroad lines flooded
against
a break for liberty, and set out for the fort.
the West with emigrants, miners, hunters, and tourists,
The
boy
was sullen and defiant for a time, refusing to
and the Indian found himself hedged in by circumstances_.
answer any questions; but after a while, when I had told
The red man is no longer a warrior.
A year previous to the time General Ouster was ordered him that he would not be harmed, and that his capture
West to begin a vigorous campaign against the Indians, the under thp circumstances redounded to his credit, he
Apaches were in their glory, and they boasted that they thawed out a little.
'I'hree hoU'rs after his capture we got sight of a single
could defeat any force of soldiers , sent against them.
Indian
a mile away to our right on a knoll, and as we
1
I was scouting and mail-carrying in '1 exas for the Govhalted
young
Black Cloud informed me that it was one
ernment, and aiter many close shaves was finally captured
of
hiti
tribe,
who
wanted to have a talk with us.
by the red villains.
·
·
Signals were exchanged between the two, and the stranIt is of that tncident that I am going to write.
A month before my capture I was out on a scout on ·the ger soon came galloping in.
He was one of the hunting party, and had been clogging
Rio Pecos River, our party numbering eighteen men.
us
for twenty miles to find out if the boy had been capWe were well mounted, and moving quickly from point
tured.
to point.
He was a fine-looking fellow, and as he halted in our
One day at noon we went into camp in a grove of cotmidst,
and saw the ignoble situation of the boy, his first
tonwoods, and before I had unsaddled the lieutenant in
thought
was to fight for him.
command informed me that he had lost his revolver from
I called his attention to the fact that any move · of his
its holster during the last mile .of our ride, and asked me
would result in the death of ,both, and then explained how
to ride back in search.
the
youth was captured.
Instead of riding I returned on foot, and had the luck to·
Knowing
the conceit of the tribe, I spread it on very
find the weapon about a quarter of a mile away.
thick,
alleging
that it required our whole force to make the
I then cut across an elbow to reach the grove, and when
within a stone's throw came suddenly upon an Indian capture, and it was not accomplished then without a very
·
pony in ~ dry gulch, and at the same instant discovered hard fight.
'l'his
falsehood
made
the
boy
my
friend
for life, while
his owner crouched behind a bowlder with hii; back to me
it
put
the
other
in
better
humor.
and his face to the grove.
I sta.ted that young Black -Cloud would be taken to the
I had him under my rifle before he could turn his head.
Indeed, my finger was on the trigger when I saw that he fort and held prisoner unti-1 exchanged for some white
captives, and gave my word• that he would be well treated
was a·boy.
'
meanwhile.
'
He had -a rifle in his hands, but I called out to him to
He sent a message to his father to the effect that he was
lay it down or I would fire, and after a moment's hesitation
not afraid, and hoped to be at liberty in a few days, and
he obeyed.
Then, as I kept him covered at a distance of only seven two hours later we had him safely lodged in the guard
or eight feet, I called to the men in the grove, and several house at the fort.
His capture was looked upon as a good thing, for we
of them came hurrying down in response.
I had captured a son of Black Cloud, chief of one of the knew that his tribe would gladly exchange two or three
white prisoners for him.
'
'
Apache bands, and the boy was named after his father.
He was only fourteen years old, and his presence there . Two weeks after the capture oi young Black Cloud I
was called into the colonel's office one evening, and asked
exemplified the ruling traits of the Apache character. ·
Three hours before he had discovered our party while if I thought it possible to get through to Fort Concho with
out hunting with a party of his own.
· dispatches.
They dared not make an open attack, but the young
The country was then in possession of the hostiles.
chief had sent his people aw!ly, and then cut across the
The Pecos warriors had come down out to New Mexico
country to the grove, planning that he would halt there. to make common cause against the whites, and the KioSingle-handed and alone he was going to pick off the lieu- was, Cheyennes, Chickasaws, Seminoles, and Shawnees
tenant, and then make his escape to boast of it. ·
were all out in the country to the north and east.
We had splendid horses and were all old campaigners,
'11 he Apaches had us almost in a state of siege, beinoand the boy would not have had one chance in ten to get seen every day within five miles of the post, and the chanc:
away. He must have realized it, and yet he was willing of making a sixty-mile ride across the plains lying between
to run the risk.
the two forts without running against a party of hostiles
He was greatly chagrined and c,ast down by his capture. was not one in fifty.
·
SAVED BY A :BOY CHIEF.
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At such perilous times a government rider is not commanded to go.
He is asked certain questions, however, in a manner
which decides_him to make the attempt.
I left the post at nine o'clock at night of an August
eveni11g perfectly satisfied that I should be dead or a
pri son er before midnight.
I had a lironcho of tireless gait, a rifle and revolver, and
I carried only :five or six pounds extra weight.
Before setting out I went in to see young Black Cloud
and say good-by.
Wn en I told him of my journey he .took from his neck
a buckskin string to whi ch was attached the tooth of a
grizzly bear, and handed it to me with the remark:
"You cannot get through. You will be captured or
killed. If not shot clown, show this to my people. They
'w ill know who it belongs to. They may trade for me, and
I shall thus get back to my tribe."
A thunderstorm was coming up as I took my departure:
Instead o:f holding due nort:i, on the direct route, I rode
to the east for five miles, and then held away for Concho
direct.
rrhe storm now broke, and for a full hour I rode ahea d
at a :;toady gallop, one moment in cla1·kness so black that
I could not see the ears of my hon,e, and the next in a
·
blaze ol light so brilliant that it blinded me.
By t he time the storm had passed I was a good fifteen
miles from the fort, and I had seen nothing to alarm me.
It was between ten and eleven o'clock, and I had pulled
my broncho down to a walk for the first time, when he suddenly uttered a snort of alarm, and started off with wild
jumps.
Three or four rifles cracked, and as the 1reports r eached
men the horse fell in a heap and flung me far ahead over
,
his •head.
I was momentarily stunned by the fall, and before I
had made a move to get up I was seized by at least three
Indians, who were not a minute in binding my hands ·and
feet.
When I got a clear head once more it was t o realize
that the Apaches had me :, secure prisoner, and that there
were six or seven warriors about me.
The moon came up in a clear sky a little later, and theh
I made out that I had run directly into a temporary
Apache ca:inp.
'l'he shots fired after me .had brought down my horse,
and he lay groaning and floundering a few yards away.
The Indians knew that I was a white man, but they
didn't know who they had got hold of until morning came.
During the interval I lay on the wet ground guarded by
two of the warriors, and almost immediately after my capture two men were sent off in different directions with
news of it.
A party of twelve Apaches arrived just before daylight,
and ten more at sunrise, and among the latter I recognized
Black Cloud, father of the boy.
One of the men had r ecognized me as " The-white-manwho-hurries," as the government riders were called, and
as being in the party wh_o captured the chief's son.
They wanted to torture me, and yet they r ealized that
through me the boy could obtain his liberty, '
The chief at :first declar~d that he had disowned his son,

and that he might rot in confinement before he would
exchange a white prieoner for him.
When I called his attention to the charm young Black
Oioud ha.d given me the old man pretended to believe that
it was a s'ign the boy was dead.
When they had cooleq. down a little Black Cloud demanded the particulars of his boy's capture.
I saw that he felt degrn.ded over the event, and was
ready to disown the youth; and I made a strong defense
for the little chap to save my own scalp.
It was :finally decided to spare my life for a few days,
and I was conducted to a camp in the foothills between
the two forts.
While Black Cloud wanted his son back, some of h is
advisers contended that he should wait until securing some
cheaper prisoner. They insisted on making me out a very
important personage, and it was well known that I had
killed and wounded several of tne tribe in different scrimmages. Another thing that bothered them was how to
make the exchange and not ·get beaten.
Treacherous and deceitful to the last degrne 'themselves,
they would not credit the whites with having any honor.
Tt was argued, t oo, that the commander of the fort would
exchange the boy for a private soldier or any sort of
prisoner, and that I had ·done them too much damage to be
set at liberty. 'rhere were three days in which my fate was
undecided, and. during the last day a stake was driven and
fagots collectecl for a fire to torture me. I had no voice
in the council, being bound and uncler guard, liut it was
at length decided to make the exchange.
So cautious and fearful were the Indians that it took
a week to effect what might have been clone in a day. I
wrote a note to the commandant explaining the situation.
This was carried in by a squaw, who was permitted to see
ancl converse with young Black Cloud. He replied that he
would exchange. The Apaches then wanted the boy turned
loose before they released me) but this I would not hear
to, knowing they would murder me.
It was :finally arranged that he was to be escorted a mile
outside the fort, and turned loose on his horse. I was to be
taken within a mile of the fort, and turned loose on foot.
The parties were to occupy eminences half a mile apart,
and the hour was t o be nine o'clock in the morning.
This plan was carried out. Twenty soldiers came out
with the boy, and about the same number of Apaches escorted me.
The t reachery of the red faced villains was soon exemplified. They had posted five warriors in a dry run to
sh0ot me down as I made for tbe fort. 'l'he boy douLtless
suspected some such move, for as soon as released he came
galloping straigl;i,t for me, and after a "how how" and a
handshake he insisted that I walk beside his pony until we
reached the gate of the fort. When I was safe he waved
his hand and rode away, to be received with yells and
cheers, and it was then we saw the t reacherous rascals
creeping out of the cover where they had been stationed.
A year later, after a .fight in which over forty of the
bravest Apache warriors had gone to earth, I found young
Black Cloud among the dead, having been hit four times.
He had a Remington and a r evolver from which every cartridge h ad been fir ed.
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NEWS OF THE-DAY
'

Russia's Black Sea fleet is reported to be ready to intervene should Roumania refuse to abide by the mediation
of the powers and take aggressive action against Bulgaria.
Some anxiety ha,s been caused in St. Petersburg by the
information that the Roumanians arc concentrating
cavalry and artillery near Silistria. Bulgaria's Finance
Minister announces that the payment of an indemnity by
Turkey is an essential condition to the conclusion of peace,
but the allies will not insist upon immediate payment.

some ·evidences of the lash. The iather and mo-ther im•
mediately went to the school. Principal 0. B. McLane
answered for his assistant, and a warm discussion ensued,
in the course of which the principal declared that had he
been administering the punishment the lad would have
been whipped harder th_a n Miss Carr had whipped him.
Thereupon the mother sprang at Mies Oa.rr and began
pullincr her hair and clothes. SimuJ.taneously the father
leaped° upon McOlane. LateifMr. and Mrs. Turner pleaded
guilty to assault and each was fined $26 and costs. They
Think of catching 1,200,000 fish in one day. That was remarked tha.t it was worth it.
the catch o.f Columbia River smelt at Cowlitz Sunday, Feb.
23. The run was on in earnest and the market was
Miss Genevieve Davis, the English woman who bas been
glutted. Smelt could be had for three cents a pound. The s<!arching for buried treasure on Cocos
Island, arrived at
high water mark was reached Feb. 23, when sixty tons Panama Feb. 24, empty-handed, on
the steam.er Melrocre.
were caught and boxed for shipment. The express com- Miss Davis had varied and exciting experiences,
but found
pany was swamped and motor boats and steam launches none of the hidden money and jewels.
Fable and sailor's
were pressed into commission to transport the fish to yarns have it that, early in the nineteenth
century, Benito
Portland. Ranchers, villagers, storekeepers, boys, women Bonito, the notorious pirate, and
his villainous crew
an d girls flocked along the Cowlitz Sunday, and, armed buried their loot on Cocos, a deserted
island in the Pacific,
with dip nets, filled boats to the sinking point.
about 650 miles southwest of here. The value of the
treasure, which many adventurers have sought, is placed
Robert L. Jewell, a fourteen-year-old lad of Grant's at an}'Whcre from $30,000,000 to $100,000,000. Miss
P ass, has sent Senator J . 0. Smith, of Josephine, a letter, Davis and her expedition left Plymouth, England, in Sepappealing to legislators not to pass a law which will pre~ tember last. She was very anxious to get to Cocos Island
vent him from hunting for more than a year. The text of because of a rival expedition led by Mlle. Mathilde Duthe letter follows : "Dear Senator.-Will you kindly put rand, which set out from Marseilles, France, about the
this up to the House? It is about the age limft of hunt- same time as hers. Trouble was feared if two women
ing in Senate bill 145. 'I'ell the men that they ·were boys searching for several millions of dollars' worth of gold
once themselves, and ask them how they would have felt and gems should land on an uninhabited islet at the same
if such a law had been passed. Will you kindly down this time. Mlle. Durand has not put in here, so it is not known
bill? If you cannot, will you kindly make the age limit wh~t success she has had.
fourteen instead of fifteen yeaxs, because I like to hunt
and will be only fourteen next July?"
The Rev. Mr. Gelser, a missionary of the Independent
Dutch Church, who boldly established himself among the
fierce natives of Horol in Central Papua a year ago and
The Illinois Women's Democratic League began a movewho early last September was carried by his treacheroua
ment in Chicago, Feb. 8, for the ei;tablishment in this
converts to a mountain peak and enclosed in a wooden cage
Stato of a separate penitentiary for women. The instituwith a prospect of furnishing a feast for cannibal& later,
tion as proposed would be entirely governed by women
has succeeded in making his escape and has reached civiliand would be separated entirely from the other State
zation again. After. being confined in the cage Mr. Gelser
prisons. A part of the plan is to have women employed
was deprived of all food. One day he asked the solitary
· as guards, attendants and in all other positions. A bill
guard to give him some water, declaring that the chiefs
already ha.'½ been passed by the Legis.Jature for an approhad not sentenced him to die of both thirst and starvation.
priation for the establishment of a new State penitentiary,
The guard, bringing a large earthen jar of water, opened
and Governor Dunne ha promised members of the league
the thonged gateway and was immediately grappled by
that the matter will be held in abeyance tmtil he is inthe minister. Though weak from eleven days fasting Mr.
!formed of the nature of the project for which the women
Gelser was nevertheless a powerful man and in a few moare working.
ments succeeded in choking the native to death; after
which he made his way by a circuitous route to the mounIt cost Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Turner, of Roswell, N. M., tain town of Letti, and from that place went to Samarai,
$25 each to whip the principal of a school and his assistant Papau, and joined his family, who had given his up for
teacher on account of corporal punishment administered lost. Mr. Gelser says that he learned that the tribesmen
to their twelv~year-old sop. The boy came home and re- did not intend that he should die of starvation, but only
lated how Miss Anna Ca.rr had thrashed him for an infrac- that he should become much thinner than he was, when
tion of the rules. They examined his body and found he would be killed and eaten.
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Il\JTERESTING ARTICLES
A PIDLADELPHIA ROBBE,RY.
Robbers entered the store of Otto Goldsmith, a diamond
merchant, in the heart of Philadelphia March 3, blew open
a safe with dynamite and stole diamonds valued at $7,000.
Using crowbars, the robbers broke through a ten-inch wail
that separated the store from an adjoining building.
They got into this building from a yard, in which was
kept a "savage" bulldog as a protection against thieves.,
the structure being occupied by several jewelry firms. The
dog was not harmed, and the police belit:ve one of the
robliers made friends with it while the others were at
work.

ATTACKED IN W,A TER BY PORPOISES.
In a bare-handed fight with a porpoise while bathing at
Palm Beach, Fla., March 2, Peter D. Rogers, a New York
architect, and Kenneth Howard, private secretary to Allen
Ryan, had a narrow escape from death. Rogers had the
shirt of his bathing suit torn nearly off and :recei-ved sev1
eral gashes over a foot long on the back and legs. Howard
was unharmed. "I suddenly found a porpoise on each
side of me," said Rogers. "They turned on their back&,
and one rolled oYer me twice, cutting me with his fins.
Each time I thnist myself from him with my hands and
dove., Howard yelled so that I think he frightened thein
off."
TWENTY-FIVE KNOT BATTLESHIPS.
The persistency with which the new 25,000-ton battleships for the British Navy are credited with a. specified
speed of 25 knots, raises the question whether the Admiralty has determined to merge the battleship and the battle-cruiser ·into one-a logical, and as it seems to us,, a
very sensible decision. Water-tube boilers, superheated
steam, and the steam turbine have combined to render
possible battleship speeds whic,h could not have been
thought of a few years ago. Our Navy Department has
neveJ: favored the battle-cruiser, believing that our limited appropriations should be put into the fu-st :fighting
line exclusively. England sets the fashion in naval construction; but i.l' she builds 25-knot battleships, will the
rest of the powqrs follow such a radi'cal change?"
LARGEST CLUB IN THE WORLD.
Perhaps ihe largest and best organized club in the
world, an institution which acts as godmo·ther to all who
travel by mad or rail and in any sort of conveyance, is
the Touring Olub of FJ;"ance.
During the past twelve years the club has spent millions
of francs on facilitating travel. On road improvement, relaying carriage roads, mountain paths, cycling tracks, etc.,
the club spent $250,000. Its contJ:ibution toward the
Esterel Corniche, a road built at the suggestion and with
.the help of the T·o uring Club de France at a cost of $118,'ooo, was $24,000. The club has erected no fewer than 18,000 warning aigns and guide posts at a cost of $100,000

,
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and 900 rustic seats costing $9,000. In the matter of titations for repairs and first ·a id shelters $11,800 has been
expended, and $29,000 towa11d the abatement of dust. On
its library- of specially selected works and photo prints
dealing with the beauties of nature and architecture the
elub has ~pent $125,000. These :figured represent in the
aggregate $800~000, a munificent sum -0n the modest subscription of $1 a year. But the success of the club has
been largely aided by the admittance of both sexes, who
are entitled to full benefits and to the discounts and :fixed
prices in the club's 4,000 appointed hotels.
BOY OF ·FIVE CAN SPEAK FIVE LANGUAGES.
A son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Bijou, of Arlington, is but
a few months older than five years, but he can speak five
languages. The baby linguist speaks the French, English, Spanish, German and Arab language, and is studying
other languages. He is known as the boy wonder ,of Arlington, an,d has often been called upon to translate :foreign
communications of a not too complex natme. 'rhe boy
goes about the town wearing an Indian or cowboy's suit.
He has two sisters, Emma and Marie, whose ages are seven
and eight years, res,pectively, and who are noted for their
beauty. 'l'he little girls possess medals and premiums
captured at beauty shows.
Mr. Bijou, who is a Frenchman, came to this country
thirteen years ago from a French province of North
Africa as a salesman for an Oriental goods company. At
the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo he met his present wife, who was also from Mr. Bijou's home town, in
North Africa. They were married to the combined music
from six brass bands in the Streets of Cairo show at the
exposition in the presence of 5,000 persons.
ARGENTINE TO START MERCANTIE MARINE.
Following the announcement that the exporters were
protesting to the Government against the high freight
rates on cereals, chilled meat and live stock exported from
this country to Europe and elsewhere by British, German,
Italian, French and Austrian steamers Luisoni. & Oo. have
presented a proposition to the President and to Congress,
for the establishment of an Argentine mercantile marine.
The promoters, if their plan is sanctioned, will have a
dozen stc[lmers built ab.road, the line to be called the Argentine 1'r~tlantic Line. The vessels for the first year
would ply between Europe and the ports of the republic
only. The Argentine flag would be fl.own and the service
supervised by inspectors appointed by the Minister of
Marine. Each vessel would be o1 9,000 tons displacement
ai;id have a speed of fifteen knot.&.
The Government would be invited to· protect this :fleet
for a period of twenty years, utilizing it for the transport
of stores, etc., from Europe. The Government would also
be invited to give the company a reduction of 80 per cent.
upon ordinary charges in the ports and rivers of the
republic.

CHANGING MONEY TRICK BOX.
With this trick box you can
make money chan~e. from e.
penny into a d1me or vice ver3a..
Also malte dimes appear and disappear at your command. Price,
l0c. each by mall, postpaid.
U. 1''. LAJ\G,
1815 Centre St., B'ldyn, N. Y.

Solid-breech,'

CACl100 Ol\ 8NEEZL"IG POWDER.

The g~ea.tcat tun.-maker- (lf
diem n.11. A e111n.ll a.mount
o! this pewder, when blown
in ff. ro•m,
will ca.mm
everyone to eneezo wttkout
anyone knowing whore it
comeo !rom. It la very light, ,vlll tleat in tlte
air !er somo time, and penetrate overy nook
and c•rner .. e! a reem, It is pert'ecttly l1arm ... 1
le••·
Ca.t. hee in Jut up in bottle11, and •ne
bettlo contains enough t• be Ufed from 10 t• :
16 time•. ?rice. by ma.II, 10c. P.ach; 3 !or z5.., ·
WOL.ii'F NOVEL'l'Y CO., ZD W .. 21th St., N.

Y. 1'

~

M.

IIUH>OO FLOWER-POT TRICK
With this trick you can mak$ a p,ant
grow right up In a flowei--pot, ~efor•
the eyes of your audience. A11 ordinar:,
empty earthen flower-pot ie handed t'I
the spectators tor examtno.tJon.
A
handkerchiel is then placed over it, and
you repoat a few ma.gtc worde, and
wave your wand over it.
When the
handkerchief hs rem.oved there J1 a
beaut!iu! plant, apparently In tu!!
bloom, In the pot. Full direction• with
;~~~aYttlt. Price, 16 centa by mall.

v.

GALLIGAN,

no w.

I

beautltul

and

Jn-

Remin,rton-UMC-tbe perfect shootin1 combination
2!19 Broadwa,, New Tori cu,

IMITATION CIGAR BUTT.
exi~t1; ~:~:mi~lna&' co:ipf~~f!i
cigar. The white Ii.shes at the
end and the Imitation or tobacco-lea.! being per!ect.
You
can carelessly place it on top of
the tablecloth or any other expensive piece o! furniture, and
await the result. After they oee
the joke everybody w!ll have a
good laugh. Price, 10c. each by
matl, postpaid; 3 tor 25c.
150
02d St., New York City.

I· GOOD

Place oneii sprtg

In a bowl ol wa.ter.
and it beclns to exu~e
v.arloua brl,:-ht tints. Then 1t 1Jowly opeoe nut
into va1ioue shape• of exquisite flower& They
are of all colors of the, rainbow. It J• very
am11s!ng to watch them ta.k& form.
Small 1lze, price 6 cents; large size, l ,O
centa a packaie, by mall, postpaid.
M. V. GALLIGAN, HO W. 5Gth St .. N, Y.

YO-U ALL WANT THIS MEDAL!
You Can Get Ona for Six Cents I
Has a plcture of Fred Fearnot on one side and
Evelyn on the
otber. The chief
cbaraotere of

med:i.ls, we b ave

put tbe price away
below cost, aa you

w!ll sec when you

reoe!vo It. Send to
uo THREE TWOCENT POSTAGE
STAMPS, and we
wm send the medal
to a.ny ndd re ss,
postnge pald, b:y
return man.
REMlllMBERI
You can secure 1te

'l 'he real western article,
carried by the cowboys. It
is made of fine leather,
with a highly nickeled
buckle. The holster contains a metal gun, of the
same pattern as those used
by all the most famous
scouts. Any boy wearing
one of those fobs will attract attention. It will
give him an air or western
romance.
The prettiest
and most serviceable watch
fob ever made. Send for
oue to-day. Price 20 cents
each by mail postprud.

INDIAN FINGER TRAP.
A couple can be jolneo.
together and their struggle to be released only
makes matters worse. It
will hold them as tight
as a rat-trap, and the more they try to pull
away, the tighter it grips.
Our traps are
extra. long. Price, 10c. ea.ch; 3 !or 25c. by
mall, postpaid,
C. BEiffi, 150 W. 02d St .. New York City.

GOOD LUCK BANKS.
Ornamental as well aa useful.
Made •t h!ghiy nickeled braso,
lt h•ld· : just One Dollar.
When
filled ,t opena !t•el!.
Rrun .. lna

Jeoked until refilled.

ma.nyweda.lsu.syoll
wan.t.
.A.ddrees your envelope plainly to
J!'R.9,.NK TOUSEY, Pnbll•ber
108 Weat 23d Street, New York

LUCK CUN FOB

M. V. GALLIGA....,,
419 W. 56th St., N. Y.

"WORK AND WIH"
The Meda.ls are
beautifully fire-gilt.
In order that
every reader of this
Weekly rua.y securo
one or more ot these

Wizard Repeating

LIQUID PISTOL
Wlll •top the 1110.t Tie•
looo dos (or man) with•
out perm.anent ln1ary.
Perfeotl7 aate to carry without di,nger
of le&ka.re.
Jl'lres and recharges Dy
pulling the trigger. Loade from any Liquid. No
c&rJ;rJdJes required. OTer 1 ~ ahot• In one lo&dlng,

C. BEHR
,v.
..~&lil:~~~;. f:J~~..re~h l::~er s"g:ci
money order. No postage sta.mps or oolllS accepted.
I ·-- --·-------- ----- ~ft~1~~:·/rs12'

terest1nc thine-• on thrt
marl,et.~
They conslat
ot a dozen dried-up
eprJg-11,
neatly enca.1i1ed ;
In handsomely decorated envelopeo, ju2t at
they are imported from
J"apan.

SIDE-EJECTING

Sure Safe Shooting for Mao or Bo:,-And a Simple Rifle to Care For
The Remington- UMC .22 Repeater is rifled, sighted and tested for
accuracy by expert gunsmiths. It shoots as you hold. The 6imple, im•
proved safety device on every Reminllton- UMC .22 repeater never faila

ll'lFll'L

moet

HAMMERLESS

~~~,·,~1:22 REPEATER

REMINGTON ARMS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.

NOISY HANDliERCIDEF.
A great dea.l o! amusement
may be had with this l!ttlo
article. It Imitates the blowing of the nose exactly, except
that the noise is magnltled at
least
a
dozen
tim.e s,
and
SO\lnd• like the ba••-horn In a
German band. Thie device Is
used by simply placing it between the teeth
and blowing. The harder the l>low the louder
the noise. Price, 10c, each by mall, poatpa.ld,
WOLFl<' NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

W.&.Jr:::0,i'?-?~~~1~n.

Hammerless

to work. Accidental discharge is impossible.
The Remington- UMC .22 Repeater is easily cared for. In taking
down, your fingers are your only tools. The breech block, firing pin
and extractor, come out in one piece-permitting the barrel to be c)eaoed
from the breech.
•
The action handles .22 short, .22 long or .22 long rifle cartridges-any
or all at the same time without adjustment.
'

56th St., N. Y.

Also known an a
Japa.nese butter!ly. A
p leasing novelty enclosed in an envelope.
When the envelope Is
opened Fifi\ will :tly
out through the air
for sever a. I yards,
Made o! colored paper
to repre·s ent a butter...
Gy i,lx Inches wide. , Price, 10c.
~ - OAU,IGAN. 410 W:__56th S t . , ~ : JAPANESE
u,.

.

I

L.

Ctt.n be used

n.i .i. we tchcharm.
Money rotu11de,\ I! not ss.tlafled.
Price, l0c.
by ma.II.

lileQa1·eua, 341 Winthrop fil.,

Bro<>ILl;na, JS. Y.

PARKER, STEARNS&. CO., 273 GEORGIA AVE,, BROOKLYN, N. l,
JlllfA.Hll!LLED
FREE BLlJB
:l'LA.Q l'IN.

eat~I~!e~~er/&•J~~ •;f::,~~4e;:1~~

Tricks, J oke1 and ,Pu1~l••· Sond
TWO oent1 t.o pay tor po1ta1e and
handling

BE'V:ERLY NOVELTY oo ..
~OSJ Beverly ll.oa.d, Broek.J7a, N. Y.

LOTS OF FUN FOR A DIME
Ventriloquist Double Thro11C .

Fits roof of mouth; always invisible; 1rreatest
thine yet. Astonish and mystify your friend,,

ft:!~~ ~~~:~~:!df~~!~ec ~;~da•a!d~!~~:~':,1

the field and forest. Load• of fu;,. Wonder•
ful Invention. Thousands ,old. P;rice: only
10 cents; 4 for Z5 ccnta. or 12 for 50 cen\,5.

Double Throat Co.Dpt. KFrenchlown,N.J.

ASTHMA

KE'.llEDYsonl to you on;FREJ:TRUL,

It i\ cures, send e1.oo; if noi, don't.
Git•e express office, Wrlto today. W,I.
Sterl.ta.,_ 837 O.bio .be., Eldae7, Oiu-,

GREAT PANEL TRICK;
This rema.rka.ble ll!u•
s!on consists o! a simple,
plain wooden panel, octagonal in shape, with no
signs of a. trick about It.
The panel can be exam•
ined by any one; you
then ask tor a penny or
silver coin and plat:e lt
on the center ot the panel; then at the word
ot command the coin Immediately dlsappeara.
You do not change the position or the panel
11.t any time, but hold It In !ull Tlew ot the
audience all the time.
The coin d9es not
pass into the performer's hand., nor lnto hia
!'Jleeve; neither does it drop upon the floor.
The second illusion ls as wonderful as the
ftrst; at the word of command the coin again
appears upon the center ot the panel as my1 ..
tedously as it went. We send full printed
Instructions by the a.Id ot which any one can
perfonn the trick, to the astonishment and
de!lght ot their friends.
Price, lGc., 2 for
25c., by mall postpaid,
WOLFF NOVELTY ()0,. 28 W, 21th St,, N, I.

II

PICK-Jim- OUT
P U ZZLE.
The head Is finished In
b lack japan . a nd in 'tile
m o uth ls a hi ghl y polished
steel ball.
The puzzle is
t o pick out th e b a ll. P r i ce,
10c • s for 25e by mall
postpaid.
··
· '
M. V. GAJ.LIGAN,

no w.

to a friend, as It ls ~t;u~ e;;ei;0 ~~=~.
lnatantly dis appear.
Price, lOc. each by mall, postpaid.
C. RElIR, 150 W. 62d St .• New York City.

~fe~T~

PIGGY IN A COF FIN.
T his is a wicked pig that
die d a-t a n e n rJy age, and.,he r e
he is in his coffi n rea dy fo r
b u ri al., T here wi ll b e a gre at
rn a.ny mou rners at h is f u nero..l,
for this co tri n, pre tt y as it
looks, ls very tricky, an d t he ma n w h o g et9
It open will feel r eal grief. The coffi n ls made
of metal, perfectly sh ape d a nd bea u tifully
lwcqu er e cl. The tri ck is t o o})'en it to 3ee t h e
pig. The m a n t hat tr ies it gets his fi n ge rs
a,ud fee lin gs h urt, a nd pi ggy con1es out t o
~ n t at his v ict ims. Tl,ei •·11bul a r e n d of t h &
coffin , whi ch everyone (in i. rying t o o pen)
-.,rcsaea inwa rd, co ntai ns a n eed le wnt cn stabs
the vic tim in his th umb or flng-e r every time.
This ls the lates t an d a very "hnp resalve"
trick. It can be opened easily by an yone in
the 1ecret, and a.!I t'. n o a.t catch-j oke to save
youraelt from a bore is unsurpassed. Price,
10c.; 8 tor 20c., postpaid; one doze n by exprel8, 71lc.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO. , 29 W. 2Cl-h St., N. Y.

MAGIO DIE BLOCK.
A wonderfully deceptive trick! A • olld
block, two I n c h e •
square, ia m .a.de to appear and disappear at
p leanure.
Borrowing
a h a t from one of the
audie nce, you pJace
the block on top, slidin g a cardboard cover
(which may be e xamined ) ove r It. At the
word or. command y ou lift the cover, the block
lo gone, e.nd the same Instant It falls to the
floor, through the hat, with a solid thud,. or
into one ot tho spectator's hands. You ma.y
vary this excellent tri ck b y passing the block
through a table and on to the ftoor beneath,
or thre>u g h the lid of a desk Into the d r awer,
etc. This trl clr never falls to astonlah the
apectators,. and can be repe a ted as otten aa
dealred.
Price, 35c .• postpaid.
C. BEHR, 160 W. 62d St., New York City.

BUBBLER,

NEW TE.S-OENT FOUNTAJN PEN.

THE FIN;GER THROUGH THE HAT.
Having borrowed a hat from
~ your friend, push your finger
~ through the crown of it, an,d It
ls oeen to move about. Thoilgh
very amusing to <?the r s. th e 0\vne r of th e hat
does not see t he Joke, but t h in lt s 1t m e anness
to destroy h is ha.t; ye t whe n i t ls r eturn ed It
I, perfectly uninjured. Price, 10c. ea c h by mall.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 20 W . 26th St., N. Y.

56t h St., N. Y.

VANISHING CIGAR.
T h is cigar Is made In
exa ct im1ta t 1on of a g o od
on e. It Is h cl tl by a r u hbe r cord w h ic h , w it h the
attach e d .safe ty pin, ls
fas t e n ed on the . in side ot
1

l

r
.

~ilf!Aiiffli\W~
One of the mo•t peculiar and my•tlfyln,r
pens on the market . It requires no Ink. All
you have to d o ls to d ip It ln water, and It
wlll w r ite f or an Indefi n ite p e riod. The secret
ca.11 only be learn ed by procuring one, and you
can 1na ke it a sou r ce of bo th plea.sure and
amusemen t b y clahni n g to y our friends what
It can do and th e n d omonatratlng the fact.
Moreover, it Js a good p en, flt tor pra ctical use,
and will never leak Ink Into your p ocket, as a.
defective !oun taJn pen m lgh t do.
Price, 10c. each by mall.

JRAVELLING JOKE.
Yards upon yards of laughs.
Don't miss ttl Everyone falls foT
th is one. It conslsto of a nice littl e bobbin around which ls wound
a spool of th read.
You pin the
bobbin unde r the l a pel of your coat,
and pull the end of th e thread
•through your button hole, then
watch your friends try to pick the

a~l
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WOLFF NOVELTY 00., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
SLIDE THE PENCIL,
Th e p en cil that k e eps them
g u essin g.
Made of w o od and
' lead ju•t like an ordinar y pencil, but when your Ticttm starts
to write with It-presto! the
lead dloappeara.
It Is ao constructe d that the allghtest pre•sure on the paper makes the
lead slide Into the wood. Very
funn y an d a practica l joke.
Price, l0e. each by mall, postpaid; S for 250.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B 'klyn, N. Y,
BLACK-EYE JOXE.
New and amuslnc joker. The
victim ls told to hold the tube
close to bis eye so a.a to exclude
all li g ht from the back, and then
to remove th e tube until pict u res
a p pear in t he center.
In tryi ng
to locate ttie pictures he w111 receive th e fl.nes t black-ey e you ev er
s a w. We furn ish a small box ot
bl a ckening preparation with each
tube, so the joke can he used lndeftnlte ly. Those not In the trick
will be caught every time. Abaoiu~~;_Y 1::~rmless.
Price by mall 15c. e&ch;
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:Enough saY~~ce
oi!reatr1c~~ ;2~:~ra.ch~
mail. Postage stamps to.ken same a.a money.
U. F. LANG. 1815 Ce11tre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

LITTLE GIANT MICROSCOPE.
This powe rful little Ins trument
Is m a d o of ox idized met a l. It
stands on tw o suppo rts m a de
· the exact lengt,h, to g e t a sharp,
1-lnch focus on the . object to be
'
mairnllled.
'l'bere Is a hlghpo~·ored lens ot imported c-lo.sa
mounted In the circular eye-piece. It can be
use d to detect Impurities In llqulds. for exs.mlnln,: cloths, or to magnl! y s.ny object to
enormous size. Can be carried 1n the vest
pocket.
Price, Ge. each, postpaid.
M. V. GALLIGAN, U9 W. 56th St., N. Y.
SLICK TRICJt PENCIL.
This one Is a hummer! It la
to all appearance• an ordinary,
but expenalve lead pencil, with
nickel trlmmlngo. If your friend
wants your pencil tor a moment,
hand It to him.
When he attempts to write with It, the end
inl!ltantly turns up, and he cannot
write a stroke.
Price, lOc,, postpaid.'
H. 1,·. LANG,
1815 Centre St .• B'klyn, N. Y.
IMITATION FLIE!I.
Absolutely true to Nature!
A
da.ndy scarf-pin an d a. rattling g ood
joke.
It is impossible to do these 1
pins justice ·w tth a description. You
have to see them to understand bow
o~hiouartheyw;~~t P~~plgr;;: j
them off..
They wonder "why that I

~~::;ke

i1i1s
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PIN MOUSE.
It Is made of cast metal and
h a s t he exact color, sha.pe and
s ize ot a UVe m ouse. Pinned on
y our or somebody else's clothes,
will h a ve a startl1nc ettect upon
the spectators... The ac reami n g
tun bad by this little nov elty, especially In the
presence ot ladl es, ts more than can be Imagined. I"t a c a t happens to be there, there'a
no o t her fun to b e comp a r e d with it.
P r lee, l0c. each by man; poatpaid: S tor 250.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'k.!YD, N . Y.
· ,TRICK OIGARETTE BOX.

- ' Th ls one lo a corker I Get a
box right away, It you want to
h ave a barrel ot joy. Herc' s the
secret : It looks like an ordinary red box of Turkis h c igarettes. B u t i t contains a trigger, und er w hich y ou place a
pap er cap. Offer y our fri end a.
,
smok e and he r aises the Jtd of
the box. That explodes the c ap,
1 -....:=~,,
and l! you are w ise you will g e t
out o! sl,:ht with the box betoro
he gets over thinking he was
shot .
Price, lac., poatpald.
o. BEim, lGO W. 62d St., New York City.

~~!:\~~e~~!; !

f!cr~e ~osf~~~us1'tc
put on the market. It lo a distinct
ornament for anybody"s necktie, and
a decided joke on those who try to
chase It.
Price, 10c, by · mall postpaid.
WOLJ,' F NOVELTY CO., 29 \V,. 26th St., N. Y.

T h e greatent
THREE COIN RECISTER BANK
Invention of the
a g e. The box
fol~ji\l~IIDJ!,.,_
One of latest aud belt
contains a blownovelties on tho ma.rkot. H
p l p " o! neatly
adds and reglsters Nickels,
LIGHTJ!,'1'.NG TRICK BOX.
enameled metal,
Dlmos and Quarters put
A startling and pl ea sing Illua n d fi ve tablets;
through the same 1lot. It
a lso printed di•
holds coins to the amount
s ion! " The w ays o! th e worl d are
r e ctlons for playof Ten Dollars, and then
devious," s ayR Matthew Arn o ld,
ing nu mer o u a
opens itself a.utomatJcally.
but the w ays o f t h e Llghtnln!I:
soap-bubble games, such a Floating Bubbles»
One lever action does all the
Trick Box when prop erl y handled
Repeaters, Su rprise Bubbl es, D ouble Bubble•,
worlt. Other banks onl1
are admitted to be p uzzling and
'J'h e Boxers, Lung Tester , Supported Bubbles,
hold one k ind of eotn,
uncertain.
You take ott the lid
R o lling Bubbl es, Smoke Bub bles, Bouncing
whereas this one takes three
s.nd sh ow . your ! rlend • that It ls
Bubbles. and many oth e rs. Ord inary bubblekind•. The three coin bank
full of ni ce can dy; R ep lace the
blowln~, with a pipe an d sonp water, are not
Is handsomel1 11nlshed, la
Ud, w h en y ou can sol e mn ly assu r e
In lt with this sclentltlc to y.
It produces ' guaranteed mechanlca.lly perfect, operates with ease your fri en ds t h a t yo u can in s tan tl y empty the
larger, more beautt!ul and stronger bubbles n.nd a.couraoy, and d.oes n o t get. out o! order.
bok in t hei r p r esence wit h ou t openin g it ; a n d
than you can get by th e o rdinary method.
Price, by expre .. ,81,00
taking off t he lid a gain , s u r~ e n ough the cand y
The games a.re intensely interesting, too.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., R'klyn, N. v.
h a s disappeared.
Or yo u ca n cha nge t he
Price, 12c. by mall.
candy into a p iece of n1.on ey b y following the
directions sent with each box.
This Is the
H. li'. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'ldyn, N. Y.
ne a t est an d b est cheap t ri ck ever i nv ented.
BUBBEB TACKS.
Price, only l0e.; S tor 2/ic., m a lled, postpaid.
Tbey come six In s. box.
111. V. GALLIGAN, 419 W. 56th St., N. Y.
LATEST GIANT TY.PEW.RITER.
A wonde r ful lmltatlon of
the real tack,
Made of
It Is strong 1 Y
rubber. The 1,ox In which j
WIDSTLEI'HONE
made, but slmph,
they , come le the o r dinary
T his Is one of t ~ e
in construct1on, no
tack box. Thia Is a great 1
1
tha.t arlY one can
parlor entertainer and you I
! {r~a~~sits ~~=~cainvo'nnt:
quickly learn to
oan play a. lot of tricks
operate It, and
with the tacks. Place them
ed. It Is m a de e n ti rely
"!?rite as rapidly n.1
in the palm ot your hand,
of m e t al and Js al m os t
they would with
point upward.
Th e n slap
invis Jb le when in u se.
Pleetntera•ndoflnk.the Tablethe otbor h a nd over the
With It, In a few rno t k
d 1
Ill
ments, you can lea rn
phabet mos t frequently used being BO grouped If you are commlt;';;g• s~~clde~ wOr ~';,';,m
to p lay a ll kinds or
n.s to enable one to write rn.pldlyi the numerals, show the ta.eke and then put them in your tun es, h a ve lotB o f fu n. please an d a muse
1 to 10, and the punctuation marks halng to... mouth and chew then1, making believe you y our fr iends and m a k e some money , t oo. Fine
g ether. With this mac b.:in~ you can ,1en1. let- have swallowed th e rn. Y our !rien<ls will think tm· e it he r son g or p iano accompa n iment or
ters, address enve lopes, make out bills, a.nd you are a magfci8.n.
Th en, again, y ou can by l t~e lf a lone. You p lace t h e w hJ st lephone
do almost any kind of worlt not requlrlnjl' a. exhibit the tacks and then qulclcly push o na In th e m ou th with half c ircle out , pl a ce "n d
large, expensive mach ine. W Jth ea.ch type- in your. cheek or s01ncbody olee's cheek and o f t o n gue to roun ded part and b low f;"e nt ly
writer we s end a tube of Ink and full lnstruc- they wi) l ahrle k with f~ ar. Absolute ly harm- a s If to co o l th e li ps. A few tr la! s
enaUons for usin g the 1nachine. Price complet1,;,p lea.! and a v3 ry practi ca l n.nd fu nny joke. 1 b le one to pl:iy a n:v t u ne or a i r .
1111.00, by exure~"I Price by mai'., lOc. a box of 6 to.cks · 3 for 2oc I
P r ice 6 cents c .J<!h by m all, p ost-p a ld
' WOLFF NOVEL1'Y CO., Z9 W, %6th St. N. l'.. WOL'F.i,' :NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y: C. BEHR, 1110 W. 62d St., New York Cit:,.
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1133 Young Wild West's Rustler Round -Op; or, Arletta•a Call fer Help.

-LA TEST ISSUES-

534 Youn~ Wild West and "Ginger Jake"; or, The Boss of Gimlet
Gukb.
535 Young Wild West and the Choctaw Chief: or, Arietta Oetyuig the
West and the Range Boss: or, Crooked Work at the
IH
Redskins.
5311 Young Wild West and the Haunted Pass: or. The Secret et the
West Caught by Savage s : or. Arletta ' s Oaring Rea15115
Death Trail.
537 Young Wild West Saved by a Signal: •or. Arletta and tlt.e VanWest and th e Mexican Oea dshot: or. The Sbootln1
1116
Lsbing Light .
:!SIi Youn~ Wild West' s Double Sbume: or, The Celebration at Buellthe Border.
• _
West at Hard Lurk Cnmp: or, Arletta and the
u11
born Ranch.
51~ Young Wild West Capturing a Chief: or, Arletta as a CaTalry
Gold.
West De fending a Ranch : or. Besieged by Cattle
1118
Scout.
MO Young Wild West and the Lone Cabin: or, The Raider• et the
1119
West and the Miner's Trap : or. Arletta·s Great Shot.
Gorge.
!\20
Ml Young Wild Wept Trapped In 11 Canyon; or, Arletta's Swing for
on
Time
West at Ace High l•'alr: or. The Llvelle!rt
Life
West's Risky Ride ; or. Arl etta and the Guieb Gang. 542 Young Wild West and the Boy Ranchero: or. Helping ' a Tender!121
West's Buckskin Band : o r, The Sheriff' s Big Mis!",22
t oot to Success.
543 Young Wild West Oetylng an Ambush: or, Arletta BelJLag the
~23
Cavalry.
West's Double Triumph : or, Arletta Saving the Flag.
",24
Young Wild West at an Indian Pow-Wow: or, Doomed te Die at
West and "Cowboy Jake": or, Spoiling n Ranch Raid .
f.25
the Stake.
Weat's Only Chance: or. Arletta's Quick Throw .
526
Weat'a Desperate Charge: or, The Shot That Beat tbe 545 Young Wild West and tbe Doomed Mine; or, Arletta'• Lile at
Stake.
; or, Spitfire on His Kettle.
We11t At Gold-Oust Flat: or, Arletta and the Secret ~~ 6 Young Wild West Raclng tor a Ranch
1127
.,.. 7 Young Wild West Marked by Mexicans: or, Arletta aM1 the
Senor.
Cavall'J'Trapped
the
Helping
or,
Danger:
in
Weat
528
548 Young Wild West and the "Sliver Kid", or, The Dandy ef tbe
i:ul ch .
529 Young Wild Weat and the "Dutchman's" Claim: or. •ietta De').,.
tending Her Lite.
Bard
530 Youug Wild West Taming the Cow-Punchers: or,
Crowd et Bull Tall Ranch .
e Rand
1181 Young WMd Weat Alter th e "Vultures": or, Arletta an
of T~n.
a Sher1132 Young Wild West Calling the Two-Gun Man: or, Savi
lll''s Life.
For sale bv all • ewsdealers. or w!II be sent to any address on receipt of price, 6 cents per copy, tn money or postage sta•J111. by

1111 Young WIid West at the Widow's Claim: or, Arletta ' s Brue Detense.
Yeung Wlld
Sleepy J.
Young Wild
cue.
Yotl'flg Wild
Mllt ch on
Young Wild
Stream ot
Young ,,11d
Rustl ers.
Young Wild
·Young Wild
R ecord.
Young WIid
Yonng Wild
take.
YolJ!lg Wild
Young Wild
Young Wild
Young Wild
Redskins.
Young Wild
Band.
Yo~~f Wild

1
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168 West 23d St., New York.

FRANK TOUSEY, PublisLer,

IF YOU W.ANT .l'l.NY 'BACK NUM'BERS
of our weekli es and cannot procure them trom newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Write out and
fill In your Order and send it to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we will send them to you _by return malt
POSTAG E STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

168 West 23d St., New York.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

::B<><>~S
KA.POL.SON'S ORACULUM AND
No, L
DREA.ll BOOIL--Centalnlng the great oracle
or human •estlny; alao the true meaning ot
almost &•Y ktnd of dreams. together wtth
charms, Nremonlea, and curloua game• or
carda.
No. z. nO\'t' TO DO TRICKS.-The great
book ot magic and card trick•, containing full
lnatructlo• en all the lea.d ing card trlcka or
the day, a1H the moat popular magical llluat<,ns as parrormed by our leading magicians ;
avery bey aheuk1 ebtaln a copy ot this book.
WI~~· 0~· n~:~'l!n ~e ?uiW'~-~~?~edar~;
llnle book. Besides t he Yarloua methods ot
bandkercAtar. fan . gloTe, parasol, window and
hat ftlrtatlen, It contains a full llat ot the
lanruake aad. sentiment or flowers.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE ls the title ot
this little 1,ook. It contains full lnstructlono
In the art et dancing, etlq uette In the ballroom and at parties, hllW to dress, and full
41rect1one fM" calltnc ort ln all popular aquare
danceL
No. II. now TO KAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to leve, cou~tehlp and marriage,
Jlvlnc 1&nalble advice, rile• and etiquette to
be observed, wtth man y curious and Jntere1tlnc tRtngs Plot general1y known.
No. 8, now TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.

f;1~

r

~lvl~g d~ull 1ni91~uctlon r1 8 1 ll~e use ~t 1du~bj
b:r:· an: v~~lo~~ oih!a:et hod:r:f de°:er:;lnac
a cood, loealthy muscle; contalnlng over sixty
llluetratlons.
No. 7, HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Ha,nd1omely lllu1trated and containing full lnatruct!ona tor tbe ma,no.gement and tralnlng of the
canary, mocklr.gblrd, bobollnk. blackbird, parooquet, parrot, etc.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOl\lE A VENTRILOQUIST.- By Harry Kennedy . Every lntelllsent boy reading this book of Instructions cau
master the art. and create any amount of tun
It la the createot
for hlm11elt a.nd friends.
ltook ever pub11ahed.
No. 19. HOW TO BOX.-The art of oeltmade eaay.rd Containingnd over thirty
i:t:r:fftbe:;
:~o~lo:~ie~.
en~at;~!~r~~1ot 0
ebould obtain one or these useful and lnstructo box
how
you
teach
wlll
It
aa
books,
Uve
wl th0 ut an ln• t ructor.
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.
- A moat complete little book • .ctontafnlng run
•1rectlon1 tor wrltlnc love-letters, and when
when to use them, giving specimen lettero
for young a nd old.
No. lt. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
LADIE8.-Glvlnir complete lnatructlon1 tor
wrttln& letter• to ladles on all aubjecta; alao
letter• ot lntroduction, notes and reQueata.
B'or 1ale by all newsdeal e r s. or will be sent to

ftrenH

f1:

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

No, 80. HOW TO COOK.-One of the mOIII
13. HOW TO DO IT; OB, BOOK OF
ln1tructhe books on cooking ever publlah.,..
E 'l'lQUE'l'TE.-lt la a great ll!e aecret, and
It contains rectpe1 for cooking meats. ft1h.
one that every yo•ng man desire• to know all
came, and oyster•: a.lao plea, puddtnc•, caku
about. There's happiness tn tt.
and all kinda ot paatry, and a grand colleoNo. 14. HOW TO JllAIE OA10>Y,-A
tlon or rectpea.
compl ete hand-book tor making &11 kinda of
No. Sl, HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKEJL
candy, lce-rream, syrup•, eeoonce1, etc., etc.
--Containing fourteen llluetratlone, CIYlac the
No. 18. HOW TO BECO.111.E BJ:AUTIFUL,
dUl'.erent poeltlon1 requl1lte to become a co.,.
-One or the brightest and moat yaluable
speaker, r-eader and elocutlontat. Alao con•
Uttle booka ever gfTen to the world. E•erytatntnc gem• from all the popular authora et
b'ldy wishes to know how to become beautl1
TO RIDE A BICYCLE.pr::.
Th• oecret •
~r,:;pl~~t~nJ"'~?m:.~d ci:~~~~
Contalnln1 lnatructlon1 !or beginners, cholca
No. 20. now TO ENTERTA.11( AN EVEN01
a machine, hint• on training, etc. A comING PABTY.-A complete compendium of
plete book. Full of practical lllu st raUona.
g'ames, &ports, card dlTeratona, comic reclta...
No. 811. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A eomtlona. etc., aultable tor parlor or drawingplete 1 and uaetul ltttle book, contalnlnc the
It contain• more for
room entertainment.
rules and regulation• of bllllarda, bacaten,
the money than any book published.
·
backgammon, croquet, domlnoe1, etc.
No 21 HOW TO HUNT A.ND FISH,-The
No. 88, HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDBUIII&.
moat complete huntlng and ft.ahlng guide ever
--Contatntnc all the Jeadtnc conundrum• ot
published. It contains full tn1truct1on1 about
the day, amualns rlddle1, curloua catchea aM
guna, hunting doga, trapa, trapping and flah,
witty oaylng1.
Ing, together with deecrlptlo11. ef came and
No. 88. HOW TO BECOME YOUB OWll
llsh.
DOCTOR.-A wonderful book, containing unNo. !l!. BOW TO DO SECO?fD SIGHT.tul and practical lntormatlen In the tre&tment
Heller's aeco nd slght explained by hla former
t
a d U
of o dlnary 41• aa
aaahltant, Fred Hunt. Jr. Explaining how lbe
ever; family. A,b~~ndinc ~n muea!r~1c::d~.;..~
secret dialogues were carried on between the
Uve reclpeo for ceneral complalntL
maglclan and the boy <>n the otace; also clv·
11
PI~'iJts
DB.EAMS.lnt.:': 2~~e
Handaomely llluatrated.
atructtve book.
to all
Ut~le dbook gl~e• t~e expianaUon
th lucky a nd
No. 40. HOW TO HA.KE AND IIET TBAPII.
ocet er "
un~u~k; da;:.ama,
-lncludlnc hints on how to catch molea,
No. 24. BOW TO WBJTE LETTE1t8 TO
weaeela, otter, rau, 1qulrrele and blrdL AlN
GENT·LEMJ<:N.-Contalnlng full lllrectlona tor
bow to cure •kine. Coplou1ly lllu1trated.
writing to gentlemen on all oubjecte.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END
No. 25. HOW TO •ECOME A GYMNAST.MEN'S JOKE BOOK,--Contalnlnc a creat T..
Containing full lnatructlone for all kinda ot
rlety of the late1t jokes u1ed by the moat
cymnaetlc sports and athletic exerclieo, Em·
tamoue end men. No amateur mln1trela le
:,racing thirty-five lllu1tratlona. By Profeoaor
complete without thl1 wonderful little book,
w. Macdonald.
THE 'BOYS OF NEW YOB.
No. 42.
Ne. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND .IIIUILD
STU II P SPEA.KER.--Contalnlnc a varied uA BOAT.-Fully lllu1trated. Full Jnstructlon•
1ortme nt ot 1tump 1peeche1, Negro, Dutch
are glven In thl• llttle book, tocether wlth InIrlah. Alao end men'• jokea. Juat the thin•
•tructlona on swimming and rtdtnc, companion
0
~o;~OtB~i":n:~~e~G~~tt..
to;io~
b'ilo~"To RECITE AND BOOK OF
--Contalnlnc the grande1t aB1ortment ot m&IJR ECJTATIONS.--Contalnlng the moat popular
teal lllustona ever placed before the publlo.
aelections tn use. comprising Dutch dialect,
Al•o trtcka wtth carda. tn cantattona, etc.
French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect
1
lr:.umANVe~
c~~ct~
plN'es, i~getr.o,:'lt~OmaT:ti'.'ianit"d readlnc1.
aultable tor any time and occaolon; embraoEve~yone '1 8 deeirou1 of knowing wt~t~1!sr;;
Ing Llnea of Love, Affection, Sentiment, Huture 11fe will brine forth, whether happlneH
mot', Respect, and Condolence; atao Vera..
or misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell
Suitable tor Valentlne1 and WeddlncL
by a clance at thl• little book. Buy one and
No. 411, THE BOYS OF NEW YORK IUNbe convinced.
STREL GUJDE AND JOKE BOOK.-SomeNo. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENthlnc new and nry lnatructlve. mvery bo}'
TOR.-Every boy ahould know hew lnventlona
should obtain this book, aa It contain• tu,u
orlclnated. Thie boek explain• them all, clvtnstructlon 1 tor organtztns an amateur m.tn...
tng example tn electricity, hydraulics. ma&ne..
•trel trou pe.
ttam, optics. pneumattca. mechanics, etc.
any addre&1 on receipt of price, 10 cts. per cop7, or S tor 25 eta., In money or po!Jtage stampa, i,,
1-o.
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